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Foreword 
I have attended a number of the annual breakfasts organ ised by WATL 
and been impressed by the vital ity of the members and the abi l i ty of 
WATL to generate wider interest in  its activities than its natural 
membersh ip base at the TC Be i rne School of Law at the Un ivers ity of 
Queens land. 
The annual pub l ication of "Pandora's Box" is  another means by wh ich 
WATL achieves its objects. "Pandora's Box" publ i shes artic les wh ich 
may focus on issues particularly affecting women, but are tru ly of 
general interest to the legal profession and the wider community - or 
should be. 
I congratu late the ed itors of " Pandora's Box" in bringing together a 
col lection of artic les in th is  year 's publ ication which are not only of 
current interest, but wi l l  serve as a valuable resource in future years for 
evaluating progress made in  those issues. 
The Honourable Justice Debra Mullins 
Supreme Court of Queensland 
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Editor's Note 
Violence, rape and prostitution . . .  The cheery WATL symbo l  adorn ing 
the front cover bel ies the darkness of some of the issues d i scussed in  
Pandora s Box 2000. Heavy read ing it may be at  t imes but, we bel ieve, 
worthwhi le reading. 
Thi s  year Pandora s assembles a wide variety of sty les from authors 
with some very d ifferent backgrounds.  We have also inc luded for the 
first time, not only the winn ing entry from the WATL Blake Dawson 
Waldron student paper competition, but a lso abstracts from the other 
entries in recogn ition of the scholarsh ip d isp layed in  the qual ity of 
entries received. 
We wou ld l i ke to thank the t ire less executive of WATL who provided 
constant support and guidance, and to extend our gratitude also to 
those who took the t ime to contribute and lend their perspective to 
Pandora s Box. 
Emerging from their efforts is a journal wh ich serves as a thought­
provoking rem inder that "women 's i ssues" are far from dead issues, 
and also a weighty tome to throw at anyone who suggests that an 
organ i sation cal led "Women and the Law" is  anachron istic in the year 
2000 ! 
So, be chal lenged, be engaged, be informed, be enraged . . .
Enjoy Pandora's Box 2000 ! 
Kate Deere 
Megan Hirst 
Suzanne Marlow 
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Beijing Plus Five views from the 
negotiating rooms. 
Susan Halliday* and Sabina Lauber tt 
Introduction 
"ls there anyone who is in favour of rape, sexual s lavery, enforced 
prostitution, forced pregnancy or steri l i sation? Does anyone support their  
use as weapons of war? I f  not, why should there sti l l  be brackets round these 
paragraphs on the last day of these negotiations? . . .  Excuse me ifl am na"ive 
- but I am frankly baffled by the inab i l i ty to reach agreement on th is 
language among countries whi ch I know support al l these measures and 
proposals - countries which are themselves taking action to implement 
them."1 
These words, del ivered by Dr Nafis Sadik,  Executive Director of the 
U n ited Nations Population F und, on the last day of the Beij ing P lus 
F ive Special Session, summed up the frustrations of over 4,000 
government and non-government delegates attend ing the event. On the 
last afternoon when the General Assembly should have been adopting 
the outcomes of the Special Session, delegates were sti l l  entrenched in 
the d ifficult and protracted negotiations that had marked the Beij ing 
P l us F ive review process. 
Not unti l the morn ing after the c lose of the Special Session, was a final 
document agreed to . Negot iations had gone through the last day, 
Fr iday 9 June 2000, into the n ight and concl uded at Sam on Saturday. 
A weary but co lourful tribe of delegates poured out of the Un ited 
N ations bui lding as the sun rose and c lambered into bed for a few 
hours s leep before a special ly convened General Assembly adopted the 
Outcomes Document. 
* Federal Sex Discrim ination Commissioner
t Director (Ng), Sex Discrimination Unit, Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission 
t Commissioner Hal l iday and Ms Lauber attended the Beij ing Plus Five Special
Session as independent advisers to the Austral ian Delegation. Ms Lauber also 
attended the PrepCom as an adviser to the Austral ian Delegation. 
I Statement by Dr Nafis Sadik, Executive Director of the United Nations 
Population Fund to the Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly on 
the Fourth World conference on Women, United Nations, New York, 9 June 2000. 
Avai lable on www.un.org/ga/webcast/statements 
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The United Nations General Assembly Spec ial Session was formal ly 
cal led Women 2000: Gender, Equality, Development and Peace in the 
21st Century. It was convened to review the progress achieved in the
five years s ince the adoption of the Platform for Action in Beij ing i n  
1 995 (BPFA), hence the unofficial ,  yet widely used title "Beij ing Plus 
F ive". 
There were a number of advances in  women's r ights made at Be ij ing 
P lus F ive, despite d isturb ing pressures from several delegations to 
backtrack on previously agreed standards. However, the gains  were 
hard fought and the m issed opportun ities and losses were at times 
devastating. Overal l  the process was chaotic and there is  no doubt that 
some government delegations would have returned to thei r  capitals 
and heav i ly  critic ised the United Nations' system. 
Th is  art icle seeks to evaluate the Beij ing P lus  F ive conference by 
recogni sing it as part of the broader international process of human 
rights standard sett ing. Th is  process suffers from inevitable l im itations 
born of vast d ifferences between governments, pol itical systems and 
cu ltural priorities. It is questionable whether these l im itations can ever 
be transcended. 
Despite these chal lenges, the trad itional tool s  of international law, such 
as d ip lomacy, shame and consensus, can be strategical ly used, as they 
so aptly were at the Beij ing P lus F ive conference, to produce valuable 
outcomes for women . 
Th is  article examines the gains made and losses endured during the 
negotiations, as wel l as the significant contribution that delegate 
interaction made to the process. I n  add ition, the consistent lobby ing 
and involvement of non-governmental organ isations wi l l  be rev iewed 
in order to reflect the v ital contr ibution they made. The artic le  then 
moves on to briefly exam ine the l i m itations of international processes 
in setting standards for the rights of women . Having accepted the 
l im itations and taken on board the real ities of un ique global meetings 
such as th is, it i s  argued that women can and have effective ly uti l i sed 
such a process to bring about real change. 
Background 
The original 1 995 Beij ing Conference was one of the largest g lobal 
conferences ever held .  Some 1 7  ,OOO participants attended incl ud ing 
6,000 delegates from 1 89 countries, over 4,000 representatives of 
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accred ited non-governmental organ isations, a host of national c iv i l  
servants and 4,000 media representatives. More than 30,000 peop le 
also participated in  the NGO Forum that was run s imultaneous ly. 
There is no doubt that th i s  extraord inary presence at the Beij ing 
Conference played a s ignificant ro le in  bringing about the gains in the 
BPFA .  The BPFA obl iged governments to look at twe lve Critical Areas 
of Concern as priorities for action : 
1 . Women and poverty 
2 .  Women and education and train ing 
3. Women and health
4 .  Vio lence against women
5 .  Women and armed conflict
6 .  Women and the  economy
7. Women in power and dec is ion-making
8 .  Institutional mechan i sms  for the advancement of
women
9 .  H uman rights of  women
1 0 . Women and m edia 
1 1 . Women and environment 
1 2 . The girl -ch i ld 
In several of these areas, the BPFA introduced new text into the 
international arena, thereby creating new global standards for women. 
In  particular, the text pertai n ing to vio lence against women was seen 
as a val uable step forward when compared to other major United 
Nations documents on th is issue.2 
I n  addit ion, the Be ij ing Conference faci l i tated the largest ever 
participation of non-governmental organ isations (NGOs) at a Un ited 
Nations World Conference. Some 400 NGOs ho ld ing permanent 
consu ltative status with the Economic and Social Counci l  (ECOSOC) 
were joined by another 2,500 N GOs especial ly accredited to attend .3 
The v iews and lobbying of the NGOs strongly influenced the final 
Document negotiated and reaffirmed the place of c iv i l society m 
i nternational governance. 
2 Lee, "Violence Against Women: Reflections on the Past and Strategies for the 
Future - an NGO Perspective" ( 1 997) 19 Adel LR 45. 
3 Amnesty I nternational, Report on the Fourth World Conference on Women, IOR 
4 1 /30/95, 22 . 
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L ike New York in 2000, Beij ing was a p lace of hard fought battles. On 
thei r  return from Beij ing, Austral ian participants reported mixed 
fee l i ngs.4 However, the Beij ing ach ievements shou ld never be
underestimated. In the words of Janet H unt: 
"The achievement of the Conference was that so many signed on to the 
Platform . . .  If even half of the Platform was seriously implemented, it would 
be a huge step forward for women around the world."5 
Unfortunately, ' serious implementation' of the BPFA was not fol lowed 
through by al l the governments that had official ly adopted the 
document. 
As a non-treaty process, the World Conferences on Women are 
conducted under the auspices of the Comm ittee on the Status of 
Women (CSW) .  Th i s  i s  a Un ited Nat ions body made up of 
representatives of governments, general ly delegates from government 
m issions to the Un ited Nations. 
These Conferences bring together Nation States and Observers6 to 
negotiate and adopt, by consensus, documents of rev iew and 
commitment. The notion of consensus negotiation brings an interesting 
element to the process and the outcomes. Effectively, an objection by 
a s ingle delegation can l im it language that the remainder of the world 
has agreed to . With Observers such as the Holy See (the Vatican) 
having ful l  negotiation rights, more controversial  i ssues around the 
rights of women are often un l ikely to become part of the final 
documents emerging from such conferences. 
However, the element of consensus g ives a final negotiated Document 
increased strength . As text that has been hard fought for, amended, 
traded, bartered and then adopted by al l Nations, it can be ski l lfu l ly 
used by international lawyers, women 's groups and NGOs to fight for 
the fu l l  implementation of the rights enunciated .  
4 See fo r  example, Austral ian Feminist Law Journal 1 996, i ssue 6; Lee, "Violence 
Against Women: Reflections on the Past and Strategies for the Future - an NGO 
Perspective" ( 1 997) 1 9  Adel LR 45. 
5 Hunt "Reflections on Beij ing" ( 1 996) 6 Australian Feminist Law Journal 39, 40. 
6 The phrase 'Nation States and Observers' makes the distinction between Nations 
that are members of the United Nations with a seat in the General Assembly and 
those that are not members. Observers include recognised Nations that are not 
members of the United Nations, such as Switzerland. Observers do not have a seat 
in the General Assembly and hence do not have United Nations voting rights. At 
World Conferences such as Beij ing Plus F ive, Observers may be granted ful l  
negotiation rights. 
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Beijing Plus Five Special Session (Women 2000) 
The primary aim of the Beij ing P lus  F ive Special Session was to 
accelerate the implementation of  the BPFA through a process of review 
and appraisal . From 5 to 9 June 2000, 1 80 Nation States and Observers 
gathered to negotiate and adopt a Pol itical Declaration 7 to reaffirm the 
respons ib i l i ty of governments to imp lement the B PFA and an 
Outcomes Documents to rev iew and strengthen the BPFA .
Negotiations started in  March 2000 when the CSW met in New York 
as the Preparatory Committee (PrepCom) for the upcom ing Special 
Sess ion .9 The draft Pol i t ical  Dec laration and draft Outcomes
Document prepared by the United Nations Secretariat were opened to 
negotiation. 
As i s  trad it ional at United N ations negotiations, Nation States 
negotiate in b locs. At the PrepCom there were three main negotiating 
b l ocs - the European Union ,  the G- 77 ( inc lud ing China) and 
J USCANZ. Austral ia, along with Japan, the USA, Canada, New 
Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, I celand, L iechtenstein and the recently 
jo ined Republ ic of Korea form the negotiat ing b loc J USCANZ. B loc 
negotiation strengthens strategic al l iances and bui lds strength from 
numbers .  It also serves to make negotiations more efficient, l im iting 
voices to three, rather than 1 80.  
The downside of negotiating in blocs is  that a number of voices must 
be d i luted in order for the common voice of the b loc to be formed and 
heard . During the PrepCom, J USCANZ members spent many days 
together, negotiating the Outcomes Document draft text before a 
common J USCANZ voice cou ld be presented to the PrepCom .  
D ifficult battles ensued over i ssues of strateg ic national interest, with 
the views of particular countries c learly in confl ict with the interests 
of other J USCANZ members . The J USCANZ members negotiating 
7 UN Doc A/S-23/2, paragraph 56. 
8 Review and appraisal of progress made in the implementation of the 1 2  critical 
areas of concern in the Beij ing Platform for Action, and Further actions and 
in it iatives for overcomi ng obstacles to the implementation of the Beij ing Platform 
for Action, UN Docs A/S-23/2/Add.2 as amended by A/S-23/AC. 1 /L.  l /Add. 1 -42. 
9 Committee on the Status of Women, 44th Session (2000). The PrepCom was
chaired by Christine Kapalata (Tanzani a) and adopted several resolutions that set 
out the framework for review: CSW draft resolution E/CN.6/ 1 999/L.2/Rev. l ,  
Preparations for the Special Session of the General Assembly, 
http://www.un.org/events/ref39.htm 
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the draft text experienced much tens ion in order to final ly present 
under the guise of a un ited group. 
Balanc ing the tension that emerged wh i l st de legates sought to protect 
their national interests were the valuable opportunities for creative 
add itions to the original text and the supportive cross country 
relationsh ips developed. 
By the end of the PrepCom it was evident that the three months 
al located to negotiate the Beij ing P lus  F ive draft document was 
inadequate. l ntercessional negotiations between the PrepCom and the 
June 2000 Special Sess ion enabled the negotiations to continue, 
largely through d ip lomats based at the M issions to the Un ited N ations 
in  New York. The result of these intercessionals however was an 
Outcomes Document that was substantial ly d ifferent and somewhat 
l im ited compared to the ideal istic terms that had been negotiated 
earl ier in March. 
The "watering-down" process continued at the New York Specia l  
Session in June 2000. In  h indsight, a longer period of PrepCom 
negotiation would have a l lowed for more strategy and planning, and an 
al l round better resu lt. 
The l im ited period of time particu larly h indered the G-77. This  
substantial negotiating bloc, compris ing d iverse nations from al l over 
the world, could not reach substantive agreement on al l the i ssues 
before them. By the time the Spec ial Session commenced in June, the 
G-77 had broken down into reg ional negotiating blocs which inc l uded 
the Southern African Deve loping Countries (SA DC), the Southern 
Lat in  American Countries (SLAC) ,  the Car ibbean Countr ies  
(CARICOM), Pac ific nations, the I slam ic countries and As ia .  The 
negative outcome was that th is  added a s ign ificant number of extra 
vo ices to the debate; the positive outcome was that these voices were 
more representative of the constituents with in the g iven regions. 
With the breaking down of the G-77, strategic negotiations became 
poss ib le between l ike-m inded nations such as J USCANZ, EU,  S LAC 
and CARJCOM .  Th is  greatly assi sted progress in  the larger negotiation 
rooms, with these countries acting as a large, yet unofficial ,  b loc on 
many i ssues. However, alongside th is  cooperation lay the dec is ion by 
several countries to negotiate independently. Th i s  was particu larly the 
case with the Holy See and several I s lamic  nations inc lud ing Pakistan , 
Saud i Arabia, Egypt, Sudan, A lgeria and I ran . Whi le these negotiat ing 
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Nation States and Observers general ly echoed s imi lar views on the 
text, they did so in a strategic way, uti l i sing separate vo ices, thus 
creating the impression that substantial resi stance existed when only a 
handful  of countries actual ly d i sagreed. 
The strong association between several I slam ic countries and the Holy 
See was publ ic ly noted by experienced d ip lomats, several of whom 
commented that they had never before seen such a c lose al l iance 
between these groups. The presence of the Holy See, exerc i s ing ful l  
negotiation rights, had been crit ic ised by  many NGOs at the Beij ing 
Conference. I O Whi le the Holy See's  status as an observer rather than 
an NGO is legal ly uncontentious, l l it again drew s ignificant critic ism
from many participants at Beij ing Plus F ive. No other independent seat 
of re l i g i ous power enjoys such pr iv i lege at Un ited Nat ions 
negotiations. 
Gains Made and Losses Endured 
There are several ways of assessing the Beij ing P lus F ive process. I t  i s  
inevitable that many wi l l  focus purely on the Outcomes Document to 
estab l i sh the advances made, or the lack thereof. However, throughout 
the PrepCom and the actual Spec ial Session it became evident that the 
gains from th is process extend beyond the final text. 
Th is  d i scussion rev iews the gains and losses made in three areas : 
firstly i n  the Outcomes Document, secondly, in the ro le of NGOs and 
th irdly, the value of the P lenary Session at wh ich the General 
Assembly met to hear members report on their progress since Beij ing 
in 1 995 . These three d istinct parts of the Beij ing P lus F ive process 
bring i nto play three d istinct tools  of international law. Properly 
understood, these too ls  and the gains they bring can continue to be 
used to effectively imp lement and advance current standards of 
women's rights. 
I O Otto "Holding up Half the Sky, but for Whose Benefit? : A Critical Analysis of 
the Fourth World Conference on Women" ( 1 996) 6 Australian Feminist Law 
Journal 7. 
11 Kuntz "The Status of the Holy See i n  International Law" ( 1 952) 46 American
Journal of International Law 308. 
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1. The Outcomes Document
The Pol it ical Declaration, negotiated at the PrepCom in March 2000 
and adopted by the Special Session in June 2000, strongly reaffirms 
that governments have the respons ib i l ity to implement the BPFA .  The 
BPFA to this  day remains the crucia l  reference point for governments, 
with respect to their obl igations regarding the rights of women . 
The Outcomes Document bu i lds on  th i s  reaffirmation and strengthens 
the BPFA in many areas. Designed essential ly as a review document, 
the Outcomes Document has four parts : 
I .  I ntroduction 
I I . Achievements and obstacles i n  the implementation of the twelve 
critical areas of the Platform for Action 
I I I .  Current chal lenges affecting the fu l l  implementation of the 
Beij ing Declaration and the P l atform for Action 
IV. Actions and In itiat ives to overcome obstacles and to ach ieve the
ful l  and accelerated implementation of the Beij ing Platform for
Action
It  was agreed at the PrepCom that the Special Session would be 
undertaken on the bas is  of the B P FA and that the original Beij ing 
Platform would not be renegotiated .  Th is  agreement became a crucial 
e lement during the later stages of negotiations when several countries 
uti l i sed their heads of delegations as key negotiators to attempt to 
reject gains that had been made in 1 995 .  In such instances, usual ly 
accompanied by tense d isagreement on contentious i ssues, the Chair of 
the negotiations adopted the exact l anguage contained in  the BPFA .  
Sexual orientation 
By far the most contentious issue at the negotiations was the attempt 
to inc lude text using the term "sexual orientation". Hard fought but lost 
at the 1 995 Beij ing conference, 1 2  the i ssue was put back on the agenda
by JUSCANZ, the EU, Southern Africa and several Latin American 
countries. Acknowledging that any gains in th i s  area were un l i kely, 
these Nation States wanted at a m i n imum, recognition in Part I I  of the 
12 Otto "Lesbians?: Not in  My Country" ( 1 995) 20(6) A lternative Law Journal
288.  
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document that some  governments had, si nce Beij ing,  enacted 
leg i s lation to e l i m inate d i scr im inat i on on the bas i s  of sexual 
orientation. Attempts were a lso made to include text and strategies to 
combat vio lence against lesbians .  A tense stand off in the smal l hours 
of the morning on the final day evidenced just how far away Nation 
States were from having "sexual orientation" on the agenda. In fact, 
conservative Nation States made it c lear that if a reference to sexual 
orientation found its way into the Outcomes Document, they would 
refuse to adopt the document in  its entirety. A l l  references were 
u lt imately dropped and the status quo of the BPFA maintained. 
Health 
Several gains were made in the area of health, reflecting the strong 
commitment of Nation States such as the U SA, Canada and a number 
of European and African countries. The concept of women 's health 
throughout the l ife-cycle became a major focus of the Outcomes 
Document. Prov isions re lating to health now go beyond the BPFA by 
focusing on the gender aspects of the H I V/AI DS pandem ic as wel l  as 
other d i seases such as malaria and tuberculosis .  The situation of the 
gir l-ch i ld affected by H I V/A I DS is spec ifical ly addressed, as an 
infected person, care prov ider and orphan . 
Women 's right to contro l the i r  sexual i ty, inc lud ing sexual and 
reproductive health was inc luded in the document, despite staunch 
opposition from several conservative Nation States and the Holy See. 
In  add ition, strategies regarding women's and men's access to safe, 
effective, affordable and acceptable methods of family p lanning, 
inc lud ing information and serv ices are inc luded . Vigorous debates 
around the issue of abortion took place, with several Nation States 
attempting to incorporate the language of the 1 999 International 
Conference on Population and Deve lopment P lus  F ive (Cairo P lus 
F ive) into the Outcomes Document. Th i s  more progressive text was 
u ltimately over-ruled and on ly the BPFA language was retained . 
I n  l ine with the l ife-cycle approach, the Outcomes Document 
spec ifical ly  addresses aging, stressing the need for programs for 
healthy, active aging, aimed at ensuring the independence, equal ity, 
participation and security for o lder women . The need to promote 
women 's and g ir l ' s  mental  health is a lso recogn i sed, as is its 
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integration i nto health care services and programs. The Outcomes 
Document also acknowledged the need for gender sensitive train ing of 
health workers in  order to recogn i se and properly address gender­
based violence. 
Globalisation 
Gains inc luded the recogn ition of the gendered impact of global i sat ion 
and a commitment to ensure equal access to social  protection. Equal 
part ic ipation of women in macroeconomic dec is ion making was a lso 
inc luded. However, some 'developed ' Nation States were accused of 
showing l ittle support for e l im inating the identified negative effects of 
g lobal i sation on women. Th i s  i ssue i mpacted on the free trade agenda 
of many nations and there was l ittle support for text that could i mpact
on progressing international trade negotiations. Predictab le re luctance 
to support fi rm commitment to increasing overseas development aid 
was also shown. References to th i s  i ssue inev itably became shrouded 
in words of vague commitment. 
Violence 
Considerable progress was made in strengthening standards in the area 
of violence against women and gir ls .  The framework for d iscussion 
has been expanded to focus on the need to promote an envi ronment 
that does not to lerate violence against women and gir ls .  Governments 
have now committed to undertake research into the root causes of 
v io lence against women and gir ls  and to establ ish legislation to hand le 
crim inal matters re lating to th is  vio lence. However, a d isappointingly 
narrow understanding was adopted on government accountab i l ity for 
vio lence against women and girls perpetrated by non-state actors. 
More specific provisions were introduced to address i ssues not d i rectly 
mentioned in  the BPFA, such as marital rape, crimes committed in  the 
name of honour and pass ion, racism and racial ly motivated v io lence 
against women and g irls .  New measures were created to mainstream 
gender into national immigration pol ic ies in order to recogn i se gender 
related persecution and violence when assessing grounds for granti ng 
refugee status and asy lum.  
Trafficking in  women and g irls  was viewed in  a hol i stic manner, 
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addressing the root causes o f  the phenomenon and deve loping a 
comprehensive anti -trafficking strategy inc lud ing legis lative and 
preventative measures, exchange of information, ass istance, protection 
and reintegration of v ictims, p lus  the prosecut ion of offenders . The 
Document al so introduced the idea of not prosecuting women and g irl 
v ictims of traffick ing for i I l egal entry or residence in the country, into 
wh ich they were trafficked . 
CEDAW 
Unfortunately there was significant rel uctance to l ink the Outcomes 
Document with the standards of the Convention on the E l imination of 
A l l  Forms of Discrim ination Against Women (CEDAW). Some of the 
debates even fai led to acknowledge the obl igations several Nation 
States under CEDA W. Despite th i s  re l uctance, the Outcomes 
Document encourages Nation States to s ign and ratify the Optional 
Protocol to CEDA W adopted in  1 999 as wel l as the Rome Statute of 
the International Crim inal Court. 
Hard fought text on inheritance and property rights was included, as 
wel l  as access to housing. However, language on labour rights was 
d isappointingly weak and there is l ittle reference to existing standards 
al ready developed by the I nternational Labour Organ isation in the 
Outcomes Document. 
There is no doubt that several gains were made. But important batt les 
remain for future negotiations. The chal lenge now is  to use the gains 
that have been made and bring about their implementation. Consensus 
documents on international human rights standards can be used as 
val uable statements of international and domestic comm itment. 
Unfortunately women and NGOs often favour the more wel l known 
but less detai led CEDA W. 
2. The role of NGOs
A high number of delegations, particularly JUSCANZ delegations, 
contained representatives from NGOs. These NGO representatives 
used their delegat ion membersh ip to transmit the wishes of c iv i l  
society from their  own countries to  the delegations .  The Austral ian 
delegation had three NGO delegates - from Soroptim i sts I nternationa l ,  
the Austral ian Federation of Bus iness and Professional Women and the 
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Young Women's  Christian Associat ion.  The genu ine invo lvement in  
depth and participation of the NGOs on the Austral ian delegation and 
many other delegations clearly demonstrated the entrenched ro le of 
c iv i l  soc iety in the United Nations system today. 
However, wh i le quite firm ly entrenched in the Un ited Nations system , 
the ro le of N GOs nevertheless cont inues to be controversia l ,  and 
d ifficult  for some Nation States that would prefer more l i m ited and 
highly regulated participation. 
N GO participation in the Special Sess ion was determined at the March 
2000 PrepCom where it was dec ided that NGOs with ECOSOC 
consu ltative status, NGOs that had participated at the 1 995 Beij ing 
conference and other NGOs, cou ld all participate . I n it ial ly at the 
PrepCom NGOs had access to the negotiation floor. S ign ificant 
d ifficu lties arose with a large number of representatives from s ingle 
i ssue right-to- l i fe  groups flood i ng and aggress ively lobby ing 
negotiation rooms. Many delegates consequently made complaints of 
harassment to UN officials .  The resu l t  of th is  unprecedented behav iour 
was that a l l  NGOs not included in government delegations were den ied 
access to the negotiation floor; their access a l lowed from the viewing 
gal lery on ly. No NGO access was al lowed to the smal l negotiation 
groups that had been assigned the more controversial provi sions. 
NGOs held meetings throughout the PrepCom and the Special  Sess ion .  
Austral ian NGOs met dai ly for briefings fac i l itated by a government 
funded NGO coordinator. The presence of th is  coord inator a l lowed for 
a much better flow of information and interaction with government 
delegates than would have otherwise been possib le .  In add it ion, 
alternat ive NGO reports were made avai lab le  by reg ional 
representatives and NGO caucuses on the 1 2  critical areas of the B P FA 
negotiated the i r  own add it ions to the Outcomes Document .  
Comprehensive lobby ing by N GOs ensured that several NGO 
in itiatives found their way into the final Outcomes Document. 
I ntense NGO lobbying regard ing issues of early and forced marriage 
and honour crimes took place prior to and during the PrepCom, and the 
Special Session .  Th is  strategic lobbying undoubted ly contributed to 
these issues becoming a strong part of the final Outcomes Document. 
The powerful ,  albeit often invis ib le role  of NGOs in negotiating 
human rights standards at the internat ional leve l ,  caused some 
controversy during negotiations. Several Nation States passionately 
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opposed language that strengthened and ensured the place of NGOs 
with in the human rights system.  Despite this opposit ion, several 
provis ions of the Outcomes Document acknowledge the important 
comp l ementary and autonomous ro le  of N GOs in progress ing 
women's human rights. 
NGOs have clearly found a valuable and effective place in systems of 
international governance. They have access to and a wi l l ingness to use 
the val uable tool s  of lobby ing, i nformation exchange and ' sham ing' to 
bring about consistent future growth in  women 's rights. 
3. Attendance at the Plenary Session
The P lenary Session he ld in the General Assembly Chamber a l lowed 
governments to make short presentations on their  achievements, 
chal lenges and obstac les over the past five years of implementation of 
the BPFA .  
The qual ity o f  the presentations was mixed, with some governments 
presenting ho l l ow se l f-congratu lat ions ,  wh i le others de l ivered 
inspirational messages of genu ine change. African nations focused on 
the tragedy of H I V  I A I DS as a barrier and immense chal lenge in  the 
achievement of human rights for women . United Nations agencies 
reported frankly and honestly on what they saw to be ach ievements 
and obstacles, often am idst much cheering and app lause. A smal l 
number of NGOs were also invited to g ive oral statements to the 
General Assembly. 
The value of these P lenary Sessions l ies not so much in the actual 
words spoken, but in the fact that governments from across the g lobe 
are cal led upon to report on human rights progress. The process 
requ ires governments to account for their  action, or inaction, by 
exposing them to the judgment and crit ic ism of other governments, the 
Un ited Nations and NGOs. 
Armed with the too l s  of d ip lomacy, strateg ic question ing and 
' shami ng ' ,  the P lenary Session can provide a useful mechan ism for 
advancing the rights of women. P lenary Sessions are inev itably 
shadowed by a number of d ip lomatic functions, cocktai l parties and 
valuab le  lobbying opportunities in the cafeteria and toi let waiting 
queues. Governments attending P lenary Sessions often seek a positive 
response from their domestic N GOs and the med ia. It is a valuable t ime 
for encouraging com mitment and change from participating delegates. 
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Feminism and International Processes 
S ince the revolutionary artic le "Feminist Approaches to International 
Law" in 1 99 1 1 3 , many writers have added to the crit ique of 
international law and the p lace of women with in it. 1 4  Th is  scholarship
has prov ided valuable impetus for an understanding of the way that 
international legal systems and processes excl ude women's i ssues. 
The recogn ition of women's rights from the Un ited Nations system has 
general ly been ach ieved through the "add women and stir" approach . 1 5  
Due to m uch crit icism of the inadequacies of th i s  approach and the 
results that ensue, the United Nations has moved towards a growing 
comm itment to mainstreaming. 1 6 Th i s  comm itment was evident i n  the 
Outcomes Document and was extended to governments at the 
domestic level a lso. 
However, the processes used at the recent Beij ing P lus F ive conference 
demonstrated just how far we are from a genuine understanding of 
women, and women's i ssues, by the United Nations system. The 
mascu l in i sed ' war of words'  that too often resemb led a trad itional 
batt lefie ld was at odds with the real ity of women's l i ves that cou ld 
benefit so greatly from th i s  conference. Sadly, in the smal l  hours of the 
morn ing during the final rounds of negotiation, it became al l too c lear 
who had the real power in many Nation States. In contrast to the 
colourful c lothes that had fi l led the negotiating rooms, the sea of 
tai lored, dark grey suits became obvious as the deeply controversial 
i ssues came up for negotiation. 
With only e leven female ambassadors to the United Nations in New 
York, out of over 1 60 countries, and few women in  sen ior positions at 
the Un ited Nations itsel f, it is evident that the Beij ing P lus F ive 
1 3 Charlesworth, Chinkin & Wright "Femin ist Approaches to International law" 
( 1 99 1 ) 85 American Journal of International Law 6 1 3. 
1 4 See for eg, Mathew, Otto and Walker " Feminist Interventions in International 
Law: Reflections on the Past and Strategies for the Future" ( 1 997) 1 9 Adel LR 1 , 
especial ly the references provided in footnote 4; Dal lmeyer ( ed) Reconceiving 
Reality: Women and International Law (American Society of International law), 
Washington DC 1 993 ; Chinkin "Feminist I nterventions into International Law" 
( 1 997) 1 9 Adel LR 1 3 . 
1 5 Chinkin "Feminist Interventions into International Law" ( 1 997) 1 9 Adel LR 1 3 , 
1 8 . 
1 6 Chinkin "Feminist Interventions into International Law" ( 1 997) 1 9 Adel LR 1 3 ,
1 8 . 
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conference was underp inned by a structure that overwhe lm ingly 
thrives on the experiences of  men . I f  one was to ask, can the mere 
presence of women at such a conference, or the mere subject matter of 
women 's rights, ensure a genuine advancement for women around the 
world, the answer in the year 2000 wou ld have to be - not yet. 
I t  is reflections such as these that caused D iane Otto to comment on the 
resu lts of the Beij ing Conference : 
"Extend ing to women the rights that men currently enjoy is not enough. It 
is not enough because it does not chal lenge the underly ing social, political 
and economic institutions that reproduce gender hierarchies. It is also not 
enough because it does not redress the inequ itable access to rights that 
d ifferently situated women (and men) have . . .  Chal lenging that power is not 
s imply a matter of cajo l ing more women into participating in the existing 
systems. There remains a long hau l before us while we learn, through our 
resistance, how to cha l lenge power on terms other than those prescribed, 
and therefore control led, by the dominant regimes." 1 7 
May Lamont, an NGO adv i ser to the Austral ian Government Beij ing 
P lus F ive delegation rai sed s im i lar chal lenges on her return, express ing 
the d i spossession she fe lt as a woman at the meeting : 
As a member of the female sex, it was my body that was under the most 
minute scrutiny ;  my body that was the subject of claim, ownersh ip and 
contro l .  I went from anger to despair, especial ly as the negotiators from 
some of the more conservat ive and repressive forces were women . 1 8  
Conclusion 
Whi le  women shou ld  cont inue to engage in the international system to 
fight for the advancement and implementation of women 's human 
rights, there i s  also a need to question and expose the structural barriers 
and m indsets that marg inal i se the real experiences of women and 
hence, real  advancements for women around the g lobe. 
The l im itation that m ust be accepted about the international system is 
that international law in its many forms can only offer a partial 
response to women's  perspectives. 1 9  A thorough understanding of th i s
1 7 Otto "Hold ing U p  Hal f  the Sky, but for Whose Benefit?: A Critical Analysis o f  the 
Fourth World Conference on Women" (1 996) 6 AFLJ 7, 28. 
1 8  Women s News, Newsletter of the Commonwealth Office of the Status of 
Women, I ssue 1 4, August 2000, 6 
1 9 Mathew, Otto & Walker " Femin ist I nterventions in International Law: 
Reflections on the Past and Strategies for the Future" (1 997) 1 9 Adel LR I ,  quoting 
a presentation by Hi l lary Charlesworth at p 4. 
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l im itation, as wel l  as an understand ing of the d iverse tool s  avai lab le to 
effectively exploit  international law, is the key to effectively us ing 
these processes. Often couched in the language and systems fami l iar to 
governments and dom inant structures, i nternational law is a valuable 
mechan ism when seek ing change in  these areas. 
However, as independent adv isers to the Austral ian Beij ing P lus  F ive 
delegation, it i s  our view that other strategies should  be used outs ide 
the i nternational law system to exam ine women's experiences and, in 
tum,  chal lenge the m indsets that deny thei r  recogn it ion . These shou ld  
include activ ities at the grass roots of women's  l ives that acknowledge 
the d ivers ity and real ity of the ir experiences, activities that target 
domestic laws and governments, and academ ic  analys i s and 
d iscussion. The role of NGOs and national human rights institutions, 
such as the Austral ian Human R ights and Equai Opportun ity 
Commiss ion, in these other strategies are crucial . Over t ime, these 
strateg ies wi l l  create legit imate and systematic change at the domestic 
leve l ,  wh ich hopeful ly wi l l  permeate the i nternational level to inform 
and strengthen the processes there. 
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Visions for the Future: Address to the 
Global Forum of Women Political 
Leaders 
Natasha Stott Despoja* 
Editor's Introduction 
This paper was presented by the Senator earlier this year in Manilla, 
at the Regional preparatory Forum for the Beijing Plus Five Women s 
Conference. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
Events such as th i s  provide an invaluab le opportunity for women to 
share ideas and l i sten to each other 's experiences. Today, I am 
presenting the perspective of a younger woman involved in pol itics 
and wi l l  provide a brief snapshot of  my nation 's  record on women 's 
representation . Of course, it i s  equal ly important for us to set goal s, 
and in setting out my ' v is ion for the future ' ,  based on an analysis of the 
present, I hope to give you al l some ideas as to what those goals cou ld 
be. 
Women and Power: 
The d iversity of women represented here reflects the diversity of issues 
each faces. Cultural ,  pol it ical and economic d ifferences all alter the 
circumstances in wh ich we seek access to dec is ion-making processes. 
However, there are common i ssues we al l face, and also a common 
future chal lenge, which the increasing integration of nations under 
global isation forces us al l to cons ider and confront. 
The story of women 's part ic ipation in pol itics over the past century has 
been about gain ing access to the institutions of power in our societies. 
In  most cases, th is  has been confined to the gain ing of suffrage, and 
representation in national pol itical i nstitutions. 
* Senator Natasha Stott Despoja is  the Deputy Parl iamentary Leader of the
Austral ian Democrats. 
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Women and Votes: 
I come from a State (South Austra l ia) wh ich,  i n  1 894, was among the 
first in  the entire world to grant women the right to vote and to stand 
for Parl iament. Our national leg is lature fo l l owed soon after granting 
women's suffrage to al l  women (except A boriginal women in some 
States) in  1 902 . 
I n  1 902, we lead the world yet, when we revi ew our progress at the 
beginn ing of the 2 1  s i  century the numbers are lacking:  Today 22.3% of 
Austra l ia's federa l  par l iament is  made up of women. Th is  stat istic 
breaks down to approximately to a rate of  1 5 .5% partic ipation by 
women in the House of Representatives and 30 .3% in the Senate. 
A lthough Austra l ia 's  part ic ipation rate for women is double that of the 
international average, we sti l l  have a way to go. Certain areas such as 
representation of women in the executive power must be addressed . At 
present Austral ia has on ly one woman federal cabinet m in ister. 
Austra l ia  has had 30 male Prime M in i sters i n  a row, the odds of th i s  
work out at about 1 i n  two thousand m i l l ion ! For  those women here 
representing countries w ith older systems of  governments, the odds are 
even more extreme.  Either pol it ics is not very scientific or not a very 
good bet for women ! 
Australia 
I stand before you as one of those female members of the Austral ian 
Commonwealth Parl iament and from a nation with 40 OOO years of 
h istory, a country rich i n  indigenous heritage and cu lture with one of 
the longest conti nuous democrac ies i n  the world,  and yet one 
perceived as re lat ively young. 
Austra l ia  i s, in  some ways, coming of age. In add ition to the Sydney 
2000 O lymp ics,  A u stra l i ans  are l ook ing  towards the nat ional  
celebration of the Centenary of Federation i n  January 200 1 marking 
the hundredth ann iversary of the year the o ld colonies became a 
federation. M i lestones, additional to New Years, which provide 
Austra l ians with another focus of debate on what kind of nation we 
want to become;  what they envis ioned Austra l ia to represent at the 
beg inn ing of a new century. I t  is hoped that the Olympics and our 
Centenary of Federation wi l l  assi st in  creating a sense of unification in  
Austral i a, to a greater degree than the turn ing of the new century. 
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We are a country confronting our  own chal lenges as we move into the 
next century. Th i s  means facing our future by acknowledging our past . 
Th is  inc ludes addressing past wrongs as we l l  as celebrating our 
successes, in part icular, acknowledg ing the i nj ustices suffered and sti l l  
be ing suffered by  A ustral ia ' s  i nd igenous people .  Ach iev ing 
mean ingful reconci l iation between indigenous and non-indigenous 
Austral ians must be a priority, along with equal rights, in every sense, 
for Austral ian women .  
Changing face 
The face of Austra l ian pol itics i s  changing and I am proud to be a part 
of th is .  As  the youngest-ever woman to enter our nation's Parl iament, 
I look forward to the day when other young women are chosen by an 
electorate that has al ready shown it wants true representation of a l l  
sectors of the popu lation . 
That is not to say that al l e lements of Austral ian pol itical l ife welcome 
th i s  sea change - and it i s  occurring (other young women were elected 
to our Lower House at the last Federal E lection) - but there wi l l  come 
a time when our commun ities wi l l  demand that al l their interests are 
represented and that gender equ ity is standard . I bel ieve we are 
approaching that t ime. 
Democrats 
I belong to the Austral ian Democrats, the only Austral ian pol itical 
party (with parl iamentary Party status) to have had, at one time, more 
women members of parl iament than men, and in our 23 year h i story, 
we have had four women leaders . Currently, our leadersh ip team is a l l  
female - I am Deputy to the Leader, Senator M eg Lees. 
I know that in a vast majority of nations and soc ieties, the goal of 
gain ing power remains e lusive, and we have a long way to go before 
we reach anyth ing approximating parity of representation. The battles 
that women before us had to start are j ust beg inn ing in  many societies. 
In  Austral ia, the chal lenge for many women now i s  to hold onto their  
hard-won gains in  the face of conservative opposit ion: One Austral ian 
union leader described the late 90s in Austral ia  as an 'age of anxiety ' 
for women, those of us resisting the reversal of v ital reforms could do 
with a few more sisters in  dec is ion-mak ing bodies .  
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I do be l ieve that crit ical mass wi l l  make a d ifference - that more 
women, or equal numbers of women, in dec is ion-making bodies wi l l  
make a d i fference to pol icy and u lt imately lead to dec is ion-making and 
po l ic ies which better reflect the concerns and interests of women. 
Research conducted in the US by Susan Carrol l , found that female 
legis lators, even those not prepared to cal l themselves feminists, were 
more l i ke ly to support the introduction and retention of State programs 
and entit lements of benefit to women. 
Women's rights are critical 
Women are the largest universal ly d i scrim inated-against group. For 
every gir l  or young woman who receives an education and i s  ab le to 
real i se her potential , there are dozens who wi l l  never be given that 
opportunity. 
As we enter the 2000s, women have the i l l us ion of equal ity because 
they have made gains .  They can - in Austral ia for example - make 
many choices about how they l ive, work and dress; and they can have 
taken up al l the responsib i l ity of those choices. 
I t  often means many times the workload of women of ear l ier 
generations even i f  the conditions have improved . 
We rejoice in our gains  but we know that al l women do not share in  
them, local ly or g lobal ly. We know that women are vulnerable in  the 
workplace, under represented in  decis ion making and in the home and 
sometimes e l sewhere, vu lnerab le to the violence and anger of men. 
We need to rem ind ourselves of the facts and figures about these 
matters, which show us - and those who need to be shown - that there 
is a long way to go in  i mprov ing the status of women. 
We are vu lnerable to backlash i n  good or bad econom ic t imes. Women 
are not free to make all the dec i sions concerning our bodies. 
I know that in  pol it ical l ife, the numbers of women in law-maki ng 
bod ies have not yet made the crucial  d ifference we need. Women in  
pol it ics are v iewed and  treated d ifferently from men. They are 
demonised and triv ia l i sed . Women survive in pol itics without the i r  
personal l ives be ing made an i ssue. If  women in comparatively 
powerful positions, such as M Ps have these i ssues how much more 
d ifficult are the publ i c  l ives of women in less powerful positions? 
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But it is not women's i ssues anymore .  Society needs the fu l l  input of 
its c itizens. The commun ity has everyth ing to gain from women 
ach iev ing equal ity. 
GenerationX 
This  new century wi l l  see my generation, so cal led Generation X, serve 
out their professional apprenticesh ips and become the establ i shment, 
the opin ion makers and leaders of the opening decades of the new 
century. 
Generation X and the fol lowing technosavvy Generation Y or ' Echo 
boomers '  are known for  the i r  streetwise consumeri sm and 
consideration of access to computers as a b i rth right. The young 
women of these generations w i l l  introduce a new set of ru les when 
they gain numbers in powerful institutions. The way that we operate 
and see the world  i s  d ifferent and changing. 
Young women today are relat ively at ease with change, perceiving it as 
an inevitab le, i ntegral and, hopeful ly, positive part of l ife, whether an 
Xer or an Echo boomer. I see th i s  capabi l ity as a great asset for the 
future of women's leadersh ip - in formal pub l ic roles, in the business 
world, in domestic settings and as active community part ic ipants . 
Education is a key. I n  Austral ia, th is  generation is the most h ighly 
educated group .  We compr ise approximate ly th i rty percent of 
Austral ia's popu lation and are the fi rst generation in  Austra l ia  to have 
50% female university students . This trend is growing even stronger in 
the following generation. 
These younger generations see no gender d ifferences when it comes to 
dec id ing who shou ld  w ie ld  po l i t ical  power and act as the i r  
representatives. They do  not have a problem with women holding 
these positions. 
These generations, particularly the younger, so-cal led Generation Y, 
are sophisticated consumers, consum ing med ia and technology with as 
much ease as thei r  Peps i .  
These characteri stics; the avai lab i l ity of global experiences and the 
technological tool s  that are avai lable to these young people, are 
already having a pol itical effect. Young women today are taking on 
new forms of pol it ical activ ity. Today, women - in add ition to 
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continuing to strive for participation and representation in trad itional 
institutions of power - are participating in  the construction of the new 
power institutions of the century. Young women are now interacting 
dai ly with co l leagues and peers across the globe through the internet, 
part ic ipating in the many forms of inter-l inking med ia, using emai l 
networks and setting up their own web-sites. 
Un l ike the power institutions of last century women are participating 
whi le the ru les are being constructed for these new institutions. They 
are using the education they gained alongside the boys and app ly ing it 
for their own ends. 
Young women today are sett ing up their own women friendly 
businesses, flexib le  to the needs of women,  they are educating 
themselves and critical ly rejecting aspects of the current status quo and 
practic ing thei r  pol itics through the l ifestyle they pursue. 
For the leaders of th is  century the personal i s  pol it ica l .  These are the 
new ru les of the new m i l lenn ium we are here to d iscuss and write. 
The women leaders of the future wi l l  be from generations which 
practice po l i t ics in a hyper- local and g lobal sense sim u ltaneously. 
Hyper-local: 
Hyper-local is the community-based pol itics so many women are 
fam i l iar with . It 's local identity and local l i nks - the practical 
app l ication of the adage 'th ink global act local ' .  
A s  the world gets smal ler and smal ler, we al l become increasingly 
focused on the hyperlocal places and communities in  our l ives. This is 
the arena where women often have the greatest potential to make 
change. I n  the developing world, in particular, the local community is  
where so many women are starting to make a real d ifference. I note 
that one of the workshops of th is  conference wi l l  focus on such a 
deve lopment - the use of m icro-credit to ass i st fam i l ies and 
communities through the economic empowerment of women . 
We wi l l  need the hyper- local to balance the global - volume of 
information that wi l l  confront us through the vastness of g lobal 
interactions.  We wi l l  contend with l eve l s  of information that w i l l  be of 
such volume that it wi l l  be l itt le  more than noise. 
Nevertheless, women w i l l  be there - leading. 
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I th ink thi s  i s  the way we must th ink about women's leadership for th is  
century. Women must lead our commun ity both global ly and loca l ly 
and s imu ltaneously. We must conceptual ise our femin ism in these 
terms .  
Power th is  century i s  g lobal , consumer, and techno log ical . 
Women m ust not just be v is ib le  on the web - they must be prominent. 
We m ust al so ensure that women are represented in  the international 
deci s ion-making bod ies wh ich wi l l  shape our world th is  century. 
We need women on the ICJ ,  in any I nternational Crim inal Court, in the 
WTO, the l LO and N GOs. 
Conclusion 
I speak of generation X and g loba l i sation and super technology, but 1 
acknowledge that none of these matter as m uch as c lean drinking water 
in some societies. What does it meant to a woman with no contro l of 
her ferti l ity, watching her ch i ldren suffer hunger and th irst, in danger 
from war and natural d isasters, to hear of such advances? 
These women put peace and the basic  means of survival above 
anyth ing, and the progress of women in legis lative bod ies and other 
institutions around the globe may seem but a mockery of their 
desperate status. 
Wars tear soc ial fabric apart, and women and ch i ldren are the first and 
the last v ictims .  A world in which women had equal say wou ld never 
lose s ight of th is  truth . 
The env ironment must be safe-guarded to ensure that the earth 
continues to nourish her ch i ldren, a world in wh ich women had equal 
say wou ld  never lose s ight of thi s  nurturing need. 
That is why the status of women everywhere affects women 
everywhere. 
A future that sees more women in decision-making is our best hope of 
equal ity of opportun ity and determined action against poverty. 
Despite everything that women have endured and are sti l l  enduring 
thei r  achievements are great and should be celebrated .  Th i s  forum is  a 
great opportun ity in which to do j ust that. 
Dealing with Sexual Difference: 
1 00 Years of Feminist Reform* 
Marilyn Lake t 
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During the last I 00  years, femin ist activism in support of women 's 
rights has moved away from protection i st reforms pred icated on the 
s ignificance of sexual d ifference in  women 's l ives towards the ideal of  
non-d i scrim ination, towards the assumption that equal ity requires that 
al l peop le be treated in the same way, without d istinction. The problem 
is  that i n  a pol itical/legal system whose paradigmatic figures - the 
l iberal ind iv idual, the citizen and the worker - though masquerading as 
neutral are in fact mascul ine in conception, the granting of equal i ty has 
al l too often rested on woman's d i savowal of her sexual d ifference and 
her capac ity to fi l l  the part of an honorary man . 
Women 's c la ims thus come to seem paradoxical : we must assert the 
s ign ifi cance of sexual d i fference, wh i le refus ing sex i st 
d iscrim inations. But the d i lemma for femin ist pol itics goes even 
deeper, as Joan Scott has pointed out in  her study of French femin ism 
Only Paradoxes to Offer: 
In the age of democratic revolutions, 'women ' came into being as pol itical 
outsiders through the d iscourse of sexual d ifference. Feminism was a 
protest against women 's pol itical exclusion; i ts goal was to el i minate 
' sexual d ifference' in pol itics, but it had to make its c laims on behalf of 
'women ' (who were discursively produced through ' sexual d ifference ' ) .  To 
the extent that it acted for 'women' ,  femin ism produced the ' sexual 
d ifference' it sought to e l iminate. I 
The sexual d ifference produced by Austral ian fem in ism I 00 years ago 
represented women as v iolable and men as v io lators, women as 
powerless and men as powerful .  I n  making claims on behalf of such 
women, it i s  arguable that femin ists helped to produce the vulnerab le 
bod ies they then sought to protect and govern. 
* This artic le first appeared in the Alternative Law Journal ( 1 999) vol . 24 no.6,
J?P265-278 . It is reproduced here with permission. 
T M ari lyn Lake is a Professor of H istory at La Trobe University.
I Scott, J oan Wal lach, Only Paradoxes to Offer French Feminisms and the Rights
of Man, Harvard U niversity Press, Cambridge, 1 996, pp.3-4 .  
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A vote for protection 
I n  1 903 , fol lowing the achievement of women 's right to vote and stand 
for election to the federal parl iament, Vida Go ldstein formed the 
Women 's Federal Pol itical Assoc iation in Victoria to gu ide the exercise 
of women 's new pol itical power. Women should use the vote, she said, 
'to protect themselves and the i r  chi ldren ' .  Post-suffrage feminists 
interpreted the i r  m i ss ion as a protective one.  Emphas is ing the 
vulnerab i l ity of women and gir ls  at the hands of predatory men, they 
embarked on the project of establ ishing a maternal i st welfare state to 
free the female sex from explo itation and secure their  status as 
invio lable sel f-governing c it izens. 
Tum-of-the-century femin ists conceptual i sed women 's subord ination 
as a matter of 'degradation ' ;  reforms were necessary to secure 
women's self-respect. A major goal ,  symbol ical ly as wel l  as actual ly, 
was to raise the age of consent, which Rose Scott cal led the 'age of 
protection ' .  In 1 89 1 ,  in  Victoria, the Woman Movement c laimed cred it 
for legis lation which raised the age from 1 2  to 1 6  years, a pattern soon 
fol lowed in other colonies. As Scott reported with satisfaction : ' In 
West Austral ia women had the vote a year when they got the age of 
protection for young g ir ls changed from 1 4  to 1 6  and that i s  one of the 
first steps [enfranch ised] women take' .2 As president of the post­
suffrage Women's Po l itical Education League in New South Wales, 
Scott campaigned long and hard for the age of consent in  that State to 
be l ifted to 1 7  years, but had in  the end to sett le, in  1 9 1 0, for 1 6 . The 
platform of Vida Goldste in 's  Women 's Federal Pol itical Association 
cal led, unsuccessful ly, for the age in Victoria to be further raised to 2 1  
years . 
In  New South Wales, the Women 's Pol itical Education League claimed 
credit for several p ieces of protective legis lat ion passed during the first 
decade of the century : the Juvenile Smoking Suppression Act ( 1 903), 
the Infants ' Protection Act ( 1 904), the Neglected Children and Juvenile 
O
f
fenders ' Act ( 1 905), the Police Of ences Amendment Act and the 
Prisoners ' Detention Act (both 1 908) as wel l  as the Crimes (Girls ' 
Protection) Amendment Act ( 1 9 1 0) .  
I ncreased ' protect ion '  a l so meant i ncreased surve i l lance and 
intervention in  fami ly l ife by the state - as some working c lass and 
2 Scott, Rose, ' Why Women Want the Vote' ,  Scott papers, Mi tche l l  Library, ML
MSS 38/38 .  
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Aborig inal mothers soon wou ld learn . I n  1 909, for examp le, new 
legis lation in New South Wales extended the Neglected Children and 
Juvenile Offenders Act to specifical ly prov ide for the creation of a 
' Board for the Protection of Abor ig ines' authorised to remove 
Aborig inal chi ldren from thei r  mothers and control them if  they were 
deemed to be neglected. A further amendment in 1 9 1 5  extended its 
powers providing that: 
The Board may assume ful l  control and custody of the chi ld  of any 
aborigine, if after due enquiry it is satisfied that such a course is in the 
i nterest of the moral or physical welfare of the chi ld.  
The Board may thereupon remove such chi l d  to such control and care as i t  
thinks best. 
The parents of such chi ld  so removed may appeal against any such action 
on the part of the Board to a Court as defined in  the Neglected Chi ldren and 
J uven i le Offenders Act, 1 905, in a manner to be prescribed by regulations. 
Pol icies of protection could reinforce the subordination of those they 
were intended to benefit, but the maternal i st sense of the vu lnerab i l ity 
of ch i ldren was strong. 
Ch i ld welfare, declared Ada Bromham, the i ndependent femin ist 
cand idate for C laremont in the 1 92 1  Western Austra l ian elections, was 
' the woman reformer's foremost p lank'  .3 The estab l i shment of 
separate Chi ldren 's Courts, first introduced in  South Austral ia, was a 
matter of particular pride and in femin ists ' own accounts of their work 
on behalf of ch i ldren, South Austra l ia held pride of p lace. The 
pioneering path laid down by Carol ine C lark and Catherine Spence in  
estab l i sh ing the ' boarding out system ' wh ich enabled impoverished but 
respectable (white) mothers to keep thei r  ch i ldren with them, had been 
fol lowed by the formation of the State Ch i ldren 's Counc i l .  Subsequent 
developments were elaborated in a g lowing tri bute by the Women's 
Non-Party Association of South Austra l ia  to the extent of the 
regulatory apparatus they had achieved in the 1 920s:  
From the work so begun has grown the present State Chi ldren 's Department 
with its numerous foster-mothers, i ts Receiving Homes, reformatories, 
Chi ldren 's Courts and the great army of officials, inspectors, probation 
officers, matrons and others who carry on this magnificent work . . .  The 
M others ' School, now known as the M others ' and Babies '  Health 
Association has carried on its work along the l ines of s imi lar chi ld  welfare 
22 West A ustralian 1 2  February 1 92 1. 
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societies which are now wel l  establ i shed throughout the world. There are 
now 42 centres for weighing babies in the Metropol itan area, as well as 
several pre-natal c l in ics.4 
The better protection of women and ch i ldren was also the goal of the 
newly appointed women pol ice officers. 
During World War 1 ,  most Austral ian States had responded to the 
pressure of women 's organi sations to make such appointments for the 
first t ime. Po l icewomen, said the Woman Voter, journal of the 
Women 's Pol i tical Assoc iat ion, were requ ired so that they m ight patrol 
the streets and make arrests when necessary, ' but more particularly to 
act as guard ians of women and young people, who frequently get into 
trouble because there is no motherly person at hand to warn and advise 
them in moments of danger' .5 By 1 924 there were ten women pol ice 
at work in South Austral ia, whose ' preventive and protective work' 
was also praised by Dawn, the journal of the Women 's Service Gu i ld 
in Western Austral ia .  Their official duties were to : 
1 . To patrol streets, parks and open places and to deal with loitering 
and sol icit ing. 
2. To undertake observation of theatres, dance hat Is, c inemas, show
grounds, rai lway stations, markets.
Protection necessitated observation and supervis ion . One effect of 
inter-war fem in i sts '  maternal i st orientat ion was the i r  outspoken 
opposition to the spec ific oppressions suffered by Aboriginal women, 
especial ly thei r  sexual abuse at the hands of wh ite men and the 
removal of their ch i ldren by the agenc ies of the state. Jn Western 
Austral ia, they were successful in having a Royal Commission 
appointed in 1 933 to enquire into these abuses, and as witnesses they 
supported the courageous Aborig inal women, who also came forward 
to protest at the loss of their ch i ldren . 
The rights of wives and mothers 
Post-suffrage femin ists also emphasised, however, the importance of 
enhancing women's capacity for self-protection. The key strategy here 
was to secure women 's economic independence and as most women 
worked as mothers and housewives, femin ist campaigns between the 
4 South Austral ian Women 's Non-Party Association, ' Women 's Work for Chi ld 
Welfare in  South Austral ia ' ,  League of Women Voters papers, M S  SRO 1 1 6, South 
Austral ian Archives. 
5 Woman Voter, 1 0  March 1 9 1 3 . 
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wars focused on achieving the economic independence o f  the married 
woman . For wh i le women depended on men they were, in effect, ' sex 
s laves ' . The entry of single women i nto paid work s imply high l ighted 
what labour organ iser Jean Daley cal led ' the s lavery of the married 
woman ' .  Women across classes and parties came together in the 1 920s 
in support of their three plank program of motherhood endowment, 
chi ldhood endowment and equal pay. 
To d i smantle the fami ly wage, paid to men as breadwinners, another 
means of supporting those dependents needed to be put in p lace. 
Hence the joint proposals for motherhood and chi ldhood endowment, 
which labour women and non-party femin ists argued for before the 
Royal Commission, appointed in 1 927,  to enquire into their feas ib i l ity. 
As one witness, Lena Lynch, secretary of the Women 's Central 
Organ i sing Committee of the New South Wales branch of the Labor 
party explained : 
I n  the Industrial  Court women and ch i ldren are not recogn ised as 
individuals at al l ,  they are j ust appendages to men . . .  endowment 
recognises the women citizens and the chi ld .  l t  is an individual right which 
i s  passed over by the Court.6 
Women, l ike men, had a right to an individual income, and workers 
should be paid the rate appropriate to the job, and not the sex of the 
worker. Labour organ iser Muriel Heagney envisaged that th is  new 
bas is  of wage fixation would lead to a revolutionary change in the 
relationsh ip between the sexes. But it was no to be. The Royal 
Com m i ssion dec l i ned to recommend what they too saw as a 
revo lutionary change in fami ly re lations entai l ing a radical cha l lenge 
to the power of men. A M inority Report supported a scheme of 
chi ldhood endowment, but it too drew the l ine at motherhood 
endowment: ' the idea of treating the wife as a separate economic unit 
on the pay-rol l  of the state' wou ld, in  by-passing the husband, 
introduce 'a very powerful solvent' i nto ' fami ly l i fe  as we know it' .7 
Another strategy to secure a measure of econom ic independence for 
married women was Jessie Street's  proposal that legis lation be passed 
requir ing men to al locate the appropriate portion of their fami ly  wage 
to the ir wives, to its intended benefic iaries. She spelt out the 
6 Royal Commission on Chi ld Endowment, Commonwealth Parl iamentary Papers 
1 929, M inutes of Evidence, p.  923 . 
7 Royal Commission on Chi ld Endowment, above, Majority and M inority Reports, 
pp. 1 343-4, 1 392. 
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degradat ion of  the wife's position under existing law in an  interview 
on Rad io 2GB:  
She i s  not entitled to any money, for housekeeping o r  fo r  any other purpose. 
The husband may order all the suppl ies for the house itself. Indeed he may 
even order or buy his wife's clothes and she has no cause for complaint .  So 
long as he houses, clothes and feeds her at a standard in keeping with his 
income, he need not give her a penny piece, and she can do noth ing about 
it .  
Do you mean to say that a wife i s  not entitled to enough money to even buy 
her own clothes and other personal necessities? 
This is j ust what I do mean . 
She-i s-not-entitled-to-any-money-whatever-for-any-purpose-whatsoever. 8 
I n  the 1 940s, Street a lso proposed that legi slation be passed to ensure 
women's  ownersh ip of household savings. Neither proposal was 
successfu l .  
The d i fficu lty entai led in having men acknowledge the value of 
women 's  d i stinctive househo ld labour was made c lear in the response 
by the Professor of Publ ic Admin istration at the Un ivers ity of Sydney, 
F .A.  B land, to a suggestion by a group cal led the Wives ' and Mothers' 
Un ion that the ' vast army of unpaid workers' shou ld be remunerated 
by the state. For them the logic of their c laim was ev ident: 
No sane person can ignore the claim of wives and mothers i f  only as 
essential  workers who perform such a multitude of vital household tasks 
and who also risk their  l ives in motherhood and are responsible for bringing 
into existence, maintaining and caring for the most important product of 
mankind - human beings. 
Professor B land said that such proposals caused h im ' great h i larity ' : 
' Services can have an economic value only when they are marketed. 
The serv ices of wives and mothers cannot be marketed - they are 
above al 1 price ' . 9
I ncreasingly it became clear that women would only ach ieve economic 
i ndependence by fo l lowing men into the labour market and 
transforming their demand for economic independence i nto one for 
equal i ty - equal ity of access, cond itions and wages in the workforce . 
8 Jessie Street Radio Broadcast, 1 November 1 936, NLA, Street papers NLA MS 
2683/3/64 1 -3 .  
9 Daily Telegraph, 2 9  January 1 943 . 
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Th is  d i scursive sh ift is  evident in  M uriel Heagney 's p ivotal text A re 
Women Taking Men 's  Jobs? pub l i shed in 1 935 ,  in wh ich she defended 
women 's right to work in  the context of Depression-generated attacks 
on women's (especial ly married women 's) employment. Point ing to 
the nonsense of the claim that women were taking men 's jobs in  a 
country in which there was such a h igh level of sex segregat ion in the 
labour market, Heagney, nevertheless, reiterated the argument that 
women, as individuals, as taxpayers and voters had the same right to 
work as men . 
Po l it ical c laims made on the basis of women 's d ifference, in particular, 
terms of their status as mothers, began to rebound on women, locking 
them into dependence and subordination. The d i scourse on the rights 
of ch i ldren seemed on ly to undermine the rights of mothers. They were 
said to be out of p lace in the paid workforce; in 1 932 the New South 
Wales government passed legis lat ion banning the employment of  
married women as  teachers and lecturers . At  the same time the i r  newly 
won custody rights over their ch i ldren were rendered condit ional on 
their devotion to motherhood . One of the most hard fought campaigns 
for women's rights between the wars was to secure recogn it ion of 
married women's custody rights i s  law. But the victory, when it came, 
was a double-edged sword . 
I n  New South Wales, the Em i l ie Pol i n i  case, in wh ich a court had 
den ied a mother custody of her ch i l d  and thus the right to take her 
overseas whi le she worked as an actress, led to a massive fem in ist 
mobi l i sation invo lving some 70 women's organ isations representing 
around 70, OOO women. In h is  ru l ing, Justice Harvey had made h i s  
reasons for denying custody to  Po l in i  c lear. Although she was a '  g ifted 
and successful actress' with not 'a breath of susp ic ion ' against her 
character, her fai l ing was that she ' had never al lowed her maternal 
affection to interfere with the cal l  of  her profession ' .  I n  pursu ing her 
profession, she had forfeited her rights as a mother. He explained that 
if Pol i n i  
were sett l ing down i n  a home in  Austra l ia  I should b e  o f  the opinion that it  
was clearly a case in  which the custody of the chi ld should be shared 
between them tum and tum about. I O 
1 0 Radi ,  Heather, ' Whose Chi ld/' in Judy M ackinolty and Heather Radi (eds), Jn 
Pursuit of Justice: A ustralian Women and the Law 1 788- 1979, Hale and l remonger, 
1 979, p . 1 28 .  
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The resultant campaign, which included the staging of a p lay by J .C. 
W i l l iamsons cal led Whose Child? written by femin ist leader M i l l icent 
Preston Stan ley (the first woman to be elected to the New South Wales 
parl iament in 1 925)  final ly ach ieved equal custody rights for women 
in 1 934, but it was not the v ictory femini sts had hoped for. As Heather 
Rad i has noted in her study of th i s  case, the Act den ied that any right 
resided in  the mother as mother: 
I t  formal ly acknowledged that a mother's wishes should count equal ly with 
a father's, but it expl icitly stated that the welfare of the ch i ld  was the ' first 
and paramount consideration ' .  11 
The ch i ld 's  rights compromi sed those of the mother. And it seemed 
that a ch i ld  had a right to expect d ifferent commitments from a mother 
than a father. A mother 's right of custody was conditional not on her 
being a good cit izen l ike a man, but on being a good woman : wh ite, 
married, chaste and economical ly dependent on a husband. The 
priority accorded to chi ldren 's welfare, in  part the outcome of 
femin ists ' own efforts, served to lock women into an ever more 
demand ing ' ro le ' . Fem in i sts cont inued to ins i st, however, that 
motherhood should not lock women into a degrad ing dependence on 
men. Thus from the 1 940s, ' ch i ld care ' began to be art iculated as a 
new right, conceptual i sed as the pre-cond ition for women's equal 
participation in the workforce and publ ic l ife .  
Equality through non-discrimination 
I n  the late 1 940s international femin ists, inc lud ing Austral ian Jessie 
Street, became active participants in the drafting of the Charter of the 
Un ited Nations and the Un iversal Dec laration of Human Rights, 
documents that enshrined equal ity as a matter of non-d iscrimination . 
A rt ic le 2 of the Un iversal Dec laration of Human Rights declared : 
Everyone is entitled to a l l  the rights and freedoms set forth in thi s  
Declaration, without d istinction of any kind, such as  race, colour, sex, 
language, rel igion, pol itical or other opinion, national or social origin, 
property, b i rth or other status .  
This guarantee would be used by activist campaign ing in  Austral ia for 
women's and Aboriginal rights during the 1 950s and 1 960s. Femin ists 
campaigned for both causes wi th in  th is  framework. For example, in 
1 949, the Un ited Associations (UA) in  Sydney wrote repeatedly to the 
11 Radi ,  Heather, above.
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Kempsey Counc i l  on the north coast protesting against the exc lus ion 
of A borig ines from the pub l ic  swimming pool .  Thi s  action, they said ,  
v io lated every principle of the UN Charter. As  the UA explained to the 
Town C lerk, its members had : 
concerned themselves with this matter because one of the Objects of our 
Association is the removal of discriminations which operate unj ustly 
against i ndividuals. In this we al ly ourselves with that c lause of the UN 
Charter which affirms ' there shal l be no d iscrimination on account of race, 
colour, creed or sex' . 
The reply  from the Aboriginal Wel fare Board unwitt ingly h ighl ighted 
the log ical connection between the principle of non-discrim ination and 
pol ic ies of assim i lation, assuring the UA that in  furtherance of its 
' po l icy of assim i lation' it was anxious that ' Aboriginal ch i ldren 
shou ld have every opportun ity in  association with other chi ldren and . . .  
i t  was fe lt thei r  attendance at the baths afforded an exce l l ent 
opportunity in th i s  regard ' . 1 2  
E ight years later, i n  1 957, veteran campaigner for Aborig inal r ights, 
M ary Montgomerie Bennett pub l i shed her book Human Rights for 
A ustralian Aborigines to 'publ ic ise the princip les of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights which do not apply to Aborig ines' and 
femin ist, Jessie Street, helped launch the petition for the referendum to 
make Aborig inal wel fare a federal respons ib i l ity. The wording of the 
preamble to the petition, written in her hand, echoed the Un ited 
N ations emphasis  on non-d iscrim ination : 
bel ieving that many of the difficulties encountered today by Aborigines 
arise from the discrimination against them in two sections of the 
Commonwealth Constitution, which specifical ly exclude Aborigines from 
the enjoyment of thei r  rights and priv i l eges enj oyed by all other 
Austral i ans . . .  
I n  th is  conceptual framework there was no room for recogn ition of  the 
constitutive nature of sexual and cu ltural  d ifference; equal ity would  be 
ach ieved by treating all Austral ians, Aboriginal and non-Aborig ina l ,  
men and women, as  abstract individuals, a l ike .  
Thus campaigns for women's  r ights i n  the 1 950s and 1 960s 
i ncreasingly focused on the goal of non-discrim ination i n  the publ ic 
domain - at work, on Boards and Commissions, i n  the constitution of 
1 2 C L  Scrimgeour to  M inister for  the Interior, 6 September 1 949, and to  Aborig inal 
Welfare Board, 4 October 1 949, Aboriginal Welfare Board to UA 1 8  October 1 949, 
U A papers, ML MSS 2 l 60/Y79 l .  
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J unes, in  government and the professions and importantly, in  that 
quintessential ly Austral ian institution ,  the publ ic bar. 
In 1 95 1 , the Un ited Associat ions asked candidates in the forthcom ing 
federal e lection, among other th ings, whether they would agree : 
To grant women equal pay, status and opportun i ty i n  the 
Commonwealth Publ ic Service, thereby giving an impetus to outside 
bodies to fol low su it. 
To rescind sec. 49 of the Commonwealth Publ ic Services Act and sec. 
1 70 of the Commonwealth Bank Act, 1 945, both of which forb id  the 
employment of women after marriage regardless of their abi l ity. 
To hold a Referendum to provide for a Blanket B i l l  giving women equal 
rights, status and opportunity with men and stipulation that any sex 
discriminations embodied in any laws or regulations be inval id . 1 3  
I n  New South Wales, femin ists ach ieved a measure o f  equal ity with 
their  admission (but not on the same terms as men) to j ury service in  
1 95 1  and the granting of equal pay for State pub l ic servants i n  1 958 ;  
there was a further triumph with the removal of  the marriage bar in the 
Commonwealth Publ ic Service and banks in  1 966. 
One place in  which many Austral ian women experienced the most 
blatant d iscrimination was in that paradoxical ly men 's  only pub l ic 
space, the pub l ic bar, where State laws prevented women being served 
alcoho l .  During the late 1 960s and into the 1 970s, women took d irect 
action in occupy ing bars and demanding to be served on the same bas is  
as  men .  The first such action, which created remarkable media interest, 
occurred in Bri sbane at the Regatta Hotel when Merle Thornton and 
Ro Bognar chained themselves to the footrai l and asked to be served a 
beer. They pointed out that the law effectively d iscrim inated against 
women as c it izen/workers, as 'journa l i sts who can 't p ick up bar 
gossip ;  [as] businesswomen who can't  make contacts in the bar; [as] 
women at various conferences and meetings who can 't adjourn to the 
bar with the others ' .  Thornton elaborated on the mean ing o f  thei r  
act ion,  by po int ing out  that the  ' protect ion'  of women a l so 
subord inated them and she condemned leg islation that set out ' to 
protect women who don 't want to be protected ' .  It was ' a  principle of 
prime importance ' ,  she said, ' that a l l  normal adult citizens, irrespective 
of race or sex, should be treated exactly in  the same way under the 
same law' . ' There i s  wide agreement on th is  principle ' ,  she added, 
1 3 UA to candidates, 1 2  Apri l 1 95 1 ,  UA papers, ML MS 2 1 60/Y789. 
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' wh ich is incorporated in the Un ited Nations Charter of Human 
Rights ' . 1 4
The princ ip l e  of equal i ty as non-di scri m inat ion was fu rther 
implemented in the Commonwealth Arbitration Court's equal pay 
dec isions in 1 969 and 1 972, and i n  the anti-d iscrim ination legis lat ion 
passed in the various States from the 1 970s and the federal  par l iament 
in  1 984.  But the l im ited effects of these undoubted gains for women 
point out the l im itation of non-discrim ination as a strategy, of a pol it ics 
aimed at bringing about equal ity solely by treating everyone in  the 
same way. As earl ier feminists had real ised, women as sexual ly 
embod ied cit izens, had d istinctive experiences and suffered d istinctive 
harms as mothers, wives, domestic drudges and as the v ictims  of 
sexual assau lt .  Hence the need for legis lative and other reforms that 
a lso address domestic v io lence, rape, unwanted pregnancies, women's 
excessive workloads and women's  re lative poverty. 
In 1 94 7, when fem in i sts sought to amend the Draft Declaration of 
Human Rights to write in  rights specific to women, they were rebuffed 
by those who ins isted that the rights so defined must be ' un iversal ' in  
nature, able to app ly to al l indiv iduals without d i stinction. Femin i sts 
wanted, for example, the Declarat ion to spec ifical ly recogn ise ' the 
rights of mothers' ; they wanted, in a radical chal lenge to pol it ical 
trad ition, to inscribe the mother not as a figure in  need of protection, 
but as a rights-bearing c itizen. They were unsuccessful  and had to 
accept Artic le  25 's posit ioning of  mothers, alongside ch i ldren, as 
persons in  need of special care and assi stance. In the debate, the 
Canad ian delegate, Mr Sm ith, took the opportun ity to r idicule the idea 
that breast-feeding mothers might have rights. Yet had the idea of the 
mother as a right-bearing citizen won acceptance, then the experience 
of al l those mothers, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal ,  who had the i r  
chi ldren taken away in the 1 950s and 1 960s m ight have been d ifferent. 
Had the idea that mothers had rights gained currency, then maybe the 
authorit ies who apparently thought l ittle  of taking women's chi ldren 
from them, often without the women 's knowledge, let alone consent, 
m ight have been rather more cautious .  To th is  day, the mother remains 
one of the few figures not to be acknowledged as a rights-bearing 
pol it ical subject; unl i ke the worker, the chi ld, the indigenous person, 
14  Thornton, Merle, Women are Members of the Public, pamphlet, 1 965 ; ' Women 
in Chains ' ,  Woman 's  Day, 1 0  May 1 965;  Telegraph, 5 Apri l 1 965 . 
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the  national m inority, the woman, ' the mother ' , has  no rights 
recogn ised in international covenants or conventions. 
The chal lenge for activ ists and law makers interested in advanc ing the 
rights of women remains a phi losoph ical as we l l  as a pol itical 
chal lenge . It i s  a chal lenge posed by paradox, that is, the necessity of 
refusing sexist d iscrimination, wh i le demanding acknowledgement of 
sexual d ifference, but in  such a way as to prevent sexual d ifference 
becoming the ground for the pol it ical subord inati on that defines 
re lations of protect ion.  
Dancing with Social Workers: The 
International Adoption Process* 
Susanna Lobez t 
Editors' Introduction 
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Susanna Lobez s experience of the process of international adoption 
led her to question the immense hurdles to adoption and conversely 
society s lack of interest in the capabilities of biological parents. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
Any day now we' l l  be expecting again .  Th is  t ime I ' l l  be expecting a 
daughter. She won 't be expecting me. She won 't look anyth ing l ike me  
o r  my  husband or her brother. She won 't have heard my  heartbeat o r
vo ice for  nine months. 
She's a l ready born, far away and in unhappy circumstances. We shou ld  
get a photograph of her in the next few weeks and later th is  year we' l l  
b e  flying o ff  to meet her and bring her home. 
I ' m one of many Austral ians currently experiencing a pregnancy of at 
least two years, waiting for our ch i ldren who have been orphaned or 
abandoned in foreign countries. There are a handful of us now, wishing 
and hoping and p lann ing and dreaming about our Chinese daughters. 
They ' l l  be the first babies com ing to Austral ia from China under new 
arrangements negotiated between our governments. 
Go back two years . Our baby boy, born with the help from I VF is  one 
year o ld .  After a couple more I VF attempts, we figure maybe it's on ly 
one m i rac le b i rth per couple.  I 'd already made inquiries about adopt ing
a chi l d  from overseas. I t  had actual ly  been in my m ind for years . I ' d 
* This article original ly appeared in the Sunday Age 25 June 2000, and has been
reproduced w ith permission . 
t Susanna Lobez co-produces and presents A BC Radio National 's Law Report. She
is currently i n  China. 
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also made inqu iries about local options. Local adoptions are rare 
indeed . 
So we turned up, one freezing n ight in June 1 998 for an information 
n ight at the Victorian Department of Human Services I ntercountry 
Adoption Serv ice. We had lots of fantasies.  A South American baby 
perhaps . . .  we have several Ch i lean friends. Or an African chi ld  saved 
from some horr ib le fate at the hands of rebels .  We were in a hurry. 
We' d  heard about two or three year waits for inter-country adoptions 
and we wanted a fast-track approach.  I remember th inking . . .  they don 't  
know how motivated I am and how fast I can m ove through 
procedures. 
At the information n ight, we were in  a conference room with perhaps 
50 other couples. Most were in their  late 30s or early 40s. At the coffee 
break, we saw a couple we knew and a l l  tactful ly avoided the issue of 
inferti l ity. I felt a lmost re luctant to admit that we 'd  been in  the l ucky 
20 per cent of I VF and our baby boy was with a babysitter, at home, 
asleep. 
The ICA S  soc ial workers stressed there is  abso lutely no adoption 
outside the system They talked about the countries with wh ich 
Austral ia had inter-country adoption arrangements . F ifteen was far 
fewer than I 'd imagined. They briefly touched on the potential 
d ifficult ies associated with bringing up a chi ld of d ifferent genes, 
ethn ic  background and cu lture and cal led on an experienced adoptive 
parent to speak about h is  journey to p ick up h is  Romanian ch i ld .  They 
outl ined the process that lay ahead for those who wished to proceed . I 
was undaunted and excited . My husband a l itt le less so .  To me, it 
seemed entirely logical . They have ch i ldren who are unwanted and 
have no one who can offer them a fami ly l ife .  We have empty homes. 
Austra l ia  prides i tse l f  on i ts m u lt i -cu l tural successes .  Th is  i s  
mu lt icultural ism in  microcosm . 
We registered our interest, paid an in it ial fee and then lodged our 
official app l ication on October 2 ,  1 998, with another fee. We'd  been 
to ld  education groups were the net stop on the path and waited 
anxiously to be told when we cou ld start. F inal ly at the end of January 
1 999 we were fitted into an education group of 1 3  couples who would  
meet for three Fridays. The sess ions were compulsory for both 
partners. I t  was touch and go whether my husband wou ld be able to 
extricate h imself from work by lunchtime. He did though, occasional ly 
running in  late with bu lging briefcase and tie askew. 
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I '  1 1  say one thing for potential inter-country adoptive parents. I f  you' re 
going to be thrown into an encounter group, they cush ion the fal l .  
After the fi rst day, I to ld m y  s ister I fe lt we 'd  make some long-term 
friends out of that group of 26. I f  you landed in a strange Austra l ian 
c ity and wanted a smal I assortment of interesting bods to make friends 
with, you cou ld do worse than s ign up for an inter-country adopt ion 
c lass. 
We'd  all been through some major l i fe  d isappointments and were of a 
sim i lar age .  Most were two-career couples, most had travel led and 
learned to l ove other countries and cultures and we al l (have to) bel ieve 
that parental love, creativ ity and effort can overcome difficu lt ies 
caused by a rough start in a ch i ld ' s  l ife .  Of course, some people take to 
workshop-type envi ronments better than others . I ' m  sure my husband 
wasn ' t  alone in  th inking he 'd  rather have had a couple of lever arch 
fi les of printed material sent to h im and a quiz afterwards .  
We talked together about the terrors of inferti l ity. One particu larly 
honest woman said she'd felt oppressed by pregnant women who, i t  
seemed to her, pointed their bulg ing stomachs at her. We sniffled 
through v ideos and stories about fami l ies for whom adoption is a 
happy beginn i ng .  We ro l led our eyes together at occasional g l impses 
of bureaucrat ic stepping stones ahead . S i lently we wondered whether 
our re lationsh ips wou ld stand up to the stress of  such long fam i ly­
making and intense soc ial worker scrut iny. 
We d i scussed grief; about m iscarriages and fai led I VF attempts and the 
grief of babies and chi ldren whose parents die or abandon them. For 
people who are prepared to crawl over broken g lass for the priv i lege of 
parenting, i t  was tough learning - imagin ing a t iny baby who gets so 
used to be ing neglected, he just g ives up trust ing after a wh i le, and 
doesn ' t  al l ow h imself to attach to another person. 
Around th i s  t ime we began going to functions with adoptive fam i l ies, 
to talk  and l earn more.  I heard one story about a couple of Ethiop ian 
infants found huddled in a drain p ipe .  The o lder s ib l ing, about three 
years o ld ,  was holding on to her baby brother trying to comfort h im .  I 
cannot rete l l  the story without weeping .  I don ' t  know whether it 's 
being a parent already or the ant ic ipation of mothering a forlorn ch i ld ,  
but  I find i t  i ncreasingly d ifficult to  watch television stories about 
neglected or abused ch i ldren or read about babies with H I V  who are 
abandoned i n  a special ly designed window of an African orphanage. 
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During th is  long and wind ing gestation period, I found myse lf  
hypersensit ised . I got emotional ly caught by the trag ic media story of 
the b irth mother who on a contact v is it, was al leged to have abducted 
her son from his adoptive parents and hurt h im .  I saw art ic les and heard 
programs that re lated to adoption everywhere. I watched my son 's  
cartoon Lambert the Sheepish L ion with fresh interest - ( i t ' s  the one 
where the baby l ion is  de l ivered by the stork to a lamb-less sheep, who 
refuses to give him up). 
I pondered why adoption seems to have become so po l itica l ly 
incorrect. Media coverage seems remorselessly to focus on the search­
fo r-the-bio logical mother-ch i l d  ang le .  Maybe it 's the nation 's  
sensitivity about Aboriginal ch i ldren removed from fami l ies. I began 
to get the impression that many people see adoption, prima facie, as 
theft of chi ldren . Suspicions are voiced about how the ch i ldren end up 
in  orphanages. One col league wondered why I didn't j ust send al l the 
money we'd  spent on th is  adoption process to an orphanage or aid 
agency in some underdeveloped country. And for sure, the costs of the 
whole exercise cou ld  have sponsored dozens and dozens of chi ldren . 
Perhaps I ' m  overconfident about my parenting ski l l s, but to me it 
seemed that we have more to g ive than simply money. I want to mother 
again .  I want my son to have a sib l i ng. My l ife wou ld have been so 
m uch poorer without my brother and si ster. And I figured with the 
immigration and popu lation debate as it stands, it wi l l  be a win-win 
scenario. Helping increase our popu lation at no cost to my fel low 
taxpayers. Helping ease another country 's overpopulat ion . A neat 
equation . A modest resu lt. And the joy and sati sfaction of see ing a 
ch i ld  born into unfortunate c ircumstances flourish . OK, so that last part 
is selfish .  
A fter the adoption c lasses, we  faced some mammoth tasks and a 
lengthy assessment process. Wel l , no one said th i s  adoption path was 
fo r  the faint-hearted .  We had to write l i fe  stor ies fo l lowing 
questionnaires, which ran to about 1 5  pages. The idea is that the social  
worker, who is  later contracted by the department to assess us as 
prospective adoptive parents and draft a homestudy, has a starting 
point. A 1 0,000-word starting point! 
I t  occurred to me, as I delved as required, into my parent's parenting 
practices and fami ly ph i losoph ies and my early l i fe, education and 
emotional h ighs and lows over 40 years, that nobody, but nobody 
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would know me as we l l  as th is  social worker. I hoped she wou ldn 't  be 
a j udgmental type in a designer su it. I hoped she wou ldn't find so many 
career changes d i sconcerting. I wondered whether she 'd  appreciate 
humour. I decided not to risk it and d id  a last minute edit .  
We were also ob l iged to attend country information n ights run by 
various adoptive parent groups. These groups, independent from the 
government authorities, provide spec ific country information to help 
us narrow down which countries we thought would best su it our 
c ircumstances. A l l  1 5  countries w ith which the department has 
arrangements have d ifferent criteria and conditions. Some a l locate 
more read i ly to ch i ld less coup les. Some spec ify pract is ing Christ ians. 
Some countries have very few girls avai lable. Some seem to have no 
ch i ldren avai lab le at present or only to people of that country 's  ethnic 
background. 
And, of course, i nter-country adoption programs only function when 
the nation's affairs are running smooth ly. The program with F ij i  for 
instance, wh ich was providing on ly a trickle of ch i ldren to A ustra l ia, 
has no doubt been staunched by current events. I ron ical ly, having been 
told that F ij i  was not a viable adoption option, we were hol idaying in 
F ij i  last year, when l ocal news informed us that a newborn baby had 
been abandoned in  a ladies room at a c inema about 1 00 metres from 
our hotel room. It made me th ink . . .  
After d i sti l l ing i nformation coming at us th ick and fast from the 
department, the parent groups and friends overseas, we asked to be 
eval uated for I nd ia, Thai land and China even though we were told no 
one can say when the Ch ina program wi l l  begin, and not many Ind ian 
agencies are accepting fi les and it cou ld be a very long wait for a Thai 
g i r l .  A l i tt le  downhearted,  I prepared three country projects 
demonstrating, in  cut-and-paste format, some understanding of the 
h i story and culture of I ndia, Thai land and Ch ina. After eight weeks of 
research, and overdose of old National Geographies and a miasma of 
marker-pen fumes, I had multi-cultural fatigue and sti l l  not much cause 
for opt imism.  
Meanwhi le, we paid some more money and prepared another batch of 
documents detai l ing - and I mean detai l ing - our financial affairs, our 
health and medical  h istory and a kind of fami ly tree spec ifying where 
relat ives were born, whether they 'd been seriously i l l  and i f  appl icab le, 
with what they had d ied. I recal l being conscious that some in my 
fami ly tree d ied too young and noted that they possibly wou ld have 
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surv ived, given today 's  med ical treatments. Then we met our assigned 
soc ial worker. I made sure al l the cupboard doors were shut, prepared 
some homemade snacks and dressed to impress. My husband was in  
h is  suit  from work and I told  h im not to change, j ust in  case she was 
the formal type. 
I shou ldn 't have worried . She was great. Relaxed and casual with a 
sense of humour and a creat ive bent, j ust l i ke us. Good job too, s ince 
we spent several hours each week for a few weeks drinking coffee and 
talking.  She met us together and separately and added a session when 
our son was awake and active. She i nspected our home for ch i ld-traps 
and dangers and l ooked at a few photos of our l ife together. She even 
took and interest in our dog and how ch i ld-friendly she was. 
I recal l  pondering why no one was so interested in our parenting ski l l s  
and aptitude before the b i rth of our son. Just not enough social workers 
to go around, I guess. Anyway our social  worker was unden iably 
thorough, p leasant and supportive and when I read the lengthy draft 
report she'd prepared for the department, I felt happy. She'd started 
with tact and said I seemed younger and more energetic than my age . 
I loved her for it and for the t ick of confidence she gave us, our 
re lat ionsh ip and our home. I mean you never know, do you, how you 
compare as a coup le, or as parents to a standard? Benchmarking and 
best pract ice are, as yet, fore ign concepts to the realm of parenting. It 
was the most probing and personal exam inat ion of our l ives and we'd  
passed and felt  1 i ke k ids  after exams were over. 
So from the Austral ian s ide of the process, we were close to be ing 
approved as potential adoptive parents, about a year after we'd  
registered out intent. We sti l l  had to  find a country that wou ld take our 
file and offer us at least cautious opt imism that we would receive an 
al location of a ch i ld young enough to be l i ke a natural s ib l ing for our 
son and in  reasonable time, l i ke before out son dons school uniform .  
India looked at once hopeful and b leak. There was some inconsistent 
information around and the fact that Indian friends in Mumbai told us 
they knew of ch i ldren facing abandonment was cause for much angst 
and frustration . Sure ly having me as a mother i s  a better prospect 
weighed up against homelessness or death, I thought to myself. 
Thai land was al locat ing mostly o lder ch i ldren and mostly boys. And 
the China program was in  its s ixth year of negotiat ions. 
S ince 1 993, the Victorian Department of H uman Services and the 
Commonwealth Attorneys-Genera l  Department and I mm igrat ion 
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Department had been engaged in del icate manoeuvrings with China. 
Of course, China has been a l locating thousands of bab ies and ch i ldren 
to parents in the Un ited States, in Canada, in Europe for years . But 
every country has its own bureaucratic and regu latory id iosyncrasies .  
One of ours was that an adoption, local or inter-country, is not final i sed 
unti l a year after placement with a fam i ly, during which time we lfare 
superv is ion is prov ided . Twelve months later an Austra l ian court 
determines the final i sation of the adoption . Th i s  was unacceptable to 
Chinese authorities. So, as wel l  as d ip lomatic letters being exchanged 
with Beij ing in  March 1 999, negotiations requ i red an amendment to 
our Fam i ly Law Act to sat isfy the Ch ina Centre for Adoption A ffairs 
that the adoption is final ised before the chi ld l eaves China.  
So we waited . On ICAS advice we paid to have our file prepared and 
sent to Thai land although no one could g ive us m uch hope that we'd  
get a daughter in  under two years. A nd we waited more, occas ional ly  
meeting up with our adoption c lass budd ies who were a l l  waiting, too .  
I t  was now c lose to 1 8  months s ince we' d  gone to  the i nformation 
n ight and registered our intent to adopt. 
Then as the m i l lennium ticked over, the China program was qu iet ly 
final i sed and we were now part of a smal l gu inea-pig group of 
Austral ians whose fi les had been sent to Ch ina. Having gained 
approval in  Austral ia, there was now the Chinese approval to pursue. 
The paper chase hotted up in  February as we rushed about gett ing a 
long l i st of documents together to be cert ified, notarised, authenticated 
and then translated into Chinese. 
We had to have al l kinds of b lood tests and med ical exams, have 
accountants prepare statements of assets, l i abi l it ies and weekly 
expenditure and provide letters from our employers. We had to hustle 
together orig inal certificates of our b i rths and our marriage and get a 
pol ice crime check. We were asked to provide a range of photographs 
of our home and of ourselves and were requ i red to write a personal 
letter to the Chinese Central Adoption Authority exp lain i ng e loquently, 
but succinctly, who we were, why we shou ld be considered as parents 
for one of thei r  chi ldren and what kind of l ife we would offer her. We 
had about two weeks to do al l th i s .  
And speaking personal ly, I respect the Chinese authorities for bei ng so 
d i l igent and thorough . If they are to let their chi ldren go, to grow up in  
another culture then they have the r ight to  be  exacti ng. I ' m  sure there 
are many th ings about Austra l ia that they are ideolog ical ly  opposed to, 
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so let them d issect the l ives of prospective foreign parents to p ieces. 
And let them chose careful ly to which home each ch i ld wi l l  go. 
Adoption i s  a ro l lercoaster of hopes and d i sappointments. You need to 
be res i l ient and have a sturdy relat ionsh ip .  Now though, with an 
al location from China (we hope) weeks away, i t 's  c lose enough and 
real enough that I can dream about our daughter. I can talk to our son 
about h i s  new baby sister and show h im on the p lastic g lobe where 
we' II go to get her. 
So often now my m ind fl its to Ch ina .  Mothers Day was part icularly 
poignant. I know somewhere in  some southern province, a baby gir l  
has suffered .  She has lost or been abandoned by her parents. She may 
have been left to die p laced, l i ke an offering, on the steps of an 
orphanage. I f  she surv ives that, she may face severa l  months i n  an 
under-resourced , crowded o rphanage, wi th few toys and l i tt l e  
stimulation . She won 't  see those b lack and wh ite brain-activat ing 
mobi les over her crib .  She won ' t  hear the ch i ldrens '  poems I recorded 
for my son 's  rest t ime. She won 't  have parents lav i sh ing love and 
songs and games on her. She probably wi l l  not even be taken outs ide 
the orphanage unti l they bring her to our hotel room later th is  year. 
Then, as I understand it, she' l l  be handed to us, perfect strangers . We 
may have 1 0  minutes to ask the orphanage worker a few questions 
through a translator. It 's un l ikely we' l l  get to learn anyth ing about her 
parents or to vis it the orphanage and see how her l i fe  has been . I hope 
by then to have just a few words  in  a language she may have heard, to 
have a l itt le song ready with fami l iar sounds. My husband is currently 
sampl ing some Chinese m usic .  
So wi l l  we be ab le to overcome a d isadvantaged fi rst e ight or 1 2  
months? Some orphanage bab ies from some countries we are told ,  
don 't cry. They 've tried communicating their  needs .  Noth ing happens .  
So they learn to g ive up .  What do I make of the recent spate of artic les 
and op in ions, stressing the profound bond between b iological parent 
and ch i ld, said to be the pathway to personhood? When you th ink 
about i t ,  al l adoptive parents are step-parents and poor o ld step-parents 
get a bit of bad press . 
I t ' s  a leap of faith, I guess . I i magine the face of my Chinese daughter. 
I w i l l  her to have my strength . It won ' t  be long.  Dar l ing . . .  Mummy's 
commg . . .  
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A Comparative study of the law on rape 
in South Africa and Australia 
Sarah Mccosker* 
Rape is a crime that is not comparable to any other form of 
violent crime.  Unl ike other crimes against the person, rape 
not only v io lates a v ictim's physical safety, but their sexual 
and psychological i ntegrity. It is a violat ion that is not only 
marked by v io lence, but by a form of ' sexual terrorism ' .  
South African Law Com m i ssion, 
Sexual Offences D i scussion Paper, 65 
The boundary of the  body i tself  i s  broken by  force and 
i ntimidation, a chaotic but choreographed v iolence.
Dworkin ,  L i fe  and Death, 23 
1.  Introduction 
S ince the 1 970s, and in  particu lar over the last decade, rape l aws have 
been the subject of i ncreasing international attention , with the 
atrocities of Rwanda and the Bosn ian wars leading to the recogn ition 
of rape as both a crime against human ity and a war crime. The 
heightened international debate has precip i tated movements towards 
formulating new defin itions, so as to encompass forms of sexual 
assau lt h itherto unrecogn i sed as ' rape' . This  c l imate of change 
highl ights the un ique nature of rape, as reflected in  the covering quote : 
'Rape is a crime that is not comparable to any other form of violent 
crime '. I ts un iqueness seems to l i e  in its capac ity to bring into question 
a complex interp lay of sociological ,  h i storical and cultural i ssues. I n  
addition, i t  i s  a crime  where gender issues and questions o f  language 
assume particul ar importance, stimulating changes in legal d i scourse 
to reflect new norms, new attitudes and new real it ies. The crime of 
rape thus seems particular ly apt as a top ic  for a comparati ve study 
pertain ing to women and the law. This paper focuses on two countries 
which are in  the process of changing thei r  rape laws - South A frica and 
Austral ia. 
* Sarah McCosker i s  a fourth year law student at the Universi ty of Queensland.
Her paper won the 2000 WATL and Blake Dawson Waldron Paper Competition. 
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This duo constitutes an interesting subject of comparative analysis for 
a number of reasons.  F irstly, wh i le  broad ly with in  the common Jaw 
legal fami ly, South Africa may also be regarded as an example of a 
hybrid legal system, a compl icated amalgamation of Roman-Dutch 
and Eng l i sh law. Secondly, wh i le  rape remains  an important problem 
in Austral ia, in South Africa it has been characteri sed as 'an epidemic 
problem of violence against women ' ,  1 to the extent that women 's  
organ isations are cal l ing for ' the declarat ion of a national emergency 
to combat rape' .2 Some sources state that a woman is raped every 36 
seconds. 3 Research comparing South African crime ratios with
I nterpol ratios for 89 member states revealed that South Africa remains 
in  an ' undisputed first place' as far as reported cases of rape are 
concerned.4 I nterest ing ly, research revealed that South A frica's 
lawyers are looking to Austral ian law for guidance on the defin ition of 
rape, thus suggesting a catalytic re lationsh ip between the laws of the 
two countries. 
Patently, any d i scussion of rape law wi l l  necessari ly rai se a myriad of 
i ssues. As  a full exam ination of rape laws clearly exceeds the scope of 
th is  paper, I have omitted a d iscussion of the substantive rape law of 
each nation to permit me to concentrate on a number of key topical 
i ssues. 5 In particu lar, the d i scussion focuses upon major defin itional 
changes, and the increasing legal emphas is  upon gender issues, such as 
the law on rape of males, same-sex rape and transsexual rape. Other 
problematic i ssues concern the revi sion of evidentiary rules, and 
changing attitudes towards sex-industry workers. 
I South African Law Commission, Sexual Offences Discussion Paper, 7. 
2 Activists say that 'a declaration of national emergency would release funds to 
help rape victims in the same way that emergencies are dec lared to help victims of 
natural disasters: This kind of violence is a kind of ongoing national emergency, 
un l ike a flood which comes once in a b lue moon' .  M ichel l e  Friedman, Director, 
African Gender Institute, U .Cape Town (UN Wire, 3/8/ 1 999). 
3 I nternational Planned Parenthood Federation. 
4 SA Pol ice Central I nformation Management Centre (C I MC) 1 994 ratios, 
Quarterly Report on Rape and Attempted Rape. 
5 Whi le resources are widely avai lable for Austra l ian law on rape, d ifficulties have 
been encountered in accessing current South African law on rape. Whi le  some 
secondary materials have been found on the i nternet, the most useful source has been 
the South African Law Commission's Discussion Paper on Sexual Offences, which 
provides an extensive coverage of South African law. It must also be noted that at the 
time of writing, some of Queensland's laws on rape have changed. I have 
endeavoured to incorporate these changes into the d iscussion . 
2. Rape Law
2. 1 Australia
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At present there i s  no unified law on rape in Austral ia, there being 
important d ifferences between the Code jurisdictions of Queens land ,  
Western Austral ia, Tasmania and the  Northern Territory and the 
common law jur isdictions of New South Wales, Victoria, South 
A ustra l ia and the Austral ian Capital Territory. 
• Austral ian Capital Territory - Crimes Act 1 900
• Commonwealth - Crimes Act 1 9 1 4, Criminal Code Act 1 995
• New South Wales - Crimes Act l 900
• Northern Territory - Criminal Code Act 1 983
• Queensland - Criminal Code 1 899, Criminal Code Act 1 995 
• South Austral ia - Criminal law Consolidation Act 1 935
• Tasmania - Criminal Code 1 924
• Victoria - Crimes Act 1 958 
• Western Austral ia - Criminal Code 1 9 1 3
Desp ite common themes, it i s  apparent that 'j urisd ictions i n  Austral ia  
sti l l  operate under e ight d ifferent sets of sexual offence laws. There are 
marked d i fferences i n  term inology and defin it ions .  I n  some 
jurisd ictions, the basic offence is  "rape", in others it i s  "sexual assau lt" 
or "sexual intercourse/penetration without consent" . Conduct that may 
amount to the basic offence in some j urisdictions may in others on ly 
constitute indecent assau lt. The reformulation of what is  " lack of  
consent" has led to  variations in  the c ircumstances which can negative 
consent' .6 I n  recent years, reform of th i s  important area of the crim inal 
law has sh ifted to the national agenda.7 S ince the 1 970s, al l States and 
Territories have placed extensive focus on the reform and operation of 
thei r  sexual offences law. The col lective resu lt has brought Austral ia  
international recogn ition as a country which acknowledges, and seeks 
to address, the problem of sexual v io lence. 8 Although the h istory of  
6 Model Criminal Code, Part 5, l .
7 Ibid, ii. 
8 Id. 
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reform has  been somewhat cheq uered and vari ed between 
j urisd ictions, common features are d i scern ib le, as wi l l  be seen below. 
Definition of Rape in Australia 
At common law, rape was carnal knowledge of a female, who was not 
the accused 's wife, without her consent.9 The offence has now been
renamed in the ACT, NSW, the NT and WA. In the ACT and NT it i s  
" sexual intercourse . . .  without consent" . 1 O l n  N S W  i t  i s  "sexual 
assault", 1 1  and in  WA it i s  "sexual penetrat ion" l 2. However, i t  i s  sti l l
cal led ' rape' in  Queensland, South Austral ia, Victoria and Tasman ia.  
The fundamental e lements o f  the offence of rape are sexual 
intercourse, absence of consent, and the requis ite mental element. 
Consistent with other common law crimes, there must be a physical 
e lement or actus reus (gui lty deed), and a mental element or mens rea 
(gui lty m ind). However, the way these elements are art icu lated d iffers 
between jurisd ictions (see append ix) ,  as does the defin ition of the 
crime. A lthough the d ifferences are often subtle, they are worth 
exam ining as they bel ie d ifferent attitudes towards the offence. I n  
N S W, "sexual assau lt" i s  defined as occurring where "any person . . .  has 
sexual i ntercourse with another person without the consent of the other 
person and who knows that the other person does not consent to the 
sexual i ntercourse" . 1 3 The max imum pena lty i s  1 4  years 
imprisonment 1 4, the same as in WA, where sexual penetration i s  
defined as  ' any person who sexual ly penetrates another person without 
the consent of that person". 1 5  Tasmania defines the offence as 
occurring where "any person . . . has sexual intercourse with another 
person without that person's consent", 1 6 the maximum penalty being 
2 1  years impri sonment. 1 7 Victoria's defin ition provides that the 
perpetrator must " intentional ly penetrate another person without that 
9 Papdimitropoulos v The Queen ( 1 957) 98 CLR 249.
IOCrimes Act 1 900 (ACT), s92D; Criminal Code (NT), s l  92(3).
1 1  Crimes Act 1 900 (NS W), s6 1 l .  
1 2  Criminal Code (WA), s325 . 
1 3 Crimes Act 1 900 (N S W), s6 l l .  
1 4 Crimes Act 1 900 (NS W), s6 1 1 . 
1 5 Criminal Code (WA), s325 . 
1 6  Criminal Code (Tas), s l 85 . 
1 7 Ibid, s389 (3) .  
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person 's consent wh i le being aware that the person i s  not consenting or 
m ight not be consenting". 1 8 The maximum penalty in  Victoria is 25
years impri sonment. 1 9 However, i n  the NT, Qld and SA, the sentence
is much harsher - impri sonment for l ife.20 SA possesses an i nterest ing
variation on the NSW defin ition, add ing the qual ification that the 
perpetrator must know that the other person does not consent or "being 
recklessly ind ifferent as to whether that other person consents to sexual 
intercourse". 21 In the ACT, the defi nition of sexual intercourse without 
consent i s  very s imi lar to the South A ustral ian defin ition of rape, 
a lthough the ACT maximum penalty is lesser - 1 2  years imprisonment, 
1 4  if the accused acted in company.22 In Queensland, the offence was 
phrased in  terms of "carnal knowledge",23 wh i le the Northern 
Territory s imply provides for "sexual intercourse with another person 
without the consent of the other person". 24 It is thus apparent that
there is a spectrum of sentencing in  Austral ia, ranging from 1 2  years to 
l ife.  Furthermore, ' there are wide variations between the ways sexual 
acts are defined by state legi slation . Th is  confusion is echoed in terms 
of the gender of the victi m ' .  25 What then to deduce from th i s  morass 
of d iffering defin itions? How does South Africa compare? 
2. 2 South Africa
The current law regu lat ing rape is the Sexual Offences Act which came 
into force in  1 957  (during the apartheid period), and was subsequently 
amended by the present government. Examination of South Africa's 
rape laws is  timely, given the current cl imate of change. The South 
1 8 Crimes Act 1 958 ( Vic), s3 8(2)(a).
19 Ibid, s38( 1 ) . 
20 Criminal Code (NT), s l 92(3) ;  Criminal Code (Qld), s347; Criminal Law 
Consolidation Act 1 935 (SA), s48 . 
2 1 Criminal Law Consolidation Act 1 935 ,  s48 .
22 Crimes Act  1 900 (ACT), ss92D( l ), (2) .
23 Criminal Code (Qld), s347: I t  i s  a prescribed sexual offence for the purposes of 
the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act 1 978 .  At the t ime of writing, the definit ion 
of rape i n  Queensland has expanded. 
24 Criminal Code (NT), s l 92(3) .  
25 Crome, Sarah, et  al . "Male Rape Victims: Fact and Fiction" The Law Institute 
Journal Jan 1 999, Vol .  73 : 1 At 60. 
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A frican Law Reform Commiss ion has argued that the ex1stmg 
legis lation on sexual offences needs 'a complete overhau l ' ,26 and 
proposes the adoption of one comprehensive new sexual offences 
Act.27 The Commission handed recommendations, inc lud ing a draft 
B i l l ,  to Justice M in i ster Penue l l  Maduna late last year. The proposed 
B i l l  is now a matter for pub l ic  debate .28 
Definition of rape in South Africa 
I n  recent years, the defin ition of the crime of rape has been the subject 
of sign ificant crit ic ism and debate.29 Currently, the offence cons ists of
a man having unlawful intentional sexual intercourse with a woman 
without her consent.30 Under the draft B i l l ,  any person convicted for
rape shal l be l iab le to imprisonment for a period "not exceed ing 999 
years" .3 1 The essential e lements of the crime of rape are intention ; 
unlawfulness; sexual intercourse; with a woman; without her consent 
- thus broad ly s im i lar to the position in  Austral ia .  To secure a 
convict ion, the State must prove a l l these e lements beyond a 
reasonable doubt. Un l ike the general  trend in Austral ia, "sexual 
i ntercourse" presupposes penetration of the female sexual organ by a 
male's pen is, and precludes intercourse per annum, oral penetration 
and the insertion of  foreign objects i nto the orifices of the body.32 As 
in  Austral ia, the general ru le i n  South Africa is  that in add ition to an 
un lawful physical condition (actus reus), crim inal l iabi l ity requ i res an 
un lawful mental condition (mens rea), for a ' crime is not comm itted i f  
the m ind of the person doing the act in  question be  innocent' .3 3  Th is  
again reflects the common law's emphasis  on both a physical act and 
a mental e lement. Thus intention is  an element of the offence. An 
interesting d ifference between South African and Austral ian rape law 
i s  that, in South Africa, 20 special  courts have been created to deal with 
rape. These courts wi l l  be equipped with the required infrastructure for 
appropriately hearing and manag ing sexual offence cases, such as 
26Discussion Paper ( ix) .  
27 Ibid, (v). 
28 Stuart, Brian "Draft B i l l  Gets Tough On Rape" Daily News From South Africa, 1 . 
29 Hal l ,  C, "Rape: The Pol itics of Defin i tion". ( 1 988). SALJ 67. 
30 Milton, South African Criminal Law and Procedure, Volume 11 (3rd ed), 439.
3 1 Stuart, Brian, 1 . 
32 Discussion Paper, 69. 
3 3  Per Solomon JA in  R v Wallendorf ( 1 920) AD 383 at 394.
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witness cubicles with one-way glass, c losed-circuit te levis ion faci l ities 
and separate waiting rooms for vict ims .34 Th i s  i s  an in it iative wh ich 
Austral ian courts should consider fol lowing. 
3. Topical issues and proposed changes
3. 1 Changing definitions
I n  recent years, the defin ition of the offence has been undergo ing 
substantial rev ision in  both Austral ia and South Africa. The expansion 
of the defin ition may broadly be seen in re lation to three e lements of 
rape: the physical element of sexual penetration, the gender of the 
parties involved, and the issue of consent and prev ious sexual hi story. 
3.1 . 1  'Penetration'
The defin it ion of "penetrat ion" has seen s ign ificant change in 
Austra l ian jurisd ictions over the past decade, and i s  sti l l  the subject of 
much debate . I n  al l j urisd ictions, there has been a sh ift away from 
v iewing the pen i s  as the sole object of penetration and the vagina as the 
so le target ofv io lence.35 A useful d iscussion of the i ssue of penetration 
is prov ided by the ' Model Criminal Code, Chapter 5 :  Sexual Offences 
Against the Person ' ,  36 which argues that ' the defin ition of sexual 
penetration forms the centrepiece of the most serious sexual offences 
in the Model Crim inal Code' _37 The defin ition of the physical e lement 
of rape at common law was penetration of the vagina by the pen is .  
When rape became a statutory offence, the narrow defin ition was 
reflected in the legis lation. Other acts of non-consensual penetrative 
conduct were dealt with as other offences. For example,  d ig ital 
penetration or forced oral sex was "indecent assau lt", wh i le pen i le  
penetration of the anus was simply "buggery". I n  al l j urisd ictions there 
have been two major changes to the common law defin i t ion 
34 Cooperation Agreements Aimed at Expand ing the Number of Existing Courts 
Deal ing with Rape and Sexual Violence, 1 ; Deputy Minister G i l lwald, "Address to 
Parl iament in the Debate on the I ncidence of Rape'', 26 October 1 999. 
35 Sharpe, Andrew. "Attempting the " Impossible": The Case of Transsexual Rape". 
Criminal Law Journal 2 1 , Oct. 1 997, 23-3 1 . 
36 (May 1 999). Prepared by the Model Criminal Code Officers Committee of the 
Standing Committee of Attorneys-General .  
37 Ibid, at 9. 
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concern ing penetration : firstly, ' there has been an expansion of the 
types of physical conduct wh ich may constitute the basic offence' and 
second ly, there has been 'an adoption of gender-neutral term ino logy so 
that both men and women can be offenders and v ictims '  _ 38  In N S W, 
SA,  WA, the NT and the ACT, the basic offence has been redefined in  
w ide  terms to cover: (a) penetration by  the pen is  of the vagina, anus 
and mouth ; (b) penetration of the vagina or anus by any other party of 
the body or object; ( c) fel latio ;  ( d) cunn i l i ngus. In  other states, 
however, the defin ition of penetration i s  not so broad . In Victoria, the 
basic offence covers only (a) and (b), whi le Tasman ia sti l l  on ly 
provides for (a) . Unti l recently, in  Queensland rape consi sted on ly of 
pen i le penetration of the vagina, so that penetration of the anus, or 
penetration by an object, fe l latio and cunn i l ingus d id not amount to 
rape, but cou ld on ly be prosecuted under the lesser offence of i ndecent 
assault. However, at the very time thi s  paper was written, the current 
law in Queensland changed to create an expanded defin ition wh ich 
inc ludes these extra forms of penetration. Th i s  overal l expansion of 
"penetration" in Austral ian law reflects the fact that ' penetration of the 
m outh by the pen is  . . .  i s  for many women (and men who are v ict ims) 
as bad as vaginal rape' .39 Despite the l iberal isation of rape laws,
d iscrepancies are sti l l  evident in  terms of sentencing : under present 
law, forced oral sex is  a sexual assault with a maximum penalty of 1 4  
years imprisonment - less than the maximum penalty for penetration 
by a finger or hand . Th is  does not accord with many women's v iews of 
the relative seriousness of the conduct. 40 The Taskforce also argues 
that ' the question of d igital penetration i s  . . .  a vexed one ' ,  point ing out 
that in  the Rape Law Reform Evaluation Project, 1 1  out of 1 8  Victorian 
j udges interviewed thought that the inc lus ion of digital penetration i n  
the  definition of rape "devalued" or  "triv ial i sed" the "real offence".4 1  
Additional ly, an interesting question i s  whether the penetrat ion has to 
be of a sexual nature : penetration of a woman 's vagina for a non-sexual 
purpose, for example to remove drugs, was considered to fa l l  with in  
the defin ition of "sexual intercourse" in  s5 of the Criminal Law 
Consolidation Act 1 935  (SA), in the recent case of R v A braham. 42
38 Id. 
39 Discussion Paper 68.  
40 Taskforce on Women and the Crim inal Code, p 9 1 .  
4 1 Heenan, Melanie and McKelvie, Helen: Evaluation of the Crimes (Rape) Act 
1 99 1  Executive Summary, at 72. Cited at 9 1 . 
42 ( 1 998) 70 SASR 575 (CCA). 
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This is reflective of changing perspectives on rape, whereby it is 
increasingly seen less as a ' sexual ' act than as an act of vio lence. 
In  South Africa the position contrasts starkly with Austral ia. Rape is 
' comm itted by a man having intentional un lawful sexual intercourse 
with a woman without her consent. Non-consensual anal or oral 
penetrat ion does not constitute rape in  common law, although it can 
constitute indecent assau lt. Sexual intercourse is restricted to the 
penetrat ion of the vagina by the pen is '  .43 Th i s  thus represents the 
former position in Austral ia and, in particular, Queensland law unti l 
recently. The South African Law Comm ission explains that under 
current law, ' the penetration of other orifices by the pen i s  is not rape, 
nor is the penetration of the vagina with someth ing other than the 
pen is '  .44 Furthermore, ' anal or oral intercourse with a woman without 
her consent is punishable as indecent assau lt, as held i n  the case of S v 
M. 45 H owever, there appears to be gathering momentum for change. 
L ike reform trends in Austral ia, the focus is upon the concept of 
penetration:  ' the essence of the Commission 's proposal on rape 
centres around "un lawful sexual penetration"'  .46 Sexual penetration is  
defined very broad ly by the Commission to incl ude the penetration 'to 
any extent whatsoever' by a pen i s, any object, or part of the body of 
one person, or any part of the body of an an imal of the vagina, anus, 
or mouth of another person ' .47 Thi s  broader defin ition is  thus sim i lar 
to that proposed in the Austral ian M odel Crim inal Code. Two notab le 
d ifferences in the South African proposals are the further extensions to 
incl ude penetration of an an imal ,  and "s imulated sexual intercourse", 
the Comm ission arguing that ' even s imu lated sexual intercourse under 
coercive c i rcumstances can constitute rape'  .48 Th i s  i s  one instance 
where South African law seems to be more progressive than Austral ian 
law. An interesting development in South Africa has been the proposal 
to add that rape wi l l  be an offence ' when committed . . .  by a person, 
knowing that he has the acquired immune defic iency syndrome or the 
human immunodeficiency virus '  .49 Th i s  reflects the rapid growth of
43 Discussion Paper, (v). 
44 Ibid, at 72. 
45 1 990 ( 1 )  SACR 456 (N). 
46 Discussion Paper, (vi) . 
47 Id. 
48 Id. 
49 Criminal Law Amendment Act 1 997. Schedule 2, Section 5 1 ,  Part 1 .  
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H I V  I A I DS in South Africa, and the highly unfortunate fact that many 
m en bel ieve that sex with a v i rgin wi l l  cure the d i sease. 50
3. 1 .2 Objects 
Another i ssue related to the defin ition of the physical e lement of rape 
i s  whether sexual penetration can be by ' objects' . Previously, al l 
Austral ian jurisdictions except Tasmania and Queensland  provided for 
the penetration by objects in thei r  defin itions of rape. At the time of 
writ ing, Queensland's law has changed to ' include penetration by an 
object or body part' .5 1 In  New Zealand, ' both pen i le rape and rape
with an object share a maximum penalty of 20 years' .52 Critic 
Chri stine Cameron, in 'A  Femin ist Critique of the Distinction between 
Pen i le Rape and Rape with an Object' , 53  c i tes an anecdote 
h ighl ighting attitudes towards rape with an object; when the New 
Zealand M in ister of Justice, The Hon .  Douglas Graham, was asked 
why sentencing in it ia l ly d iffered between pen i le rape and rape with an 
object, he repl ied that the justification was that ' [ it] ' s  very hard to 
become impregnated by a bottle; there is a d ifference ' . 54 Th is  
comment reveals  the underlying attitudes towards rape, demonstrating 
again that the original rationale for proh ib iting rape was prem ised on 
the prevention of unwanted pregnancy - a rationale now sign ificantly 
changed . Cameron argues that ' the use of the pen is  as a weapon in rape 
is qual itatively no d i fferent from the use of a bott le or hand.  Further, 
other forms of attack may be worse than trad itional rape .  Penetration 
by bottles or p ieces of wood may be ' more painful ,  offensive and 
d i sfiguring than penetration by a pen is ' 55  and may involve a r isk of 
psycho logical harm greater than that involved in pen i le penetration ' .  56 
I n  South Africa, the defin ition as yet does not make a reference to 
objects, although th i s  is recommended by the Law Commission . The 
requ irement of sexual intercourse currently exc ludes the ' poss ib i l ity of 
50 Peters & Wolper, Women s Rights Human Rights, 1 48. 
5 1 May 1 0, 2000, The Courier Mail. 
52 Cameron, Auckland University Law Review Vol .  7, 1 992- 1 995 .  647-663 at 647. 
5 3  Id. 
54 Televis ion i nterview, 1 8  June 1 992, cited at 645 .  
55 Hesketh, Salas and Horsmann, National Counci l  of  Women of New Zealand, 
Submission on the Rape Law Reform Bill (No. 2), J L/85/42 ( 1 984) 1 ,  cited by 
Cameron at 654. 
56 Cameron, 654. 
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penetration by  means of other instruments, for  example sticks and 
bottles' .5 7 However, they pose the question : 
Who is to say that the sexual humi l iation suffered through forced oral 
or rectal penetration is a lesser v iolation of the personal private inner 
space, a lesser inju ry to mind, spirit  and sense of self? Al l  acts of sex 
forced on unwi l l i ng v ictims deserve to be treated as equally grave 
offences in the eyes of the law, for the avenue of penetration is less 
significant than the i ntention to degrade. 58 
It is l i kely that th is  extension w i l l  be made in the near future i n  South A frica 
i f  the Sexual Offences B i l l  is  passed. 
3.2 Gender Issues
The second main defin itional expansion involves an increased focus upon 
gender issues; thi s  rai ses three key questions.  Under existing l aw in Austra l i a  
and South Africa, 
1 .  Can a man be raped?
2. C an a woman be raped by a woman, or a man by a man?
3 .  C an a transsexual person be raped?
3.2.1 Rape of males by women 
The offence of rape has trad itional ly been gender spec ific. However, 
although the primary focus has been ' rape offences against women and 
chi ldren ' ,  in fact, 'a substantial number of victims  are adult males' .59
Lesbian, b i sexual and transgender women consu lted by the Taskforce 
on Women and the Criminal Code have argued that the law shou ld  
recogn ise that woman can and do comm it sexual assau lts and rapes of 
women, men and ch i ldren.60 The Taskforce also states however that
' some women are uncomfortable with the idea of women being 
charged with rape, even though women can (and have been) charged 
with rape under the existing law in Queensland'  .6 1 In their art ic le
57  Discussion Paper at  72. 
58 Legal Aspects of Rape at 30, citing S Brownmi l ler Against Our Will 1 976 at 370 .  
59  Crome, Sarah, Marita McCabe, and Lindsay Ford:  ' Male Rape Victims: Fact 
and Fiction ' The Law Institute Journal, Jan 1 999, Vol .  73 : 1 . P-60-65 , at 60. 
60 Discussion Paper at 92 ; Taskforce Consultation with Lesbian, B isexual and 
Transgender Women on 27 May 1 999 
6 1 at 92 
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" Male Rape Vict ims :  Fact and F ict ion", commentators Crome, 
McCabe and Ford question whether ' our laws app ly equal ly to male 
v ictims, or whether they are being left to languish under outmoded 
laws, procedures and social b iases' .62 They assert that wh i le ' th i s  
question is  plagued by rhetoric, hunches and bad stat ist ics, the answer 
seems to be a defin ite "yes".63 Crit iquing existing leg i slation, the
authors point out that ' there is l im ited legal consensus on defin itions of 
male sexual assault' .64 They state that Victoria has 'a l iberated and 
effective defin ition of rape, in terms of both its g lobal assessment of 
the crime and its broad but c learly-stated parameters . It is not sex­
specific and is sufficient to encompass a variety of v io lating sexual 
acts against adult  males' .65 Noting that N S W, WA and the ACT have 
comparable leg islation, they contend however that ' other states have 
shortcomings in  their  abi l ity to deal with cases of rape of men ' ,  arguing 
that 'Queensland and Tasman ia take very trad itional and l im ited v iews 
of sexual crimes, a fact that is heralded by the tit le to the relevant 
Div i sion of the Q ld Act: "Assaults on Females and Abduction".66
[emphasis added] I ndeed, Queens land's rape laws prev iously were 
specifical ly drawn to cover "female" or "women" v ict ims, mean ing 
that offences against men had to be treated as lesser crimes. S im i larly, 
' Tasmania l im its rape to non-consensual "sexual intercourse" by a 
pen is  . . .  meaning that rape by other parts of the body or by objects 
would not be caught' .67 One of the key factors h igh l ighted by their 
article i s  that ' assessment of the i ncongru ities and defic ienc ies i n  a l l  
Austral ian state and territory laws indicates that there are issues 
re levant to the under-reporting of male rape and subsequent fai lures 
with its prosecuti on '  .68 Another key issue is that ' the concept of 
consent also requ ires review and elaboration of its boundaries to 
include the very d ifferent experiences of adu lt male v ictims of sexual 
assau lt' .69
95 Law Institute Journal, Jan 1 999 . Vol .  73 : 1 . 60-65 . 60.  
96 Id. 
97 Id 
98 Crome ,6 1 . 
99 Id. 
1 00 Id. 
I O I  Ibid, at 60.
1 02 Id. 
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How then does South African compare? One source suggests that as 
many as 'one in five men is a victim of rape ' 70 in South Africa. Despite 
th is, the current legal position is that 'a man cannot be raped and a 
woman cannot comm it rape' _7 1 However, a woman acting as an 
accomp l ice of a man who commits rape can, on that basis, be 
convicted of rape.72 Increased attention has been given to the need for
reforms to include rape of men; however, as the Law Commission 
notes, ' sexual assault of a man in  the form of forced anal penetration 
is  also often described as "rape" in  common parlance' ,  although it 
would  be pun ishable as ' indecent assau lt, or assault  with intent to do 
grievous bod i ly  harm ' _73 Th i s  h igh l ights an important d iscrepancy 
between what is general ly  perceived to be "rape", and what actual ly  
amounts to rape with in  statutory defin itions. A common problem 
shared w ith Austral ia in  th i s  regard is  the low rate of reporting of male 
rape; ' with [a] broader definition of rape, the impact on the incidence 
of reported rape could be dramatic. But it is prec i se ly because of the 
current narrow definition of rape that no statistics on male rape exist. 
People who work with vict ims of violence have indicated that male 
rape i s  not general ly reported by male victims, but that a severe 
prob lem exists' _74 The Law Commission states that it is ' acutely aware 
that the vast majority of victims of sexual violence are chi ldren (of 
both sexes) and women, whi le the majority of perpetrators are men . 
Without losing sight of th is  fact, the Commission nevertheless 
approaches its task from a gender neutral basi s  and accepts that men 
can be, and are, victims of sexual v io lence' .75 However, it a lso 
acknowledges that 'evidence is anecdotal and no re l iable  stat istics are 
avai lab le  at present' .76 The proposed Sexual Offences B i l l  includes a 
gender neutral defin ition of rape, by which both men and women may 
be vict ims or perpetrators . I t  remains to be seen whether th is  B i l l  wi l l  
be passed . 
72 Press Statement by the Deputy M inister Ms .  Cheryl G i l lwald, 26 October 1 999. 
73 Discussion Paper, 73 ; citing M i lton, South African Criminal Law and Procedure 
Volume JI 449.
74 R v M 1 950 4 SA 1 0 1 (T).
73 Discussion Paper, 73 . 
74 Id . 
75 Ibid, 3 . 
76 Id. 
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3.2.2 Homosexual & Lesbian Rape
Another key issue concern ing gender and rape law is that of the 
approach towards same-gender rape in  South Africa and A ustral ia -
that i s, rape by a man of a man or by a woman of a woman . S ince the 
commencement of the reform period in the 1 970s, 'al l  Austra l ian 
jurisd ictions have repealed laws proscribing homosexual conduct 
between consenting adults ' .  77 Thus, the offence of "sodomy" has now 
been mostly e l im inated.  Where provisions are gender-neutral it would 
appear that same-gender rape i s  legal ly covered . However, despite 
these leg i slative changes, some uncertainty and debate sti l l  remains 
regarding same-sex rape. The majority of jurisd ictions continue to 
draw a d istinction between heterosexual ity and homosexua l ity by way 
of, for example, a h igher age of consent for sexual contact between two 
males.78 Diane Hamer in  her artic le "The I nvention of the Di ldo" 
explores these uncertainties. She argues that ' crimes of a sexual nature 
can be div ided into two categories: in the first are those which are 
i I legal i f  one party consents and the other doesn 't, but legal i f  they both 
do. Rape belongs here .  Secondly, there are activities which are i l legal 
whether or not both parties consent ' .79 The major offence with in th is
second category i s  male homosexual sex which used to be i l lega l .  I t  i s  
i nteresting to  note that an  alternative verdict for  rape in  the NT i s  
sexual intercourse or  gross indecency between males in publ ic or  in  
private : s27 .  Under s 1 24(5) of the Tasman ian Criminal Code, consent 
is not a defence to anal intercourse. Thus, from th is  perspective, ' male 
homosexual ity . . .  i s  . . .  a "vict im less crime" - crim inal even though 
both parties consent ' .  80 
Hamer examines a case wh ich ' raises broader questions about the 
operation of the law in re lation to lesbians and gay men ' ,  81 that of 
Jennifer Saunders, who dressed as a man in order to have sex with two 
females. The sensational i sation of the crime in the press, with fal se 
a l legations that she had strapped on a false peni s  in order to have sex, 
reveals the attitud inal d ifferences towards heterosexual rape and 
homosexual rape. Hamer argues that ' the production of (her) "crime" 
. . . was made poss ib le through the convergence of pre-exi sting 
77 Model Criminal Code 1 5 . 
78 Jd. 
79 Australian Gay & Lesbian Law Journal. Vol .  2, Spring 1 992. 4 1 -54. 
80 Ibid, 53 .  
B I  Jbid 42.
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d iscourses around female criminal ity o n  one hand and lesbian ism on 
the other. The effect of such a convergence was to construct Jennifer 
as a crim ina l  because she was a lesb ian' . 82 Th is  case, as we l l  as the 
recent conv iction of several gay men for assau lt, 'c learly demonstrates 
the refusal of the courts to recogn i se consent in homosexual trials 
compared to its l i beral app l icat ion in heterosexual offences' . 83 Hamer 
argues that such a refusal ' exposes the h igh ly ideo logical operation of 
the law' _ 84 This  is s ign ificant as it demonstrates that the law does not 
operate in a vacuum, but rather with in a web of contextual factors such 
as social ,  cu ltural ,  moral and ideological norms.  
Should specific legislative recognition be given to same-gender 
rape? 
The above considerations raise an important question : ' should there be 
a spec ial form of sexual penetration upon which offences specifical ly 
directed towards the prohibition of same-gender sexual ity may be 
constructed?' 85 Should a Code include spec ific offences d i rected at 
sexual contact between two persons of the same gender? A l ready in 
Austral ia, ' some jurisdictions have special sexual offences that apply 
only to sexual contact between two males. As in NSW, those offences 
may be founded upon a special defin ition of sexual penetration [or] 
create a separate age of consent for sexual contact' . 86 Debate sti l l  
rages upon th i s  i ssue. A number of  arguments have been made ' in 
support of the special proh ib ition of same gender sexual contact, 
whether absolutely, or in a way that imposes a h igher age of consent, 
or h igher penalties for offences, or a l im itation on defences' . 87 F i rst ly, 
' the teaching of a number of rel igions that homosexual ity i s  a s in '  . . .  or 
' i ntrinsi ca l ly  immoral ' ;  secondly, that ' many persons find the idea of 
sexual contact between two persons of the same gender intrinsical ly 
repugnant' ;  and th irdly, that certain common gay male forms of sexual 
contact are dangerous with regard to infectious d iseases' . 88 These 
arguments al l stem from certain moral and social  attitudes towards 
82 id. 
83 Id. 
84 Id. 
85 Model Criminal Code, 1 5 . 
86 id. 
87 Id. 
88 id 
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homosexual ity. Arguments against spec ial proh ib ition of same-gender 
sexual contact are that 'many Austral ians do not subscribe to a 
re l igious or moral be l ief that there i s  anyth ing intrinsical ly wrong with 
homosexual ity' ; 89 that many peop le are total ly u ntroub led by
homosexual ity ;  and that ' to the extent that d i sease is  a concern, 
offences should be created to pun ish al l persons who endanger others 
by way of exposure to a serious d isease. The gender of the perpetrator 
and of the vict im i s  i rre levant to such an offence ' _90 F urthermore, the 
crim inal law shou ld not d iscri m inate against persons with a part icular 
sexual preference. It is subm itted that these latter arguments are 
obviously more sound. It is interesting to note that the Committee 
concluded that ' the Model Crim inal Code shou ld not contain specific  
offences relating to  homosexual conduct, but s imply adopt a gender­
neutral approach, so that equal protection extends to male and female 
v ictims, and equal pun ishment to male and female perpetrators' _9 1
Overal l ,  they put forward the v iew that ' gays and lesb ians should be 
subject to the offences in the Code j ust as heterosexual s  wi l l  be, no 
more and no less' _92
In  South Africa, same-sex rape is sti II not covered by the current 
defin ition. However, a clear attitud inal shift  is ev ident from the 
National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality case,93 in wh ich the
Constitutional Court dec lared the common law offence of sodomy 
unconstitutional .  More important ly, under the proposed Sexual 
Offences B i l l , the offence of sodomy is e l iminated, so that the offence 
of "sexual penetration" wi l l  apply to both male and female v ictims .
The Law Commission 'proposes the repeal of the common law offence 
of rape and its replacement w ith a new gender-neutral statutory 
offence' .94 The Comm ission 's proposals on a gender-neutral defin ition
of rape also cover 'anal penetration under coercive c ircumstances '  .95
A lthough no information was found regard ing lesb ian rape, the Law 
Commission points out that ' most of the respondents want to include 
89 Id 
90 Ibid, J 7 
9 1 Ibid, 1 9  
92 Ibid, 1 7  
93 1 999 1 (SA) 6 (CC) 
94 Sexual Offences Discussion Paper, (vi) .  
95 Ibid, (vi)-(v i i ) .  
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non-consensual homosexual i ntercourse and ' forced lesbian act iv i ty '  
in  the defin ition o f  rape ' .96 Whi le  some commentators have argued
that ' the law's  concern is with pub l ic order and the maintenance of the 
inst itution of the fami ly '  ,97 as Hamer points out, the approach of the
law to homosexual ity suggests that ' the way the law functions [ i s] as 
an ideolog ical support to a certain conception of pub l ic order, pub l ic 
interest and publ ic  pol icy' .98 I t  appears that ' underpinning a l l  thi s  i s  a
notion that homosexual ity . . . . i s  contrary to publ i c  i nterest and 
standards of decency ' .99 Thi s  part icular conception is  based upon the
fact that what is in the ' pub l ic interest' i s  based upon certain norms, 
norms which often exclude m inorities. How is  the law to respond when 
the very ' norms'  upon which i t  has operated for centuries are rapid ly 
undergoing a period of social change, and when attitudes to same­
gender re l at ionsh ips  are be ing rap id ly  rev i sed? The preced ing  
d iscussion regarding the way in  which gender i ssues are increasingly 
having an impact on rape laws thus leads to an even more d ifficult 
question - that of how to deal with ' transgender ' rape. 
3.2.3 Transsexual and transgender rape 
As seen in the preceding section, a major sh ift has occurred to redefine 
rape so that it covers rape of a male by a female. However, what to do 
where defin itional d ifficu lties are taken a step further - where the very 
defin ition itse l f  of ' male' or ' female' is cast into question? The legal 
position regard ing transsexual or transgender people remains uncertain  
in  Austral ia, with few cases emerging to provide guidance. This  
tenuous pos i t ion is  explored by Andrew Sharpe in  h i s  art ic l e  
"Attempting the ' Impossible' : The Case o f  Transsexual Rape" . 1 00 He 
argues that 'despite a recent burst of  legislative and common law 
activity, the possib i l i ty of securing a conviction for the rape of 
transsexual persons  . . .  remains  unguaranteed i n  four A ustra l i an 
states' . 1 0 1 I n  particu lar, problems arise in jurisd ictions where the 
gender-specific  nature of the offence continues to require a ' female'  
v ictim ,  or that penetration be of the vagina. As  a resu lt, where the 
v ictim i s  a m ale-to-female transsexual, the legal status of her sex 
96 "The Invention of the Di ldo'', 87. 
97 Ibid, 53 .  
98 Ibid, 54. 
99 Id. 
1 00 Criminal Law Journal, Feb. 1 997, Vol .  2 1 .  23-3 1 .
I O I !bid, at 23 .
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and/or gen ital i a  emerges as a factor capable of prec lud ing  a 
conv iction . I 02 Victoria, Queensland and the Northern Territory are
unique among the Austral ian jurisd ictions in recognis ing transsexual 
rape. They have each redefined penetration of the ' vagina' so that it 
includes both the external gen ital ia and a "surg ical ly  constructed 
vagina". l 03 I mportantly, th is  does not mean that the law therefore
recogn i ses the " legal sex" of the person; it simp ly  recogn i ses the 
' status of transsexual geni tal ia '  and does not purport to make any 
imp l i ed determ inat ion as to the ' sex ' of a ma le-to-female  
transsexuaI . 1 04 Thi s  approach was made c lear from the NSW case of 
Harris and McGuiness, 1 05 where the court had to determine whether a
male-to-female transsexual was a male with in  the mean ing of the (now 
repealed) s8 I A of the Crimes Act. The court rejected the b io log ical 
formula (sex is  determ ined at b i rth) stipulated in the landmark Engl i sh 
dec i sion of Corbett v Corbett, 1 06 preferring instead the approach of the 
American court in  Re Anonymous, 107 whereby sex is determ ined by 
anatomical and psychological harmony. 1 08 However, in R v Cogley, 1 09
the Victorian Court of Criminal Appeal held that a person's  sex was ' a  
question o f  fact to b e  determined b y  the jury ' ;  th is  ru l i ng introduces an 
e lement of doubt i nto the prosecution of any offences against 
transsexuals .  I I O
The ACT and S A  have enacted leg i s lat ion wh ich g ives some 
recognition of a change of sex to post-operat ive transsexuals .  
However, it seems that the s ituation is  further problematised by the 
d ifferentiat ion between married and unmarried male-to-female 
transsexuals - yet another instance where the law on rape sti l l  appears 
to be pred icated on the notion of marriage. Sharpe po ints out that wh i le 
' unmarried or d ivorced male-to-female transsexual s are legal ly  
capab le of being raped . . .  in  South Austral ia and New South Wales, 
married transsexuals  . . .  remain potential ly incapable of being raped ' .  
1 02 Jd. 
1 03 Crimes Act 1 958 (Vic), s35 ; Criminal Code Act 1 995 (Qld), Sch 5 ; Criminal
Code Act 1 983 (NT), s 1 . 
1 04 Sharpe, at 24. 
1 05 ( 1 988) 1 7 NSWLR 1 58 ; 35 A Crim R 1 46. 
1 06 [ 1 97 1 ] P 83 ; [ 1 970] 2 WLR 1 306 . 
1 07 293 NYS 2d 834 ( 1 968) NSW.
1 08 Sharpe, at 26.
1 09 ( 1 989) YR 799. 
1 1 O Tasliforce on Women and the Criminal Code, at 93 . 
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That is, ' in the present context, a male-to-female transsexual who has 
undergone fu l l  sex reassignment surgery yet who remains married to a 
bio logical woman cannot be recognised as female in law, and is  
therefore potentia l ly incapable  of being raped' 1 1 1  - it is ,  a case of the 
" impossib le" rape .  Sharpe exp lains :  ' i n those States where the 
poss ib i l ity of securing a conviction for transsexual rape remains 
equ ivocal , the equ ivocal ity ari ses because the "crime" may, in some 
sense, be imposs ib le  to comm it' . 1 1 2 N o  information has been ab le  to 
be located regarding the current position of transsexual peop le under 
South African crim inal law. Thi s  absence of information i s  interesting 
in  itse l f; it may perhaps be attributed to lack of reporting, or even to 
the lower incidence of cases, g iven fewer medical resources avai lab le  
to perform the necessary surgery. I t  i s  subm itted, however, that South 
African law wou ld be l ikely to look towards Austral ian law as it starts 
to address th i s  emerging potential inadequacy of existing rape law. 
3. 3 Consent and previous sexual history
The type of evidence wh ich may be adm itted in a rape case remains a 
problematic i ssue i n  both South Africa and Austral ia, and brings i nto 
question the interrelationsh ip between criminal law and the law of 
evidence. The adm issib i l ity of sexual h istory ev idence has met with 
vehement critic ism, and i s  d i scussed at length by E l i sabeth McDonald 
in  "Her Sexual ity as Indicative of H i s  Innocence : The Operation of 
New Zealand's ' Rape Shie ld '  Prov is ion". 1 1 3 A lthough specifical ly 
referring to New Zealand's legis lation, it also provides useful ins ights 
into Austral ian law. It appears that the rationale for cal l i ng evidence of 
sexual h istory is essentia l ly three-fold :  firstly, it may be useful in  
determin ing whether or not consent had been given by the victim .  
Secondly, i t  cou ld  b e  useful where the evidence ' goes to d i spel jurors ' 
expectat ions about the compla inant's sexual naivety or 
preferences' . 1 1 4 Th i rd ly, it may support an al legation that the 
L I I Sharpe, 24.
L L 2  Ibid, 28 .
l 1 3 Criminal Law Journal, Vol .  1 8 , 1 994. 32 1 -336.
l 1 4 Ibid at 323 For example where the complainant is young, the defence may wish
to introduce evidence to explain her fami l i arity with sexual terms: (I' (unreported, 
H igh Court Greymouth Registry, T 2/92, 29 J uly 1 993), p 1 ), or to prove information 
"as to the sexual precocity of the complainant as compared with the image the j ury 
may have of a normal 1 2  year-old" (R (unreported, High Court Napier Registry, T 
29/92, 8 October 1 992), I ) . 
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complainant has fabricated the story, to determ ine whether or not the 
victim has a ' reputation for veracity ' . Thus, evidence that the 
prosecutrix has a general reputat ion for untruth fu lness i s  
adm iss ib le. 1 1 5 McDonald argues that some o f  the dec isions concern ing 
the adm iss ib i l ity of sexual h i story evidence ' may sti l l  be i nformed by 
traditional views of women 's sexual ity and cred ib i l ity ' . 1 1 6 She points 
out that the major objection to defence tactics in  rape cases was ' the 
emphasis  frequently placed upon the complainant 's prior sexual 
h istory and her general propensity in sexual matters . The law of 
evidence treated her past sexual activ ity as re levant to her cred ib i l i ty 
. . .  even when it had no direct bearing on the al leged incident i tse lf' . 1 1 7 
McDonald contends  that ' sexual h istory evidence al lows juries to 
make verdict choices based on rape myths'  wh ich has the deleterious 
dual effect of ' increas( ing) the chances of the defendant bei ng 
acqu itted and the l ikel ihood of the complainant be ing d issatisfied with 
the trial process' . 1 1 8 These "rape myths", she argues, fa l l  into three 
groups. ( 1 )  that ' women precipitate rape by the ir appearance and 
behaviour (the "she asked for it" myth) ;  (2) the idea that ' women 
actual ly desire to be raped (the "she said no but she rea l ly  meant yes" 
myth) ,  and (3) that 'women, motivated by revenge, b lackmai l ,  
jealousy, gu i lt or embarrassment, falsely claim they have been raped 
after consenting to sexual intercourse (the "she is lying" myth) . 1 1 9
Although McDonald acknowledges that these myths are more often 
recogn ised today for what they are, she argues that ' there is  no doubt 
that many men, and women, sti l l  th ink they are statements of truth ' _ 1 20
Even more s ign i ficant ly, she contends that ' these myths have 
1 1 5 R v Hanrahan [ 1 967] 2 NSWLR 7 1 7.
1 1 6 McDonald at 32 1 .  
1 1 7 Id. Despite the 1 977 amendment to the Evidence Act 1 908 (NZ), wh ich i nserted
s23A, and the subsequent amendment of th is section in 1 985 , the I nstitute of 
Criminology and the Department of J ustice found that ' no clear principles governing 
the exercise of the j udge's di scretion under s23A had evolved '(32 l ) . S imi lar sections 
have been inserted into the Austra l ian legislation, though vary ing somewhat in 
wording and emphasis :  Evidence Act 1 958 (Vic),  s37A; Crimes Act 1 900 (NSW), 
ss409B and 409C; Criminal Law (Sexual Of ences) Act 1 978 (Qld),  s4; Evidence Act
1 929 (SA); Evidence Act 1 906 (WA), s36A and s36B; Evidence Act 1 9 1 0 (Tas), 
s l 02A; Evidence Ordinance 1 97 1  (ACT), s76G; Sexual Of ences (Evidence and 
Procedure) Act 1 983 (NT), s4. 
1 1 8 McDonald at 322. 
1 1 9 Ibid, at 323 .  
1 20 Id. 
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unfortunate ly also informed the legal system 's approach to rape law 
and procedure and they are sti l l  found in the writings of academ ics, the 
deci sions of judges, and the arguments of defendants in rape trial s '  . 1 2 1  
I t  thus appears that patriarchal attitudes sti l l  continue to inform legal 
decis ions in New Zealand and Austral ia; it seems that the recent 
changes to Queensland law, unvei led in May 2000, aim to address 
some of these concerns about evidence in  rape trial s .  I t  has been argued 
that the new laws ' wi l l  boost the power of judges to prevent offensive, 
harassing or i rre levant cross-exami nation of vulnerab le witnesses' . 1 22 
I n  South A frica, the proposed Sexual Offences B i l l  does away with the 
cautionary ru le wh ich provides that the testimony of v ictims of sexual 
abuse is not trustworthy. Existing information on the current position 
in South A frica is not access ib le ;  however, the experience of Shahieda 
l ssel ,  a South African activist, seems to exemp l ify the situation : "The 
colone l had assault (sic) me so terr ib ly that my leg was broken . But the 
pol ice [blamed me] . .  . I n court, po l ice officer Van der Merwe said of 
me: Your Honour, th i s  lady c la ims to be a lady, but she is  no lady at 
al l "' . 1 23
Double standards? Sexual History and Prostitutes 
The question of evidence going towards a ' reputation for veracity '  
holds part icular re levance for sex workers, o r  prostitutes, as d i scussed 
by Mered ith Carter and Beth Wi lson in "Rape : good and bad women 
and judges" . 1 24 In particular they draw on R v Hakopian 1 25 , a 'case
1 2 1 Id. In th i s  view she is supported by N. Naffine's in "Windows on the Legal 
Mind: The Evocation of Rape in Legal Writings" ( 1 992) 1 8  MULR 74 1 . 
1 22 The Courier Mail, 1 0 May, 2000. 
1 23 Women 's Rights, Human Rights, cited at 1 1 6 . 
1 24 Alternative Law Journal Vol . 1 7, 1 992 . 6-9 . 
1 25 Country Court of Victoria, August 1 99 1 ; R v Hakopian 9, 1 0  and 1 1  December
1 99 1 , Supreme Court of Victoria, Appeal Division, Court of Criminal Appeal .  
Crockett, Southwel l  and Teague J J .  Hakop ian had engaged the services of a 28 year 
old woman who had worked for some months as a street prostitute. An agreement 
was reached that she would provide oral and vaginal sex for $90, which Hakopian 
paid her. He took to her his workshop in East Kew, and she provided oral i ntercourse 
for some 1 5  to 20 minutes, fol lowing which she stopped, tel l i ng him it had gone on 
too long. At this point he became angry, and she said she wanted to leave. He then 
produced a knife and threatened her with it, forc ing her to continue the oral 
i ntercourse. This constituted the offence of rape with aggravating circumstances: 
Carter and Wi lson, at 6. 
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. . .  remarkab le for several reasons' , not least of which is the leniency 
of the sentencing by the Supreme Court - only four and half years, with 
a m in imum sentence of two and half years . More importantly, certain 
statements of the judges and the defence barri ster rai sed a storm of 
comment; these were to the effect that ' the victim 's employment in  the 
sex industry was a factor re levant to the m itigation of sentence ' . 1 26
The particularly contentious comment was that of J ustice Jones, who 
in regard to the psychological effect of sex on victims,  said that ' I  do 
not th ink that app l ies to sex workers ' and that ' the crime . . .  i s  not as 
heinous as when committed, say, on a happi ly marr ied woman l iv ing 
in  a flat i n  the absence of her husband when the m iscreant breaks in  
and comm its rape upon her ' . 1 27 He also found Hakopian to be a
hardworking man whose wife and sons remained devoted to h im,  and 
made the surpris ing observation that ' I  accept you are not a violent 
man . . . ' . 1 28 This approach, whereby the court focused on the good
character of the accused as a potential ly m it igating factor, was also 
taken in an earl ier case, R v Harris. 1 29 The authors argue that the most
l ikely explanation for th is  approach ' is redolent of jud ic ial sexism and 
double standards'  . 1 30 A lthough ' at pains to point out that courts do not
apply one law for prostitutes and another for chaste women ' ,  J ustice 
Jones commented that offences such as those under consideration do 
not have the same impact on prostitutes .  As Carter and Wi l son point 
out, ' th i s  i s  obviously contradictory ' . 1 3 1  It echoes the comments made
in Harris: ' prostitutes are of course by their  very trade . . .  very subject 
to the crime of rape . . .  However they go into it, they embark on their 
trade knowing the dangers and accept ing them , and in  those 
circumstances . . .  the crime . . .  i s  not as heinous as when comm itted, 
say, on a happi ly married woman ' . 1 32 Thus, ' there has obviously been
a dramatic change in community attitudes to rape in general and to the 
rights of workers in the sex industry, a change which has not been 
reflected in  the attitudes expressed by the sentencing judges' . 1 33 The
recent decrim inal i sation of prostitution in  Queensland may lead the 
1 26 Id. 
1 27 Ibid, 8 .  
1 28 Ibid, 7. 
1 29 Unreported, 1 1  August 1 98 1 . 
1 30 Carter and Wilson, at 7. 
l 3 1 Jbid 8. 
1 32 Id . 
1 33 Ibid, at 6 .  
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way to further attitud inal change. The preced ing d iscussion thus 
i l lustrates that a lthough the law may specifical ly  provide for fair 
treatment of v ictims, in  practice the situation is  marred by the 
d iscretion of the j udges. Justice E l izabeth Evatt, President of the 
Austra l ian Law Reform Commiss ion, has suggested that 'a female 
judge wou ld be un l ikely to have made the same dec is ion ' ,  and cal led 
for the appointment of women to the j udic iary. 1 34 Thi s  demonstrates 
that the courts i n  Austral ia remain very much the province of male 
judges, and as such are sti l l  unrepresentative. These difficulties also 
highl ight that rape law p laces into question d ifficult issues of attitudes, 
moral bel iefs and preconceptions .  Again ,  information is lacking on the 
position in South A frica, but some ins ight is provided by writers Peters 
and Wolpers, who argue that ' women in Africa . . .  are d iv ided c learly 
into "good" and "bad". Th is  d iv ision i s  reflected in  the bel ief that al l 
s ingle, unattached women in  the c it ies are prostitutes, and in the 
frequent attempt by governments to expel s ingle women back to rural 
areas, sometimes with orders to get married' . 1 3 5  
4. Comparison & Evaluation
What general trends and s imi larit ies i n  South African and Austral ian 
rape laws may be d iscerned from the preced ing d i scussion? 
4. 1 Co-ordination & uniformity
There i s  a c lear need for greater un iformity of rape laws in  Austral ia, 
g iven the d i fferences wh ich remain between Austral ia ' s  e ight 
jurisd ictions. The authors of the Mode l Criminal Code state that ' there 
are even stronger arguments for a national approach. An area of 
crim inal law as i mportant as sexual offences shou ld apply uniformly 
throughout the country, i n  fairness to both victims and those charged 
with offences' . 1 3 6  Greater un iform ity wou ld al low for ' eas ier 
provision of adv ice to v ict ims and defendants, wherever they may 
reside' and wou ld  also ' ensure that the same laws, evidentiary rules 
and penalties apply ' . 1 37  I n  South Africa also there are cal l s  for 
codification of rape laws, so as to better a l ign common law principles 
1 34 Ibid, at 9. 
1 35 Peters & Wolper Women's Rights, Human Rights, at 306 . 
1 36 Model Criminal Code, at 2 .  
1 37 Id. 
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and legis lation . Thus, it seems that greater coord ination of rape laws i s  
a common goal of both nations. 
4.2 Towards a broader definition of rape 
Both Austral ia and South Africa have disp layed greater l iberal ity in 
defining penetration and consent, as reflected in  current A ustral ian 
legi slation, and in  the proposed new South African Sexual Offences 
B i l l . In formulating its proposed changes, South Africa has turned to 
foreign jurisdictions for gu idance; most interestingly, the bu lk of the 
examples referred to in the Law Commission 's Discussion Paper are 
from Austral ia. Thu s, it appears that Austral ian law i s  actively serving 
as a model for South African legis lative change. The Paper examines 
' the trends in a n umber of foreign jurisd ictions' to ' broaden the 
defin ition of rape' ,  arguing that ' the progressive development on rape 
law reform in . . .  these countries is instructive and informative' . 1 68 In 
particular, the Commiss ion notes that in other jurisd ictions, leg i slative 
changes to the defin ition of rape have been characterised by three key 
sh ifts:  
a) A ' sh ift in emphasis away from the perception of rape as an
offence again st ' publ ic morals '  towards a perception of an
offence again st the personal dign ity and sexual autonomy of the
comp lainant' 1 39;
b)  A ' sh ift in  focus away from the ' sexual ' e lement of the crime
towards the e lement of ' violence ' 1 40 - perhaps the most
significant change in recent years . 1 4 1  The authors of the Model
Criminal Code state that sexual offences have come to be viewed
in terms of v io lence. 1 42 Th is  in turn s ignals an important change
in the underly ing rationale for rape law - no longer premised on
the undes i rab i l ity of unwanted pregnancy or sex outs ide
1 38 At 88. 
l 39 Legal Aspects of Rape in South Africa, at 29, cited at 89 of the Discussion
Paper. 
1 40 Jd. 
1 4 1 This  is certainly the approach being taken broadly in al l  Austral ian jurisdictions, 
perhaps begun by NSW's 1 98 1  remodel l i ng of the rape offence as ' sexual assault ' ,  
to ' reflect the violent rather than the sexual nature of the offence ' Bronitt, S imon. 
"The Direction of Rape Law in Austral ia :  Towards a Positive Consent Standard" in 
Criminal law Journal, Vol . 1 8  ( 1 994), 249-253 at 249. 
1 42 Model Criminal Code I .  
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marriage, but rather upon the fact that i t  const itutes a vio lent 
v iolation of human rights. Thi s  trend is  echoed in South Africa, 
as suggested from Deputy M in i ster G i l lwald's assertion that ' I  
th ink that our soc iety m isunderstands the nature of rape; i t  i s  
general ly considered a sexual act, an  act that somehow shames 
its vict im . . .  Rape is  an act of violence . . . an infringement of our 
indiv idual human rights' . 1 43 However, despite th i s  common 
recogn ition of violence, it may be argued that in South Africa 
d iffering cu ltural attitudes towards marriage and pregnancy may 
mean that unwanted pregnancy and sex before marriage sti l l  
inform existing rape laws. 
c) A ' sh i ft away from the question of whether or not the
complainant had consented to the sexual act towards the question
of whether the accused had used force in order to have sex with
the comp la inant '  . 1 44 Th i s  change of emphas i s  is h i gh ly
s ignificant, as i t  suggests important sh ifts in  court attitudes
towards the victims of rape.
It therefore seems that that these broad trends in  A ustral ia and other 
jurisd ictions are looked upon favourably in  South African law, and wi l l  
be g iven more spec ific recogn ition i f  the Sexual Offences Bill i s  passed 
later th i s  year. 
4. 3 Changing societal norms
As shown, rape laws are compl icated by gender issue; many of the 
most contentious and topical i ssues concern ing rape today relate to 
rape 'outside the norm ' ,  such as homosexual rape or transsexual rape .  
The fact that increased pressure has been brought to bear upon l egal 
defin it ion of rape in  Austral ia i s  test imony to the rad ical ly changing 
att itudes towards gender and sexual ity during the last th i rty years, and 
in part icular over the last decade . Th is  legi s lative revis ion can be 
attributed to a number of factors. F irstly, a ' more l i beral att itude 
toward sexual roles and behaviour during the early 1 970s led to a 
general community perception that sexual offence laws, which had 
remained v i rtua l ly unchanged for centuries,  were archaic and 
1 43 "Address to Parl iament in  the Debate on the Incidence of Rape and other Forms 
of Violence Against Women", 26 October 1 999. 
1 44 Legal Aspects of Rape in South Africa, at 29, cited at 89 of the Discussion 
Paper. 
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inadequate. Second ly, the 'women 's movement was instrumental in  
h igh l ighting deficiencies in  the operation of rape laws and pushing for 
leg is lative change ' . 1 45 Both of these factors have led to a rev is ion of 
social ' norms' . However, same-gender rape and other such issues 
remain h igh ly controvers ia l ,  due to soc ietal debate about 
homosexual ity and transsexual ity. The absence of information about 
these issues in  relation to South African crim inal law suggests that to 
a certain extent, they remain  a ' si lenced ' area in both soc ietal and legal 
d i scourses. Th i s  constitutes an important d ist inction between South 
African and Austra l ian law on rape . 
A l so, it is c lear that the court composition in both South Africa and 
Austral ia remains dom inated by Caucasian males, thus affirm ing the 
common legal ancestry of the two nations as essential ly patriarchal . 
The courts are h igh ly unrepresentative and thus there remains the 
strong potential for a mascul ine ideological b ias, especial ly in re lating 
to evidentiary issues . As cases such as R v Hakopian demonstrate, 
court dec is ions often lag beh ind attitud inal changes in society. Thus, it 
seems that as concepts such as 'gender'  and ' sexual ity '  continue to be 
reframed, so too wi l l  the legal approaches to rape. 
5. CONCLUSION
It is apparent from the preced ing d iscussion that the issue of rape i s  
' undoubted ly one of the most sensitive in  the criminal law, with debate 
on law reform often dominated by the apparent tension between the 
rights of the accused and the rights of the v ictim '  . 1 46 C learly, it 
represents a rapidly changing field of law, both on an international and 
national scale. On certain level s, the current law in South Africa and 
Austral ia d iffers greatly, with South African rape law largely reflecting 
much of the prev iously existing Austral ian law. However, despite 
ongoing debate, it i s  apparent that South African law is on the brink of 
change, with the government expressing a commitment to reform 
existing rape laws. 1 77 I f  the Sexual Offences B i l l  is passed th i s  year, 
1 45 Model Criminal Code, 1 .
1 45 Ibid, at 4. 
1 80 A clear i ndication of this commitment is in the Gender Pol icy Statement of the 
Department of Justice i n  M arch 1 999, which 'takes a critical look at some of the
ways in which the legal system fai ls  women and how this results in  severe 
i njustices' ,  in particular acknowledging ' systemic i nequal ities, resulting from 
centuries of legal ised i njust ice against women' Discussion Paper, 8.  
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South A frican rape law w i l l  become much more c losely al igned with 
Austra l ian law. 
C learly, moves towards reform of rape law wi l l  continue to be 
prob lemati sed by the fact that rape is a crime which carries ' emotive 
and sexist baggage' . 1 48 Legis lative change in both Austra l ia  and South
Africa thus needs to be accompanied by more l iberal attitudes towards 
gender and sexual ity, ' the development of a human and chi ldren 's 
rights cu lture, changes in  att itudes towards ch i ldren and women ' ,  1 49
and a revi sion of existing evidentiary rules regard ing rape. Regrettably, 
th is  paper has only been ab le to explore some of the key aspects of 
South African and Austral ian rape laws, demonstrating that rape is a 
d ifficult topic which defies s imple analysis .  I t  raises a web of 
interconnecting legal, moral , cultural and social i ssues, and brings into 
question the re lationship between national and international law. It i s  
th i s  mult i-d imensional nature of rape wh ich makes the assertion 
quoted at the outset of th i s  paper ring true: 'Rape is a crime that is not 
comparable to any other form of violent crime '. l 50 It i s  to be hoped
that th i s  d i scussion has e luc idated some of the problematic areas of 
rape law in South Africa and Austral ia, and h igh l ighted the unique 
nature of the crime of rape as a topic for comparative analysis .  
1 48 Carter, M eredith.  "The 'very ancient crime of rape"'. Alternative Law Journal, 
Vol .  1 5 1 990, 283 . 
1 49 Discussion Paper, 1 4 .  
1 50 Ibid, 65 . 
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Reflections on Rape Law Reform: Where 
to From Here? 
Annie Cossins * 
S ince the early 1 980s femin ists have been involved in the tedious and 
techn ical process of reform ing rape laws in  Austral ia .  Tedious because 
what is  se lf-evident about the need for rape law reform has not always 
been se l f-ev ident to lawyers, j udges and parl iamentarians .  And 
technical because un less we got it right there would always be some 
defence barrister or j udge who wou ld find a loophole in  the reform ing 
legislation. Nonetheless, femin i st work on reform ing rape laws has had 
notab le and far-reaching successes:  from re-defin ing sexual offences to 
encompass oral rape and rape by objects to prohib iting the admiss ion 
of  a woman 's sexua l  h istory into evidence to reform ing warn ings that
can be given by judges about delay in complaint and lack of 
corroboration to protecting the confidential ity of a complainant 's 
counse l l ing notes it would be easy to concl ude that our work has been 
done. But some recent cases chal lenge the extent to which the 
adversarial system has become a more su itable forum for the conduct 
of sexual assau lt tria ls  as a result of these reforms. In fact, these cases 
mean that we need to th ink about whether, in changing the ru les, we 
fai led to address the extent to which entrenched prejudic ial views 
about women wou ld override the objectives of the reform ing 
leg is lation. 
A few years ago I accompan ied a sexual assau lt counsel lor to court in  
order to assist her with a c laim of priv i lege in re lation to the 
counsel l ing notes of a sexual assau lt complainant. Whi le  she spoke to 
the prosecutor, three barri sters standing close by exchanged anecdotes 
about a sexual assault case as if they were talking about how to win a 
game of footbal l .  The case involved a complainant who had a 
psych iatric h i story. The defence barrister in the case boasted about how 
the complainant had continual ly cried during cross-exam ination unti l 
the point when the trial was briefly adjourned . They laughed. ' It must 
your way with women, ' one of them said .  ' Yeah, '  said the defence 
barrister, ' but before she complete ly broke down I managed to get her 
* Annie Cossins is a Senior Lecturer in  the Faculty of Law at the University of
New South Wales. 
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to adm it that she 'd  been committed to a psychiatric hospital several 
t imes . '  ' So just another fantasy in  her head then, '  said the other. ' Yeah, 
they ' re al I the same, '  said the defence barrister and al I three nodded 
knowing ly. Because they would know wou ldn't they? 
And therein l ies our problem : the bel ief that a l l  women are the same. 
' They al l make it up . ' ' Probab ly led h im  on . '  ' I  mean look at the way 
she was dressed . '  ' What d id  she expect, i f  she went home with h im?'  
' Yeah, she looks l ike she 'd  be into a b it of rough sex . '  ' Wel l ,  a woman 
who sleeps around wi l l  sleep with anyone, won 't she?' These are the 
att itudes that make expl icable al l the i n-roads that have been made into 
some of the reforms l isted above. 
For example, rape shield provisions, wh ich are possibly the m ost 
s ignificant ach ievement of al l  sexual assau lt law reforms to date, were 
aimed at preventing the defence from exploit ing the myth that a 
woman's sexual d i sposition or h istory means she 's l ikely to consent to 
sex with anyone at anytime to undermine a complainant's cred ib i l ity. 
A recent H igh Court case, Bull v R [2000] HCA 24 ( 1 1 May 2000) 
wh ich concerned the rape shie ld provi s ions under the Western 
Austral ian Evidence Act, demonstrates how sexual assau lt law reforms 
are being circumvented by reference to the same mythologies that have 
dogged the sexual assault trial for centuries. In Bull 's case, the trial 
j udge had refused to adm it evidence of a te lephone conversat ion 
concerning the complainant's a l leged sexual fantasies on the grounds 
that to do so would have adm itted ev idence of her sexual d ispos ition 
in contravention of s 36BA which proh ib its the adm ission of such 
evidence. 1 This meant that, at trial , the jury were only aware that the
complainant had voluntari ly gone to Bul l 's house after an inv itation by 
te lephone but were not aware of the contents of the conversation . The 
complainant gave evidence that at the house she had been handcuffed, 
raped ( inc luding rape with a frozen tube of toothpaste) and sexual ly 
hum i l iated over a three-hour period. However, Gleeson CJ and K i rby 
J avoided the statutory proh ibition under s 36BA by arguing that 
evidence of her al leged sexual fantasies cou ld not be properly 
characteri sed as ev idence going to d i sposit ion because i t  was 
fundamental ly re levant to the issue of consent (and had to be admitted 
in the ' interests of justice' ) ,  and thus only incidentally revealed the 
1 This provision states: "In proceedings for a sexual offence, evidence relating to 
the d isposition of the complainant in sexual matters shal l  not be adduced or e l ici ted 
by or on behalf of a defendant." 
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complainant's d isposition. Such a conc lusion, however, was on ly 
possib le  if  Gleeson CJ and K irby J bel ieved that there is a certa in 
' type ' of woman who indiscr iminately sleeps around and then cri es 
rape. Th is, it appears, is the type of woman against whom the three 
accused men in Bull s case should have been protected . I n  fact, for 
there to be a log ical connection between the evidence about the 
complainant's al leged sexual fantasies and consent it "must be bridged 
by stereotype (that ' unchaste ' women l ie  and ' unchaste' women 
consent ind iscrim inate ly), otherwise the propositions make no sense" 
(R v Seaboyer ( 1 99 1 )  83 DLR (4th) 1 93 at 2 1 8  per L' Heureux-Dube
J) .2
The decis ion is alarm ing for a number of reasons s ince it carves out a 
method by which the objectives underpinning rape-sh ield provis ions i n  
other jurisd ictions can be  effectively underm ined ( i n  particular those 
provi s ions that p lace an absol ute ban on the adm ission of ev idence 
concern ing sexual d isposition and history);  it assumes without analys i s  
that Bu l l 's vers ion o f  the te lephone cal l i s  re l iable hearsay ev idence; it 
opens the way for the defence to introduce further unre l iable evidence 
about the complainant's d isposition, and it has again entrenched 
common law notions about ' unchaste' women who s leep around and 
the relevance of such notions to the i ssue of consent. 
For example, how do we know that the conversation took p lace in the 
way al leged by Bu l l ?  Recently, in a completely d ifferent context, the 
H igh Court was at pains to prevent the adm iss ib i l ity of hearsay 
ev idence of an accused 's confession in c ircumstances where the on ly 
other suspect to the crime to ld pol i ce that Lee (the accused) had 
confessed the attempted armed robbery to h im (Lee v R [ 1 998] HCA 
60 (30 September 1 998)) .  Yet the unsubstantiated a l l egat ions  
commonly made by accused men who deny rape is  the very type of 
unre l iable evidence that the H igh Court should have been a l ive to i n  
Bull s case in  the way i t  was i n  Lee s case. However, the H igh Court 
seemed unaffected by the dangers that the tria l  j udge h igh l ighted in  
Bull s case : that the accused had attempted to b lacken the 
complainant's reputation by making al legations about her sexual 
d i sposition - in short, depict ing her as a s lut. 
2 Whi lst McHugh, Gumm ow and Hay ne JJ also agreed that evidence of the 
tel ephone conversation had been erroneously excluded by the trial  j udge they d id  
so  for other, highly technical reasons to  do  with the res gestae exception. 
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These types of prejudicial v iews are not confined to adult  sexual 
assau lt trial s .  In chi ld sexual assau lt cases (where because consent is 
not a fact in  i ssue, the main fact in i ssue wi l l  usual ly be whether the 
sexual abuse actual ly  took p lace), j udges feel compe l led to look for a 
motive for ly ing. Because that's what gir ls  do, don 't  they? According 
to Smart J in  V ( 1 998) 1 00 A Crim 488  at 50 1 ) ,  when a girl cannot get 
her own way with her father she wi l l  pay h im  back by falsely al legi ng 
he sexual ly abused her; where there has been a h istory of an imosity 
between a gir l  and the accused she w i l l  resort to a l legations of sexual 
abuse as a payback; where there has been a custody battle between the 
accused and the girl 's mother or arguments over money or property 
then a g i rl wi l l ,  perhaps under the i nfluence of her mother, make an 
a l legation of sexual assau lt ( V  ( 1 998) 1 00 A Crim 488 at 50 1 ,  per 
Smart J ) .  Indeed, the assumption that where there has been a h i story 
of an imosity or difficulties between the complainant and accused then 
it is more l ikely than not that the a l legation is  false precludes the 
occurrence of sexual abuse in such c ircumstances, even though 
dysfunctional fami ly  and other re lational dynamics m ight be more the 
norm than otherwise in situations in  which a ch i ld  has been sexual ly 
abused. The preoccupation with finding a motive for ly ing in  Vs case 
and other recent NSW Court of Crim inal Appeal cases has seen a 
return to the routine enunciation of the corroboration warn ing in ch i l d  
sexual assault  trials despite the fact that the mandatory com mon law 
corroboration warn ing was abol i shed in  1 985  in NSW. Indeed, such a 
trend heralds a return to the common law days when sexual assau lt 
complainants were categorised as a c lass of unre l iable witnesses 
(Cossins, (in press)) .  
The type of m indset expressed by Smart J i n  V is a lso the m indset that 
makes expl icable the view of the H igh Court i n  Crofts v R ( 1 996) 1 86 
C L R  427 that the jury should have been warned about the significance 
of a s ix year delay in  complaint. But what exactly is the significance 
of  a s ix-year delay? What i s  the source of the m iscarriage of justice that
the H igh Court envisaged in  Crofts because the tria l  judge fai led to 
g ive the common law delay in compla int warning even though he had 
compl ied with the legis lation that had reformed that warning in  
Victor ia?3 Accord ing to  the H igh  Court ' s  ' ord inary human 
experience ' ,  the six year delay was suggestive, not of a sexual ly  
3 See s 6 1 ( 1 ), Crimes Act 1 958 (Vic).
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abused and traumati sed chi ld, but a gir l  who had fabricated the 
al l egations because the delay was so long, so inexp l icab le, and so 
unexplained. Indeed, the power of the m indset that gir ls  commonly l ie 
about being sexual ly abused appears to have even overridden the 
Court's recogn ition of the fact that the delay had been explained at trial 
(Cossins, 1 999). However, victim report studies show that, rather than 
a complaint of chi ld sexual abuse being easy to make, the vast m ajority 
of v ictims  never d i sc lose the abuse. I n  Austral ia, for examp le, F lem ing 
( 1 997) reported that only 1 0% of ch i ld abuse victims reported the 
abuse to the pol ice, a doctor or other agency such as a sexual assault 
serv ice. A few years ago, the NSW Sexual Assau lt Committee ( 1 993) 
found that only 34% of adult sexual assau lt v ictims reported the assault 
to po l ice. Yet al l that the 90% of ch i ld  v ictims and the 66% of  adu lt 
v ictims who delay thei r  complaint can expect is the presumption that 
their  delay means fabrication. This common law position has existed 
for several hundred years at least s ince the t ime of Henry 1 1  when 
women were inveigled to ' go at once and whi le the deed is newly done, 
with hue and cry, to the neighbouring townships and there show the 
inj ury done to her to men of good repute - the b lood her c lothing 
stained with b lood, and her torn garments' .  The more th ings change, 
the more they stay the same. 
But the real ity i s  otherwise :  v ict ims do not report either because they 
feel gu i lty, they th ink it is useless reporting to the pol ice particu larly i f  
they are assau lted by  a husband or  partner, they fear reta l iat ion, they 
th ink they wi l l  not be bel ieved by the pol i ce, they do not want friends 
or fami ly to find out, they are worried about going to court, they 
bel ieve they wi l l  be blamed or they are unsure whether the incident 
wou ld be regarded as sexual assault (NSW Sexual Assault Committee, 
1 993 : 27-28) .  The truth appears to be that rigours of the crim inal 
justice system, inc lud ing the adversarial nature of a trial ,  the onus and 
standard of proof and cross-examination more often work to deter 
v ictims and parents of victims  from making or proceed ing with 
complaints, rather than the frivo lous bel ief that women and gir ls  make 
such complaints at the drop of a hat. 
Th i s  brief summary of some of the recent developments that have 
affected sexual assault law reforms in Austral ia suggests that, in future, 
femin ists need to consider the l im itations of the context in which such 
reforms are made. I n  other words, I th ink it i s  necessary to consider 
whether the constraints of the adversarial system are such that sexual 
assau lt law reforms are e ither doomed to a fin ite l ifetime, or are 
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inherently restricted in  terms of ach ieving their reform objectives 
because of the adversarial system 's  preoccupation with ensuring 
defendant's are protected from lying women and gir ls under the gu i se 
of the fair trial princ ip le .  Unfortunately, that princ ip le i s  app l i ed i n  
such a way that the adversarial system,  rather than ach iev ing a balance 
between the interests of justice between accused and complainant, is 
prej udicial ly weighted against the sexual assau lt complainant. As  wel l  
thought-through as they have been, some femini st reforms d o  not 
appear to have fundamenta l ly shifted th i s  balance in a s ignificant or a 
permanent way. I f  it 's back to the drawing board I th ink we need to 
devi se an entirely d ifferent system for the prosecution of sexual assau lt 
offences. Anyone interested? 
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Aboriginal family violence, trauma, 
healing and intervention: a personal 
account 
Hannah McGlade * 
I would l ike to share in th is  paper, my own understand ings and h istory 
with respect to the i ssue of Aboriginal fami ly v io lence and trauma. I 
undertake th is  task as part of my own heal ing process - one in which 
I have chosen to stop fol lowing the rules of dysfunctional fam i l ies, 
principa l ly that we must not 'talk about the destruction that is going 
on infamilies '. 1 
As a chi ld and young woman I witnessed and experienced abuse, often 
of a severe or serious nature. I subsequently became aware of, and
thought that I understood, the prevalent theories of domestic v iolence, 
especial ly  as a budd ing fem in i st and employee of a women 's refuges. 
I learnt about patriarchy, the dom ination of the male culture and the 
d i sempowerment of women, about abuse by a spouse or partner and 
the cycle of violence. With h indsight, however, I learnt nothing about 
mysel f  and my own experiences of abuse and v io lence. 
I n  recent times, A boriginal people and commun ities have rejected the 
concept of domestic vio lence on the bas is  that it does not adequately 
describe and address the vio lence that i s  occurring in  commun ities 
across Austral ia. As a recent draft pol icy report by the WA Domestic 
Vio lence Prevention Unit explains :2 
Aboriginal people feel that the current mainstream approach to domestic 
and fami ly violence focuses too narrowly on the spouse type relationsh ip, 
the idea of male domination ( 'patriarchy ' )  and rel iance on the criminal 
just ice system. It does not address the underly ing issues of culture or hi story 
or the needs of fami ly and community, of education and hea l ing. 
I nstead, people have adopted the use of the concept of fami ly vio lence 
or fami ly  fighting as being a more accurate and useful description. On 
* Hannah McGlade i s  an Associate Lecturer i n  law at Murdoch University.
I Hodgson, Maggie ' Body, M ind and Spirit: Native Community Addictions, 
Treatment and Prevention ' ,  in ' Popular Justice and Community Regeneration -
Pathways of lndigenous Reform ',  ( ed) Hazlehurst, K. 1 995 at p 1 90 .
2 WA Women's Pol icy Office, ' Domestic Violence Prevention Unit, 'Aboriginal 
Family Violence Strategy ', Draft No4, May 200 at p9. 
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a posit ive note, th is  more accurate perception and identification of the 
problem has also meant that heal i ng, and intervention measures, of a 
cu ltural ly appropriate manner, are in the process of being deve loped 
and i mplemented . 
Violence 
In more recent t imes, there has been some commentary and publ ic  
awareness raised, particu larly by Aborig inal women, about the extent 
and nature of fami ly  v iolence or fighting occurring in Aborig inal 
com m un ities. However, 'There has been little systematic research 
concerning the extent to which Aboriginal women experience male 
violence ' .3 Th is  i ssue became apparent in the late 1 980's and early
1 990 's fol lowing the establ i shment of the Royal Commission i nto 
A boriginal Deaths in Custody, set up by Parl iament to look at the 
deaths, predominantly male, occurring in pol ice and prison custody. 
A borig inal women such as Marc ia Langton and J udy Atkinson sought 
to a l so draw attention to the comparatively cripp l i ng levels  of vio lence 
being perpetuated against Aboriginal women.4 
Of  course, the often 'hidden ' nature of fami ly fighting means that its 
true extent wi l l  never be fu l ly known . Accord ing to L inco ln and 
Wi l son, 'This dark figure of violence is little known and is a picture 
that could never emerge by studying police or imprisonment records 
alone . .  . Violence is seen as endemic in much of Aboriginal 
A ustralia ' . 5 Recent statistics reported upon by the Western Austral ian 
A borig inal Justice Counc i l ,  however, are useful in shedding some 
l i ght. They find, consistent with earl ier and national stud ies, that 
A borig ines are a 'highly victimised ' section of the WA community.6 A 
study of 1 997 pol ice reports showed that Aboriginal people were 4.6 
t imes more l ikely to be a victim of violence that non-Aboriginal 
3 Cunneen, Chris and Kerley, Kate ' Ind igenous Women and criminal justice: Some 
comments on the Austral ian situation , ' ,  in  'Perceptions of Justice ', (ed) Hazlehurst, 
Kay leen at p 86. 
4 C i ted above at p 86. 
5 L incoln, Robyn and Wi lson, Paul 'Aboriginal Criminal J ustice: Background and 
Foreground' ,  in  'Crime and the criminal justice system in Australia: 2000 and 
beyond ', Chappel l ,  Duncan and Wi lson, Paul (ed.), 2000, Butterworths, NSW at 
p2 1 3 . 
6 A boriginal Justice Counci l ,  'Our mob, our justice, keeping the vision alive ', AJC, 
1 999, Perth see p23 . 
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peop le. Three quarters of al l Aboriginal v1ct1ms  were Aboriginal 
women, and th is  can be compared with less than half for non­
A borigines. Aboriginal peop le were six t imes more l i kely to be a 
v ictim of assault, w ith Aboriginal women being twelve times more 
l i kely to be a vict im of assau lt than non-Aboriginal women. Aboriginal 
women were also two and a half times more l ikely to be a vict im of 
assault than Aboriginal men. In the majority of assault  cases (53%) 
against Aboriginal  women, the offender was known to the victim ,  and 
in 69% of those cases, the offender was the spouse or partner. 
A boriginal women were also eight times more l ikely to be a v ictim of 
hom icide than non-Aborig inal women and Aboriginal men was four 
t imes more l ikely to be a victim .  
These stat istics are consistent with those that emerged from an earl ier 
study by the Crime Research Centre of U WA .7 Hospital and pol ice 
reports were examined and showed that Aborig inal people were 
grossly over-represented - half of a l l  the reported cases involved 
A boriginal people, 90% of whom were Aboriginal women . They 
conc luded on the basi s  of th i s  research that A borig inal peop le were 45 
t imes more l i kely to be a v ictim of fami ly v iolence than non­
A boriginal people. The study also confirmed that the nature of the 
vio lence was d ifferent for Aborig inal people  as it was often of a more 
severe nature, and A borig inal vict ims were more l ikely to have serious 
i nj ury resu lting from the vio lence. 
I mportantly, Aborig inal fami ly violence i s  not concerned solely with 
spousal abuse, although th i s  may often be the case. Accord ing to 
research by Blagg, 'The scope of potential family violence victims is 
wide ' and can include aunts, uncles and cousins .  I mportantly, the abuse 
of chi ldren is also included and so too i s  the more commonly 
recognised 'elder abuse ' . 8 
Th is  can be partly explained by reference to the fact that Aboriginal  
cu lture i s  strongly centred on the fami ly and kinsh ip general ly and 
vio lence and abuse i s  thus l ikely to also impact on that wider fami ly. 
Aboriginal people, i n  compari son to non-Aborigines general ly, have 
extended, rather than nuclear fami ly  arrangements and Aboriginal 
households, by reason of culture and economic c ircumstances w i l l  
i nc l ude more fami ly  members, such a s  grandparents, possib ly cousins, 
7 C ited in above at  p 25 .  
8 B lagg, Harry, 'Crisis Intervention in A boriginal Family Violence, Summary 
Report ' Crime Research Centre of U W  A, Commonwealth, 2000 at p5 .  
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uncles and aunties, spouses or partners and other re latives in need. The 
i ssue of homelessness amongst Aboriginal people i s  re levant here, 
Aborig inal peop le are far more l i ke ly to be faced with homelessness : 
' Over half the homeless families in Western Australia are Indigenous 
. . .  and the proportion of Indigenous families in housing stress (13. 4%) 
is almost seven times that of non-Indigenous families ' .9 It may often be
the case then, that one household i s  made up of at least two or even 
three related fami l ies .  
The concept of fami ly vio lence, by recogn is ing the wider scope of 
v ictims, embraces those v ictims  also and rea l i stical ly includes their 
experiences and needs. I was primari ly  abused by my mother and I 
have personal ly been ab le to locate and understand my own abuse 
with in the concept of Indigenous fami ly v iolence. A lthough for m ost 
of my l i fe  I would never have descri bed my chi ldhood as abusive, or 
cal led myself an abused ch i ld, 1 do now. Granted, many v ictims  of 
abuse wi l l  deny their  experiences in order to cope psychological ly. 
However, the domestic vio lence model was the primary mode l of 
abuse that I had learnt about, and ch i ld  abuse was seen somewhat 
separately and commonly known in terms of sexual abuse. 
When is a beating a matter of s imple d isc ip l ine, and when does it 
become chi ld  abuse? As a ch i ld  I was beaten with al l sorts of 
instruments - ropes, water hoses, wooden spoons, belts. Sometimes it 
was less contro l led , a heavy saucepan flying through the air and a 
backhand in the face. As s ib l ings, we fought amongst each other and 
the house was sometimes a l ittle war zone. I can remember, as a 1 2  
year old,  my younger brother pinning m e  to the wal l and punch ing me 
in the face, causing severe facial swe l l ing and bru is ing .  My mother put 
us in the car and drove to our father 's house (who had l ittle t ime for us 
since marry ing again), and went mad out the front of his house, 
chopp ing up h i s  n ice new lawn with a tomahawk. She was also angry 
at me, te l l ing me not to walk  too c lose to her because people m ight 
th ink that she had done that to me. 
There was serious emotional and physical neg lect, in add ition to 
outright abandonment. A constant shuffl ing to and from new homes, 
chi ldrens '  homes, other institutions and substitute fami l ies. Some of 
9 McGlade, Hannah and Purdy, Jeannine, 'From theory to practice, or what is a 
homeless yamatji grandmother anyway?' ,  1 998 ( 1 1 )  Austral ian Feminist Law
Journal 1 35 . 
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these places were strange homes indeed. A l l  sorts of ru les, no love, 
sometimes pervers i on and ch i ld abuse .  For many years the abuse 
perpetuated with in  institutions was kept h idden with in  the Aboriginal 
and wider community. Wel l  known Nyungar statesman, Rob R i ley, 
broke the si lence and shattered the myths about one such wel l  known 
institution, S ister Kate's .  At a NAIDOC week open ing in the early 
1 990's, held at the former institution subsequently returned to the 
Aboriginal commun i ty and re-named Mangurri , he told his story of 
ch i ld abuse .  Sadly he d id not l ive much longer and took his own l ife.  I 
was only briefly ( I  th ink) ,  a ch i ld  resident of the former S i ster Kate's .  
I slept next to a l ittle  g ir l ,  she must have been al l of eight years o ld .  She 
screamed every n ight. Amongst the chi ldren it was bel ieved that she 
was being sexual ly abused by the 'housefather ' .  We kept th i s  terr ib le 
secret to ourselves, there was no-one to tel l .  The same man attempted 
to abuse me, unsuccessful ly ;  I knew what h i s  intentions were and I 
forceful ly let h im know that he would not get away with it . But he d id ,  
I guess. I have wondered what happened to that l ittle  gir l  who s lept 
next to me, did she survive that abuse? We ch i ldren were witness to 
that abuse, and it is something that I have never forgotten .  
When I was l iv ing with my  mother, l saw her assau lted on  a number of  
occasions by  men : fathers, stepfathers and others . L i ke many 
Aborig inal women, she was not a passive person in  the dynam ic and 
would fight back, sometimes instigating violence herself. As a woman 
though, her strength was not comparab le and I do not recal l her being 
a ' victor ' of these fi ghts . What did it mean to me as a ch i ld  to see my 
mother being thrown across a room by a vio lent man? Myse lf  and my 
s ib l ings screamed with terror, I thought my mother would be ki l led and 
who would look after us then? 
My s i ster, who strongly identified with my mother, went on to become 
a v ictim hersel f, susta in ing serious physical abuse and the hands of her 
partners . Oftentimes the whole fami ly wou ld  become hostage to the 
latest vio lent cris is  between herself  and her spouse. For example ,  on 
one occasion my former brother in- law approached the fami ly home 
fol lowing my s ister ' s  escape from the v io lence. At th is  stage she had 
only begun to acknowledge what had been occurring, prev iously there 
had been outright denia l .  The restraining order d id not deter h im as he 
became enraged and beat down the door of the house. I attempted to 
h ide the ch i ldren in the back of the house, hysterical chi ldren are very 
d ifficult to h ide. I cou ld hear the cries from the front of the house and 
9 1  
feared that m y  mother was being k i l led. She was not, i n  fact, and with 
the aid of her e lderly partner (a former l ightweight champion boxer) , 
had managed to overcome her son in law who hobbled away with 
injuries requiring hospita l i sation . 
I was cleaning up the pools  of b lood from the floor when the po l i ce 
final ly arrived . There was l ittle they cou ld do or say, they were never 
of much help and treated us with ind ifference or even hosti l ity. The
fol lowing day, though, up to 1 0  pol ice came to the home and took my 
mother away in the paddy van, arrest ing her on charges of aggravated 
bod i ly harm . Our fami ly who were vict ims of fami ly violence, had 
become crim inal s. The court hearing was schedu led many months later 
and my s ister had returned to her partner by th i s  stage, even giving 
ambivalent evidence in  the court case. Fortunately, there was an 
acquittal by a jury. 
I was traumatised by th is  vio lence and real i sed th is, some time later 
when a cat j umped through my window, knocking down the curtain .  
My automatic response was to  h it to  the floor. There were no services 
in the Aboriginal community that we could go to for help or 
counse l l ing .  
This  i ncidents, and many others, took place close to ten years ago, yet 
the after-effects continue. Only a year ago my brother had h is  ear bitten 
off by the man I write about. Again, he was charged. Th is  has meant 
noth ing to h im,  except perhaps as some sort of d i squal ificat ion to 
career poss ib i l it ies - l ike many offenders he was - and perhaps sti l l  i s, 
a respected member of the commun ity. 
Having witnessed both my mother and si ster suffer violence from men,  
I made a pact with myself that it would 'never happen to me '. Although 
I never had a relationsh ip that was marked by serious physical vio lence 
I was assau lted by men a number of t imes. Once qu ite seriously by a 
po l iceman - several b lows to the head and an attempted strangu lation 
in  front of a crowded room. My low self  esteem, a consequence of my 
ch i ldhood, meant that some abuse was inev i tab le .  I had a lso 
i ncorporated the abuse that had been perpetrated against me and would 
at t imes myself become physical ly abusive and even violent. 
I never cou ld understand the abuse and violence that had surrounded 
me since ch i ldhood, and which had been perpetrated by my mother (a 
woman) and men, by reference to patriarchy and the domination of 
women by men. L ike many other Aborig inal people, I have been able 
to understand it by reference to the destructive forces of colonisation 
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and rac ism .  As the A boriginal lawyer Pat O' Shane stated in the 1 970's, 
'racism is the greatest problem . . . sexist attitudes did not wipe out 
whole tribes of our people; sexist attitudes are not slowly killing our 
people today - racism did, and continues to do sol ' .  l O However, it i s  
read i ly acknowledged now that colonisation d id  not impact on  
Aboriginal men and women in the same way, i t  a lso entai led the 
widespread rape and abuse of Aborig inal women. Aboriginal women 
were, and are to thi s  day, objectified in  a sexual ly derogatory way. 
These stereotypes 
impl ied that al l Aboriginal women were 'avai lable' for prostitution; white 
men could thus assuage themselves of possible gui lt  for rape, d i sease, or the 
chi ldren they left in their wake. I I 
Many Aboriginal women wi l l  say that these stereotypes remain 
prevalent, even today, in some form or another. Thi s  rai ses the 
question, what effects has th i s, does th is, abuse have on the psyche of 
Aborig inal women? I cannot say I am aware of any research which has 
looked into th is  i ssue. 1 2  Some Aborig ina l  women, my mother 
included, perhaps sought marriage to white men in the bel ief that it 
wou ld bring them some kind of standing or respectabi l ity. Instead 
many had frustration, i solation, and eventual nervous breakdowns.  
Aborig inal fami l ies throughout Austra l ia, inc luding my own fami ly, 
have been torn apart by the rac ist po l icies of successive colon ial 
governments. The H uman Rights and Equal Opportun ity Comm ission, 
in their National I nqu iry into the separation of Aborig inal and Torres 
Strait I s lander Ch i ldren for their fami l ies, found that : 
Indigenous fami l ies and communities have endured gross violations of their 
human rights. These violations continue to affect Ind igenous people's dai ly 
l ives. They were an act of genocide, aimed at wiping out I ndigenous 
fami l ies, communities and culture. 1 3 
1 0  O' Shane, Pat ' Is There any Relevance in the Women's Movement for A boriginal 
Women?',  Refractory Girl, 1 2, 1 976. 
1 1 McGrath, Anne 'Born in the Cattle ', Al len & Unwin, 1 987, Sydney at p69. 
1 2 Koori lawyer Larissa Behrendt is currently researching popular images of 
Aboriginal woman, and such research wi l l  undoubtedly throw much needed l ight 
on the issue: cited in The Australian newspaper, May 2 2000 at p l 6. 
I 3 HREOC, 'Bringing them home, A guide to the findings and recommendations of 
the National Inquiry into the separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
children from their families '. 1 997, Canberra, at p33 .  
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H REOC documented a h istory that had been suppressed, denied and 
ignored by the dom inant white cu lture .  Th i s  uncovering of such a past 
has invoked a strong response, one that fi l l s  the pages of newspaper 
letters to the editor columns and endless commentary ari s ing from the 
Prime Min i ster 's refusal to apologise on behal f of the nation for such 
shameful actions. Most recently, the government has denied the extent 
of the removal pol i ces claim ing that the H REOC finding that ' not one 
Indigenous family has escaped the effect . . .  [and that] Most families 
have been affected in one or more generations by the removal of one 
or more children ' 1 4  to be untrue and an exaggeration. The Federal
government's response was even supported by the State premier, 
Richard Court, who is the adopted father of a young Aborig inal woman 
whose own mother, Elaine Wal lam, was removed from her fami ly and 
institut ional i sed at a young age at the Marribank mission. 1 5  
The effects of the removal of Aborig inal ch i ldren from their  fam i l ies 
are severe and continue to impact on the current generation. They were 
described as fol lows by the WA Aborig inal Legal Service : 1 6 
• Feel ings of being al ienated from thei r  own people, combined 
with not fitting into the wider white community ;  
Fee l i ng  bew i ldered or confused as to the reasons  and 
circumstances of removal ;  
Feel ings o f  enormous grief at being separated from parents or 
chi ldren ; 
Fee l ings of loss or deprivation and great sadness that a ch i ldhood 
in m i ss ions, institutions, and/or foster care Jacked a loving and 
caring environment; 
Feel ings of hopelessness and d i sappointment ari s ing from 
th inking they wi l l  d ie  without ever being able to resolve or 
overcome the pain of separation from fami l ies; 
A Jack of necessary l ife ski l ls due to being rai sed in  the rigid 
institutional atmosphere of missions or orphanages; 
1 4 Above at p4. 
1 5 See Channel n ine, 'A  Current Affair'  program, 1 4  J une 2000. 
1 6  Aboriginal Legal Service of WA ' Telling Our Story ', ALSWA, 1 995 at pp3-4.
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• Difficu lt ies m impart ing Aborig inal  cu lture to the i r  own 
chi ldren ; 
D ifficu lt ies m form ing intimate relat ionsh ips  and trust ing 
friendsh ips; 
Major mood fluctuations and depression ;  
A tendency to use alcohol o r  other substances as a method of 
coping with the pain and grief; and 
Being unable  to cope with, and in  soc iety. 
have written of and now understand more fu l ly my own fami ly 
h i story. 1 7 My grandparents were forced to h ide away from the ir  own 
fam i l ies and communities, l iv ing an isolated existence in order to keep 
their marriage and fami ly intact. It would have been a very d ifficult 
l ife. The Nyungar culture and language was suppressed by my  great 
grandmother, Ethe l  Woyung, who never overcame her fears for her 
own and that of her fami ly 's  security and safety. Granny, who loved us 
ch i ldren fiercely, kept her Nyungar language and cu lture to herself. My 
mother, by contrast, sought to reclaim her Aborig inal ity. I therefore 
grew up with very m ixed, uncertain messages about being Nyungar. 
The education system and the culture of my early chi ldhood were rife 
with racial prejud ice. Mu lticu ltural ism had not yet been heard of and 
racism was commonplace. Aboriginal people were stigmatised, 'that '.s 
where the A bo '.s live ', I can remember some schoo lboys cal l i ng out as 
they passed my home one day. I had on ly one friend as a ch i ld, an 
Egyptian g ir l ,  and mostly kept to myself. The school made l itt le or no 
attempt to promote Aborig inal  people and cu lture in a positive l ight 
and there were inc idents of d i scrim ination from the teachers 
themselves. I know from my school age nephew's own experiences, 
that th is  often remains the case to th i s  day. Aboriginal chi ldren, as part 
of their  day to day 'education ', are racial ly v i l ified and d i scrim inated 
against by both fel low students and teachers. 1 8  Only recently has 
1 7 McGlade, Hannah, ' Doubtful I sland'  in 'Essays in Australian Reconciliation ' 
(ed. )  Grattan, Michel le, Bookman Press, 2000, Victoria.
18 Racial discrimination is prohibited by legislation, but Aboriginal people have 
had far too few wins under the l egislative framework. There is a den ial on the part 
of the legal 'gatekeepers' ,  Race Discrimination Commissioners and their  
admin istrative assistants, to acknowledge the racist h istory of the country and its 
current perpetuation : ' Reviewing Racism : HREOC and the RDA' ,4 ( 4) A boriginal 
Law Bulletin 1 2. 
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Aboriginal studies been introduced into the state school system 
curricu lum, despite the pub l ic objections of prom inent figures, such as 
a parl iamentary senator who objected to such inclus ion on the bas i s  
that Aboriginal people were 'too low on the civilisation spectrum ' . 1 9
Clearly then, fami ly  violence i n  the A borig inal community i s  about so 
much more than the oppression of women by men, of patriarchy and 
male domination. As the Aboriginal and Torres Strait I slander Health 
Strategy Report detai ls :  
Family violence has its origins in  institutionalisation, incarceration, loss of 
role, loss of parental and role models, low self-esteem, alienation, overt and 
covert discrimination, theft of land and loss of culture and language, loss of 
economic independence and enforced dependence on welfare, 
powerlessness, high levels of imprisonment, alcohol and drug abuse, 
poverty, high unemployment levels and low education attainment, and a 
childhood separation from parents . . . 20 
Trauma and healing 
The experience of colonisation for Ind igenous Austral ians has been 
individual, fami ly and community trauma over multiple generations.2 1  
Just as the level and nature o f  vio lence with in Aborig inal commun ities 
and fami l ies i s  s lowly being recogn i sed, so too are the psycho logical 
effects of that violence. As Judy Atk inson and Coral ie Ober explain, 
many Aborig inal people, as a result of both past and present trauma, 
suffer from a med ical or psycholog ical condition known as 'post 
traumatic stress disorder '. 22 They say, though , that th is condition can 
be better described, in terms of the Aboriginal experiences, as 
'dispossession disaster trauma '. The symptoms of trauma are serious 
and inc lude : 
a numbness of spirit, a susceptibility to anxiety, depression or rage, a sense 
of helplessness/powerlessness, a heightened apprehension about the 
1 9 See note 1 7. 
20 Atkinson, Judy and Ober, Coral ie ' We Al-Li  ' Fire and Water ' : A Process of 
Heal ing' in 'Popular Justice and Community Regeneration - Pathways of 
Indigenous Reform ', (ed) Hazlehurst, K. 1 995 at p 203 . 
2 1 Clarke, Col leen, Hamett, Paul ,  Atkinson, Judy, Shochet, Ian, ' Enhancing 
Res i l ience in I ndigenous People: The Integration of Individual, Fami ly and 
Community Interventions' ,  23 ( 4) Aboriginal and Islander Health Worker Journal, 
1 999 at p6. 
22 See n20 at p20 1 .  
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physical and social environment, a preoccupation with death, a retreat into 
dependency and a general loss of ego function. 23 
Apart from the work of Atkinson, there is too l ittle knowledge of the 
psychological effects of trauma on I nd igenous fam i l ies .  This i s  perhaps 
not surpris ing considering that the study of psycho logical trauma itse lf  
has 'a curious history' marked by both 'periods of active investigation ' 
and 'periods of oblivion '. 24 It must be remembered too, that whi lst 
there is a growing awareness on the part of the mental health 
professionals of the needs of I ndigenous people, it is sti l l  the case that 
these mental health needs ' have only recently begun to be 
systematically addressed '.25 There have, however, been some real
ins ights offered into the experience of trauma from an I nd igenous 
perspective. Trauma, with respect to A borig inal people, i s  not l im ited 
and cannot be located 'within a discrete place or time ', rather, it 
demands consideration of: 
The universal ity of experience, with the entire population exposed to the 
col lective traumatisation of colonisation and its aftermath; the persistence 
of traumatisation through continuing prej udice and mani fest disadvantage 
of the group as a whole; and, retraumatisation through widespread exposure 
to the social and behav ioural sequelae including racism, poverty, substance 
abuse and violence.26 
In my own case, and that of many other Aboriginal ch i ldren , there i s  
the additional specific trauma ari sing from isolated o r  repeated 
chi ldhood abuse.27 One of the primary psychological defences an 
abused chi ld may resort to is that of 'disassociation ' th is  al lows the 
ch i ld to ignore the pain, and pretend it is not happening. This approach, 
though, may become a 'fundamental principle of personality 
organisation ', and one that results in a fragmented - rather than 
healthy integrated personal ity.28 Also, the abused ch i ld  cannot bel ieve 
h i s  or her parent/s to be bad, because th is  primary attachment must be 
kept intact at al l costs. The chi ld instead deve lops 'an inner sense of 
badness' and an identity wh ich is  'contaminated and stigmatised '. This  
23 See n20 at p 209. 
24 Herman, Judith, 'Trauma and Recovery. The aftermath of violence -from 
domestic abuse to political terror ', Basic Books, 1 992, USA at p7.  
25 Hunter, Earnest, 'Considering trauma in  an Ind igenous context' ,  Aboriginal and 
Islander Health Worker Journal, v22, n5, 1 998 at p 1 2 . 
26 Above at p l 4  
27 See note 24, chapter 5 'Chi ld Abuse' . 
28 See n24 at p 1 02 . 
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can sometimes be masked by an abused chi ld 's  attempts to be 
'good '. 29 
Adulthood does not bring freedom for the abused ch i ld  because 
ch i ldhood abuse 'forms and deforms the personality ' . 30 Close
relationships in the adult  l ife are 'driven by the hunger for protection 
and care and are haunted by the fear of abandonment or 
exploitation '. 3 1 One of the saddest aspects of chi ldhood abuse is the 
adu lt repetition of the abuse and trauma. The abused ch i ld 'is still a 
prisoner of her childhood; attempting to create a new life, she re­
encounters the trauma '. 32 Thus abused ch i ldren are significantly more
l i kely to be repeatedly victim ised in their  adult l ives. The inner sense 
of badness remains and the v ictim is l i kely to den igrate and b lame
themselves for repeated abuse. A d i ssociative coping sty le, learnt in  
ch i ldhood, means that dangerous or abusive situations may not be fu l ly 
appreciated. 
Many peop le would be surpri sed to know of my own h i story of 
chi ldhood abuse as the 'dysfunctional survival responses ' usual ly 
prevent a person abused as a ch i ld from achiev ing long term positive 
outcomes, such as educational attainment, employment and social 
competence .33 I adopted the 'over achieving ' sty le as a way of coping 
w ith my abuse, and consistent with many other abused ch i ldren, 
' considerable occupational success ', in my case as a lawyer and 
teacher. However, these h igh achievements are not appreciated as they 
should be - abused chi ldren feel such achievements to be somehow 
unauthentic and unreal ,  and on the part of 'a performing self '.34
By contrast to myse lf, my brother deve loped serious drug problem 
from an early age and had regular encounters with the pol ice. My s ister 
chose alcohol and found repeated v io lence in her personal 
re lationsh ips. I had no readi ly identifiable problems, except a problem 
with absent m indedness, Magoo, my brother named me, after the 
bumbl ing and chaotic  old cartoon man . We s ib l ings rarely spoke of our 
chi ldhoods, and den ied its effect upon us.  If anyth ing, it had made us 
' tough ' ,  someth ing to be proud of, almost. My brother would bring it 
29 See n24 at p 1 03 .
30 See n24 at p96. 
3 1 See n24 at p 1 1 1 . 
32 See n24 at p 1 1 0 .
33 See n2 1  at  p7. 
34 See n24 at p l 05 . 
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out in anger when fighting with my mother, and my si ster and I thought 
him to be i mmature for doing so, he real ly should grow up, we 'd  say. 
It wasn't unt i l  I turned 30 that I saw my ch i ldhood abuse and its effect 
upon me. Psycho logical ly, emotional ly and spi ritual ly I knew that I 
was not real ly a happy and healthy person and there was someth ing 
very wrong inside. According to my trauma textbook, the t iming was 
perfect: the 'defensive structures ' formed in ch i ldhood become 
'increasingly maladaptive ' and wi l l  often break down 'in the third or 
fourth decade of life '  _ 35  My adu lt psychology, personal ity and 
behaviour was sti l l  that of an abused ch i ld .  I sought some counsel l ing 
and for the first time ever spoke of my chi ldhood and subsequent 
traumas, some of wh ich I have touched upon in th is  paper. The 
counse l lor tested me for posttraumatic stress d i sorder and accord ing to 
the results I had a condition wh ich was symptomatic and even c l in ical . 
Later on that day I cried - someth ing I rare ly do - for my loss. 
One of the most common responses to abuse and trauma i s  den ial and 
suppression.  Thi s  was certainly my way of deal ing with my own 
h i story. I mmersing myself in work, social j ustice causes and other 
escapi st behaviours left me with no t ime at al l to even see my own 
trauma, let alone address it. When trauma is suppressed, den ied and 
ignored though, it is driven : 
further i nto our souls and it colours all aspect of our l ife. Without healing, 
it w i l l  destroy the human soul as any i l lness left untreated wi l l  in  time 
cripples and kil l the body.36 
Most importantly, there is  the possib i l ity for heal ing and the invaluable 
work being done by women such as Judy Atkinson, shows the 
importance of storyte l l ing to the heal ing process.37 Traumati sed 
peop le start the heal ing process when they rec laim their past, and their 
trauma stories 'of loss, grief and the pain of severed relationship with 
self, other and the community in which we live '. 38 Heal ing or ta lking 
circles, where such stories are shared with others who have had s imi lar 
experiences is a part of th is  process. I n  Perth the Yorgum Aboriginal 
organ i sation provides an invaluab le Aboriginal counsel l ing service for 
adults and ch i ldren traumatised by fami ly v io lence and abuse. I have 
35 See n24 at p l  1 4 . 
36 See n2 1 at p6. 
37 See Atk inson, Judy 'Lifting the Blankets, the transgenerational effects of trauma 
in Indigenous Australia ', Thesis paper, June 2000. 
38 See n2 1 at p6. 
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found th i s  service a very friendly one, and the counse l l ing offered of a 
cultural ly appropriate and h igh standard, with real knowledge about 
I nd igenous trauma and its effects .39
Intervention 
There are some i ntervention serv ices being estab l i shed in the 
metropol itan area. At present, however, the d ire needs of Aboriginal 
fami l ies i n  the Perth area are not being adequately met. 
Substantial research and consultation by the Crime Research Centre of 
U WA has resulted in  the recommendation of a number of fami ly  
v io lence cri s is  intervention strategies and models .  These strategies and 
model s :40
• Work through the exi st ing community structures and are 
focussed on fami ly vio lence as a commun ity service and not 
s imply a crim inal justice prob lem ; 
They shou ld be coord inated reg iona l ly to acknowledge 
Aboriginal mob i l ity ;  and 
• They shou ld be based on sound knowledge of the dynamics, 
cu ltural and soc ial ,  of the particu lar local ity. 
A number of core structures are envi saged as part of the models .  They 
inc l ude a Fam i ly Cris i s  Intervention Team, composition and shape 
vary ing accord ing to local ity. The teams would d irectly intervene in 
cris i s  situations and ass ist with coord inating community responses. It 
was recommended that the teams would be managed by a new 
Aboriginal Fam i ly Violence Un it, located with in the state Domestic 
Vio lence Prevent ion Un it,  and be overseen by a m anagement 
com m ittee with representat ives from re levant A bor ig inal 
organ i sations. 
Approaches focussed on criminal i sation are not appropriate, but it i s  
sti l l  i mportant to address the legal needs of women and ch i ldren l iv ing 
with v io lence. Aboriginal women are seriously d isadvantaged by the 
39 The serv ice is co-ordinated by Nyutunga Phi l l ips and is located at the Mangurri 
Aborig inal Corporation in Queens Park. 
40 Blagg, Harry, 'Crisis Intervention in Aboriginal Family Violence, Strategies and 
Models for Western Australia ', Crime Research Centre of U WA, Commonwealth, 
2000 at pp2-3 .  
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l egal system, and even by the spec ia l i st Aboriginal legal support 
services, the various Aborig ina l  Legal Services. This  i ssue was 
canvassed by the Austral ian Law Reform Commission in 1 994 
whereupon they reco mmended the estab l i shment of separate 
Aboriginal women 's legal and advocacy services.4 1  The approach of 
the Commonwealth to th i s  recommendation has been a d i sappointment 
though ; i t  has determ ined that funding for Aboriginal women 's  legal 
services be made to the women 's legal services, establ i shed by non­
Aboriginal women. In some p laces, such as Darwin, the Top End 
Women 's Legal Serv ice (TEW LS)  works c losely and equitably  with 
Aboriginal women and have developed important outreach projects 
wh ich v is i t remote communit ies for the purpose of ass ist ing women 
with legal matters, and a lso with education and support of community 
projects such as cri s i s  centres.42 I n  Perth, however, the Women 's  Legal 
Service has been marked by a h i story of conflict and although the 
Aboriginal women 's  committee managed to establ i sh an Aboriginal 
women's court officer posit ion, th i s  i s  no longer avai lable.  
Some services are now being establ i shed in  Perth . For example, under 
the City of Cockburn 'Moorditj Yoka ', Aboriginal fami ly violence 
outreach service, A boriginal women are prov ided with cu ltural ly  
appropriate support, information, advice and counse l l ing. The serv ice, 
wh ich is run by Aborig inal women, help  women affected by fami ly  
vio lence with accommodation, counse l l ing, court ass istance, referrals  
and other required fol low-ups.43 
There have also been suggest ions concern ing improvement of the 
pol i ce response to A borig ina l  fam i ly v io lence. A number of 
recommendations were made with respect to th is  matter by the WA 
Ch ief Justice and reaffi rmed by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
I slander Social J ustice Comm issioner. They inc luded the fol lowing :44 
I ncreased and better tra in ing of po l ice officers in Aborig inal 
awareness; 
41 ALRC 'Equality before the Law: Women s Access to the Legal System ', Report 
no. 67 Interim, Commonwealth of Austra l ia, 1 994 at p 57. 
42 Dowl ing, A and Hal l iday, K ' Developing a remote area women 's legal service' 4 
(25) Indigenous Law Bulletin 25 
43 This service caters to the Coolbel lup area and i s  located at the Coolbel lup 
Commun ity Centre, Corde l ia  Ave, Cool bel lup. 
44 Office of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner 
'Indigenous Deaths in Custody 1 989 to 1 996 ', Commonwealth, Sydney at p xxi i i .  
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Victims of abuse be referred as qu ickly as possible to re levant 
helping agencies; 
Promotion to depend on sati sfactory comp letion of train ing in 
these aspects of po l ic ing;  
Mechan isms to be deve loped by the Pol ice Department to ensure 
that only suitab le pol ice officers are posted to communities w ith 
substantial Aborig inal popu lations. 
Conclusion 
There is a growing awareness of Aboriginal fami ly violence and i ts 
specific  nature . Th is  is occurring on the part of non-Aborig inal  
commun i ty, and i s  reflected by deve lopments such as recent 
Commonwealth funding commitments and nat ional strategies to 
combat fami ly v io lence in  I nd igenous comm un it ies .45 J ust as,  or even 
more importantly, there is a growing awareness of the extent of fami ly 
v io lence with in  Aboriginal commun ities and a greater wi l l ingness to 
address, and not deny, the problem. I am fortunate to be a part of th i s  
growing process of awareness, understanding and heal ing. 
45 M in ister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait I slander Affairs ' Pi lot Studies to stop 
I nd igenous family v iolence' ,  press release, 26 November 1 999 at
http://www.atsia.gov.au/content/m . . .  s/MCATSI A  workingGroup26 l l 99 . html 
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Re-thinking Prostitution: feminism, sex 
and the self 
Dr. Belinda J. Carpenter* 
Introduction 
Prostitution is  a d ifficult i ssue for femin ists. Are prostitutes v ictims  of 
exploitation, the most honest of women or powerful agents of sexual 
l iberation? Are c l ients perverts or j ust acting natural ly? I have argued 
el sewhere (Carpenter 2000) that the fem inist choice between support 
or crit ique of the prostitute is predicated upon the v ictim/agent 
d ichotomy. S im i larly, femin ist avo idance of the cl ient is founded upon 
assumptions underly ing the sex/gender d i st inct ion .  Such a 
d ichotomous way of understanding th is  complex issue of gender, does 
not g ive femin ists the too ls  to take the debate into the 2 1  s t century. I n  
th i s  paper, through the use of  fem in ist ph i losophy and po l itical contract 
theory, I want to suggest a d ifferent way of th inking about the 
prostitute and the c l i ent that w i l l  offer viable practical and theoretical 
sol utions. In  order to achieve th is, my paper wi l l  do three th ings. F irst, 
because of the ubiqu itous nature of these dual i sms, comprehend ing 
and reconfiguring them requ ires we briefly traverse the organ isation of 
modem l iberal democracies. Second, these theoretical reconfigurations 
wi l l  be app l ied to the i ssue of  prost itution . Th i rd ,  the po l icy 
imp l icat ions for prostitution wi l l  be briefly explored. 
Positioning the Natural and Constructing the Subject 
The current organ i sation of modern l i beral democracies i s  supported 
by a conjectural h istory of its "twin b i rth" in the seventeenth century : 
the human subject and the body po l it ic. Th i s  new re lationsh ip  between 
government and its citizens assumed that natural re lations were to be 
left beh ind in nature . This i s  for three reasons. F i rst, because natural 
re lations ( love, emotional ties) are cons idered to impinge upon a 
subject' s  abi l ity to make rational decis ions. Second, because "natural 
d ifferences between men, such as age or talents, are irrelevant to their 
* Dr Bel inda Carpenter is a lecturer in the School of Justice Studies, Facu lty of
Law, at  the  Queensland Un iversity of Technology. 
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po l it ical equal ity" (Pateman 1 989 :  1 2 1  ). Th ird, because the pub l ic 
sphere of modern l i beral democracies is understood to rest upon the 
private/natural sphere. 
One problem with such an ideal i s  the natural re lation for women 
between thei r  embodiment and the private sphere. Theoretical ly, she 
can never make the transit ion from the myth ical state of nature to the 
body po l it ic  as a woman . "She becomes nature" (Gatens 1 98 8 :6 1 ) . The 
natural re lation of women to the private sphere and to the body 
positions them as rational ly  incapable of entering the publ ic sphere in 
the same manner as men. The reason is  that, in modern l i beral 
democrac ies, rational ity i s  perceived as antithetical to embodiment. 
Th i s  re lationsh ip  between embodiment and i rrational ity becomes a 
doub le-edged sword for women . N ot on ly do women, as the 
embodiment of the private sphere, represent al l that i s  antithetical to 
rational government, but they also are considered to be situated with in  
the private sphere because of their embod iment. I t  i s  argued that 
women have a bod i ly  centered subjectiv ity. For women, thei r  (unru ly)  
body is  the source of the ir subjectiv ity. 
Fol l owing the same logic, men's bod ies do not lead to i rrational ity i n  
the same manner because men are positioned as  d isembod ied, not 
embodied. Men regulate thei r  bodies and enter the pub l ic  sphere as 
rational , d i sembod ied beings. Moreover, the abi l ity to transcend one 's 
body and the private sphere i s  a prerequ is ite for the abi l ity to be a sel f­
determ in ing agent. "The agency of th i s  subject is c losely connected to 
its ab i l ity to separate from itse lf  and dom inate nature" (Gatens 
1 99 1  :5) .  Moreover, because of men 's ab i l ity to transcend the natural 
and the embodied, the source of men 's subjectiv ity is  to be found in  
thei r  m inds. The result i s  that men 's embodiment does not present the 
threat to the ir rational ity that embodiment does for women. 
The ideal of access to universal freedom,  however, means that women 
cannot be exc luded from the benefits of pol itical partic ipation, so the 
idea is promoted that women can be taught to control their unruly 
bodies-something that men natural ly  do. Femin i sts have tended to 
p lace their faith in th is  idea that gender can transcend sex, that the body 
can be contro l led by the m ind.  Th i s  perpetuates the bel ief that the 
acqu i s it ion of a sense of sel f, appropriate to the tasks of a modem 
subject i s  a process of consc iousness that affects (and is re levant to) 
on ly the m ind.  As such, it c learly uti l i ses the mascul ine ideal of the
acqu isit ion of a sense of sel f, and is  thus supported by the idea that the 
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pub l ic sphere is  constructed of d isembodied ind iv iduals .  It accepts the 
bel ief that access to freedom and equal i ty necessitates a rat ional 
(d i sembod ied) subject. 
Women 's bod ies are thus perceived as central to women 's subj ecti vity 
i n  a way in wh ich men 's  bod i es are not. Women 's bod ies are unable to 
be transcended by women 's m inds in the same m anner as men 
transcend their bod ies (by positioning them as property) because 
women 's bodies are the source of women's sense of self, whereas 
m en ' s  bod ies are per ipheral to the i r  sense of se l f. S uch 
transcendence/disembod iment is  positioned as the prerequ i s ite for 
access to the rational ity that underpins pol it ical equal ity and un iversal 
freedom . Disembodiment (as that demanded of, and experienced by, 
men) becomes a logical i mposs ib i l i ty for women (who cannot 
transcend themselves), but i t  is also a myth for men. 
Men are not d isembod ied. They experience d isembodiment, however, 
because what are perceived as men's natural characteristics are the 
same as those requ ired of the modern subject (body as property) .  Thus, 
a lthough the pub l ic sphere is not conceived of as about natural 
re lations, it becomes associated with men and what are cons idered 
their natural attributes. It is also defined against women 's natural 
attributes. The conclus ion is that women must transcend their  natures 
to gain access to the rational i ty that underp ins al l contracts, wh i le men 
uti l i se their natures. Th i s  does not mean, however, that women are 
den ied access to the publ ic sphere and to pol it ical part ic ipation. Rather, 
it is to argue that women are accepted only as women . 
Such a recogn ition ind icates_ the intimate connections between the 
conceptual isation of the modem subject and the organ i sation of 
modem l iberal democracies.  The sign ificance of men's bod ies are 
seem ingly erased because they are posit ioned as i rre levant in the 
rat ional sphere of contract and to h is  sense of h imself. Yet, male bod ies 
are the central maker of the capacity to be a c itizen . Converse ly, 
women's bod ies are pre-eminent i n  the rational sphere of contract and 
to her sense of self.  Thi s  i mpacts on al l relations between men and 
women . Prostitution represents a part icularly i nteresti ng situation, 
however, because i t  i s  both sex (private) and work (publ ic) .  
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Prostitution: Sex and Work 
The prost itute and the c l ient bring to the prostitution contract certain 
expectations about the mechan ics of the contract and the tasks to be 
performed. They bring with them their re lations to their bod ies and to 
the bodies of the other-each constrained by a h i storical configurat ion 
i n  and through modern l iberal democracies. They also bring with them,  
however, the poss ib i l ity of d i srupting the script of prostitution, g iven 
that it is a creation and (re)creation of possibi l it ies that they embody. 
When prostitutes have sex with a c l i ent they often state that they 
"switch off." Such d istancing strategies have been identified by M i l let 
( 1 973), McLeod ( 1 982), Perkins and Bennett ( 1 985),  Perkins ( 1 99 1  ) ,  
and Hatty ( 1 992) . Frequent ly, in  this  femin ist l iterature, there i s  the 
assertion from a prostitute that : 
The things you can be th inking of when you're having sex with a c l ient are so 
ridiculous-l ike I 'm thinking how many calories I 've had that day or someth ing 
total ly the opposite. I 'm definitely not thinking about sex. The nearest you come 
to thinking about sex is the money. You're usual ly th inking, " It's twenty pounds, 
oh good !"  It sounds a bit mercenary but you're usual ly thinking "This wi l l  meet 
that b i l l ." That's usual ly the closest you ' l l  come to thinking about the act 
(McLeod 1 982 :39). 
I t  is c laimed by Pateman ( 1 988 :207) that such d istancing strategies are 
i ntegral to the prostitute 's retain ing her sense of se lf, as "womanhood 
is  confirmed in sexual activity, and when a prostitute contracts out use 
of her body she is thus sel l i ng herself  in  a very real sense ." It i s  c lear,
however, that the prostitute, as a woman, is motivated to switch o ff 
from the sexual use of her body for d ifferent reasons than men assert 
their capac ity for d isembodiment. Certain ly, th is  ab i l ity of prostitutes 
to switch off occurs despite the assertion in pol itical theory and 
ph i losophy that women are incapab le of such a re lation to the ir bod ies .  
For the prostitute, however, it i s  the c lose re lation between her sense of 
se l f-her embodiment and sex-that compels her to d i sassoc iate from 
her body during sex in the prostitution contract. Rather than offering 
the c l ient her embod ied sel f, she attempts to offer on ly the raw meat of 
her body and, thus, sexual access rather than sexual se lf. I n  th is  regard, 
Dee articu lates the prostitute 's d isassociation between her sense of sel f  
and the sex act :  
I f  anything a prostitute treats herself  l ike a chair for someone to  s i t  on. Her mind 
goes b lank. She just l ies there. You become just an obj ect. A lot  of cl ients say, 
"Respond, it doesn 't seem normal just ly ing there." After a whi le  it becomes j ust 
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a normal th ing. Most of them know-they understand it would be physical ly 
impossible ( in  McLeod 1 982:39). 
Despite th is  final assertion from Dee, McLeod ( l 982 : 84) maintains 
that "nearly al l the men I interviewed complained about the emotional 
coldness and mercenary approach of many prostitutes they had contact 
with ." The intimation here is that c l ients desire a repl ication of the 
sexual script they have come to expect in private sexual re lations. 
C l ients expect her embod iment-which i s  her sense of sel f-as a 
j uxtaposition for h i s  d isembod iment. However, as McLeod and many 
of the prostitutes she interviewed recogn ised, "there is a strain in 
maintaining th is  emotional se l f-protection" (McLeod 1 982 :4 1 ) : 
They say sometimes; "What's on your mind?" General ly you think to yourself­
you hope the contraceptive doesn't break, you hope they pay you and you hope 
to hell they hurry up. It sounds awfully cold but you have to be l i ke that 
otherwise it  wou ld get to you and crack you up. You try not to let it (Ju l ie  in 
McLeod 1 982:4 1 ) . 
Such comments from prostitutes also assert the close affil iation 
between representations of the sel f  and one's internal relation to it, and 
the d ifferences between men and women in th is  regard . Wh i le the 
prostitute justifies her d isassoc iation of sex from sel f  for protection, 
the cl ient's d isassociation i s  explained in terms of an unemotional , 
qu ick, and easy servic ing of the body. 
The prostitute's attempt at d i sembodiment during sex with c l ients i s  
not part of  the script for  the c l ient. How c l ients deal with th i s  i s  not 
wel l  documented, though it is possible that even a d isassoc iated bod i ly 
transaction serves its purpose of ownersh ip and servic ing for the 
c l ient-given the relationsh ip between women, body, and potential 
property, and between access to prostitution and conti nued 
disembodiment. Prostitution, wh i le attempting to present a d i fferent 
v iew of sex-emotional ly detached, business l ike--cannot d isrupt the 
need for bod ies to be present. Nevertheless, prostitut ion does not 
necessari ly confront men with their embod iment because, certainly in  
the publ ic sphere, the relationsh ip  between their sense of self  and their  
body as property continues. There is  the recogn ition that thei r  body i s  
central to  the contract, but thi s  does not necessitate the instigation of  a 
re lationsh ip  of embodiment. I n  fact, given the notion of prostitution as 
regulator of the body, a re lationsh ip  other than one of property would 
make being a c l ient d ifficult to sustain .  As such, prostitution shou ld be 
understood as the exemplar of men 's posit ioning in the pub l ic  sphere, 
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and not as the (soc ial i sed, yet natural) outcome of men 's sexual needs. 
The se l l ing of sex in  the publ ic sphere as work is  the preferred 
explanation, by fem inists and l ibertarians, for the prost itute 's form of 
d isembodiment. Th is  is, however, clearly on ly part of the exp lanation . 
Switch ing off must also be related to her recognition of the re lationship  
between her commodity (her sexual body) and her sense of sel f  (as 
sexual body) .  Th is  must exempl ify both her position ing as a spec ific 
type of worker in  the publ ic sphere (a woman), and her status as the 
object of the prostitution contract, in a manner in which other contracts 
between men and women cannot. 
S im i larly, prostitution does not, in and of i tse lf, instigate a relationsh ip 
to his body other than one of property. Lt is recogn i sed, however, that 
chal leng ing th is re lationsh ip wou ld underm ine the current j ustification 
for the provis ion of prostitution . Understand ing prostitution to provide 
men with a legitimate way of regulating the ir bod ies, al lows men to 
perpetuate, rather than chal lenge, the notion of body as property 
because he positions both h is  body, and the body of the prostitute, as 
(h is)  property. 
(Re )Knowing the Prostitute 
The creation of modem l iberal democracies brought with it certain 
assumptions about the position ing of women and thei r  appropriate 
p lace w ith in the private sphere.  Prostitutes may appear to have 
chal lenged the positioning of women in the publ ic  sphere, but a closer 
look reveals that their posit ioning is based on their embodiment. 
Prostitutes have not been granted a status in the pub l ic  sphere as one 
capable of entering into a pub l ic contract. They have been den ied the 
status of civ i l  individual s because they are women . Thus the c laim that 
prostitution is work l ike any other thus both h its and m isses the mark . 
For women, the prostitution contract, l i ke any contract, den ies them an 
equal ity with men . It is thus work l ike any other for women. Such an 
assertion underm ines the neutral ity of contract and makes evident its 
sexual specific ity. Uti l i s ing the status of contract does not enable 
natural re lat ions to d i ss ipate . Prost i tut ion uses those very 
characteristics to justify its existence. 
Choosing to be a whore is  thus both a recognition of the status of a l l  
women (thus gain ing an advantage from it)  and i ts  denial (c laim ing to 
be a worker, rather than a prostitute, is one example) .  This way of 
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knowing translates into the idea o f  prostitution as a practice o f  the sel f. 
Women choose to sel l  sex because they are only ever embod ied in the 
publ ic and private spheres. Thus, whi le prostitutes may choose to se l l  
sex for various reasons, their position ing in  a soc iety that constant ly 
demonstrates to them that their b iggest earn ing potential focuses on 
their embod iment, p lays a major part in their choice. Prostitutes use 
th i s  knowledge to their  advantage-they l itera l ly and overtly sel l  their 
bodies in  a practice of the se l f  impl ic it i n  al l sexual encounters to 
wh ich women are a part. Moreover, as argued above, prostitutes gain 
mean ing about themselves through th is  process at the same time that 
their embod iment al lows th is  activ ity to be a viable alternative. 
I t  must therefore be acknowledged that deny ing the object of the sale 
in pub l ic d i scourse also den ies the subjectiv ity of the prostitute . Her 
agency is enmeshed in her abi l i ty to see herself  as the object of the 
contract. As both object and subject of the sale, she is neither a v ictim 
nor an agent. In fact, it is the prostitute's ambivalent status as both 
object and subject of contract that enab les her d i sembodiment and her 
sel f  protection. I t  also shou ld be recogn i sed that the notion of 
d i sembodiment is both an unreal izable goal for the prostitute as wel l  as 
a necessary and real izable capacity given her positioning as a bod i ly 
centered self.  Switching off during the servic ing of the contract, wh i le 
unable to chal lenge either her sexual spec ificity or embod iment in  
prostitution, g ives her access to the status of rational ity-as worker. 
Prostitutes recogn i se the ir embod iment in contract and d istance thei r  
sense of se lf  from the sexual use of their bod ies. However, the ir bod i ly 
centered subject ivity-their equation of sex with sel f-may also 
explain the personal cost involved in being a prostitute . C learly, an 
important intervention into prostitution as a result of th is  way of 
knowing her wou ld be to assert the sexual specific ity of prostitution . 
Moreover, such a refocusing of attention must c lar ify the sexual 
specificity of the other body in the contract. 
(Re)Knowing the Client 
When men buy sex, they offer two explanations for their purchase, and 
both rely upon the real ity of thei r  d isembod iment. Either he is a private 
c itizen exercis ing h i s  right to do in private what he chooses and/or, he 
is  involved in a publ ic contract that comes with i ts own laws and 
regu lations. H i s  experience and status of d i sembod iment is assured in  
both cases .  I n  the pub l ic sphere, the provis ion of prostitution 
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perpetuates h is  capac ity for d isembod iment. In  the private sphere, the 
natural ordering of sex does not chal lenge h is  experience of body as 
property. 
C learly, both the secrecy surround ing the c l ient of the prostitution 
contract and the confidential ity requ ired of the prostitute maintain a 
si lence that is central to the persi stence of bought sex. Rather than 
appeal ing to prudery and/or moral ity as the reason for th i s  si lence, 
however, I have suggested that it is owing to the recogn ition of h is  
sexual spec i fic i ty. Leg i s lators, po l icymakers, the med ia, and 
parl iamentarians are acutely aware of his sex, of his body. Prostitution 
is  recognised as central in the regu lation of the body of the modern 
subject. It enables h im to present as d i sembod ied and rational in  
contract. Prostitution, however, i s  capable of reveal ing the substance of 
the di sembod ied individual in the pub l ic sphere-not only h is  sexual 
spec ificity but also h i s  access to rational ity through sex. Whi le  
perpetuating h is  d isembod iment, prostitution, a lso d isp lays i ts  bod i ly  
foundat ion .  Th i s  demonstrates, on the  one hand, the arb i trary 
re lationship between d i sembodiment and rational ity for men, wh i le 
s imu ltaneously i l l ustrat ing the ways in  which the very organi sation of 
modern l iberal democrac ies maintains  th i s  relationsh ip .  
To i ssue a chal lenge to such a way of knowing men,  and, thus, to the 
legit imation of prostitution, requires confronting men with the social 
and arb itrary nature of their re lationsh ip  to their bodies. I t  requires 
acknowledging that there is  no d isembod ied agency that precedes and 
d i rects an embodied exterior-that there is no active m ind that 
inscribes the natural, passive body with soc ial lessons. Neither is the 
embod ied exterior predeterm ined by some interior essence such that 
one's natural attributes and characteri stics are the result of a real isation 
of the truth of one's sex. Instead, it i s  to argue that consc iousness is an 
effect of the inscription of the flesh, and that th i s  " inscription is the 
result of power actively marking bod ies as social ,  i nscribing them with 
the attributes of subjectivity" (Grosz 1 990 :63) .  
His real ity of d isembod iment, perpetuated by h is  re lationsh ip of 
control over his body, can thus be characterised as a cultural ,  rather 
than a natural, re lation, and an explanation for behav iour that has l ittle 
to do with the natural (and thus unchanging) urg ings of his body. This 
must unsettle his relation to h imself and his understanding of his 
re lation as c l ient as more to do with his status than his needs and/or 
desires. This is not to argue that the needs and desires that currently 
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explain h i s  purchase are somehow false, but rather to suggest that they 
are not immutab le. They are the result of the way in wh ich h i s  body is  
positioned rather than being a repercussion of the uncontrol lab i l ity of 
h i s  body. They are the product of h is  quest for rational i ty rather than 
the result of h is  loss of rational i ty. 
Disrupting the Dualisms 
Sel l ing sex is one choice that is offered to women in and through their  
construction as women in the dual i stic conception of real ity that i s  the 
basis of modern l i beral democrac ies. Th i s  conceptual and pol itical 
real ity i s  both mean ingful and arbitrary, as the i ssue of prostitution 
demonstrates .  On the one hand, prostitutes, as part of that rea l i ty, have 
internal i sed the relationship between the pub l ic sphere and work, 
rational i ty and disembod iment. On the other hand, they must recogn ise 
their lack of status i n  th i s  sphere as one that is c learly re lated to their 
embod iment as women . Prostitutes (perhaps l i ke al l women) recogn ise 
that their  position as embod ied is both re levant and i rrelevant to their  
status and the ir acqu isition of selfhood in the publ ic  and private 
spheres. Th is  dual recognition is a lso evident in her response to th is  
ambiguous status. To be embodied and d i sembod ied s imu ltaneously i s  
both her protection from this  amb iguity and her assertion of status as  a 
worker in the pub l i c  sphere.  
In  contrast, buying sex, in and of itse lf, i s  only ever a perpetuation of 
the fratern ity of the soc ial contract. For men, buying sex not only 
asserts their status and rights, but a configuration of the self  in  need of 
bod i ly servicing. Buy ing sex not on ly confirms  their status but 
(re)produces it at the same time that it d issolves the relationsh ip 
between buy ing sex, and embodiment and i rrational i ty. Men must be 
chal lenged to assert a new configuration of the self  that does not rely 
upon th i s  avai lab i l i ty of women .  
The practical impl ications of  such a d i sturbance to  each of  the 
dual i sms  wou ld d iffer greatly from current pol icy recommendations. 
With regard to the prostitute, better paying jobs for women in a broader 
range of occupations wou ld be a pol icy recommendation, but equal ly 
essential would be a community awareness education program to give 
i nformation about prostitution as the serv ic ing of the subject. 
Interviews with prostitutes about the real i ty of the i r  jobs and thei r  
l ives, their status i n  the publ ic sphere, and the ways in  which they deal 
with the spec ifics of their choice would requ ire a wide hearing. Rather 
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than focus on the ir d ifference from other women in the commun ity, 
their normalcy as women would be stressed . A focus on her experience 
of agency through prostitution cou ld be compared with the ways in 
which women access agency in what are perceived as victim ized 
occupations, l ives, and/or backgrounds.  Moreover, it should be 
acknowledged that such an experience of agency is as social ly  
significant as her conceptual i sation as powerless. Th is  i s  very d ifferent 
from the recommendations of recent pol i cy documents that have 
tended to focus on her status as (psycholog ical or economic) victim 
and, to that end, advocated a larger, more encompassing and access ib le 
welfare system . Knowing her as vict im needs to be balanced with her 
experience as agent, wh ich can be ach ieved in  various ways :  through 
her recognition of a double standard i n  leg islation, through the act of 
sex in  prostitution ; through internal ization of the labe l of victim ; or, 
through an experience of danger or v io lence from c l ients. It would also 
be important to problematize the argument, popu lar with in the pro­
prostitution position, that e ither the nature of the exchange or the 
sexual specificity of the job are i rre levant to understanding the real ity 
of prostitution. I t  has been demonstrated here that the real ity of 
prostitution is premised upon these facts. The sexual spec ificity of the 
se l l ing and the buy ing of sex is owing to the organ i sation of 
prostitution through the publ ic/private sp l it, and the sign ificance of thi s  
dual i sm in our perception of the natural attributes of men and women . 
Po l icy recommendations for the c l i ent that would be in itiated from thi s  
theoret ical  reconfigurat ion wou ld ,  l i ke prev ious pol icy 
recommendations, focus on community education . Whi le  men would 
need to be spec ifical ly  targeted to create an awareness of the 
impl ications of their paid sexual le i sure for both themse lves and 
women, the commun ity wou ld have to be i nformed that buying sex i s  
not the result of a modifiable sex urge but a rational choice that i s  
p lanned often months in  advance. The  commun ity would have to be 
conv inced that buying sex perpetuates men 's  lack of responsibi l i ty 
over natural urges rather than being a means of regu lating these urges 
without harm . 
Understanding th i s  re lationsh ip between buy ing sex and its current 
j ustification is the significant difference that a reconfiguration of the 
m ind/body, pub l ic/private, rational/irrational dichotom ies can offer. As 
has been argued, the relationsh ip between men and women i s  p layed 
out in  dramatic form with in prostitution, but th is  relationship  is  part of
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the organisation of modern l iberal democrac ies and not the cause of 
prostitution. Because prostitution i s  based on,  and constituted through, 
the dual i sms of pub l i c  and private, soc ial and sexual, m ind and body, 
gender and sex, it can only reinforce h is  current configuration of sel f. 
It is to th is  re lationsh ip  between men's  m inds and bod ies, and not to 
men 's  relations with women, that th is  reconfiguration takes femin ism .  
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WATL and Blake Dawson Waldron Paper 
Competition 2000
Abstracts 
Editors' Introduction 
Every year the Women and the Law Society holds a student paper 
competition at the University of Queensland, with the winning paper 
published in Pandora s Box. This year the quality of the finalists ' 
papers was of such an outstanding level, that the editors and the WA TL 
executive felt them all to be deserving of inclusion. To this end, brief 
abstracts of each of these papers follow. 
* * * * * * * * * 
Expose on the Inability of International Law to 
Protect Women's Human Rights 
Cubby Fox 
I nternational law has fai led women. It has fai led to obtain equal rights 
for women and now fai l s  to protect them from human rights abuses. 
Fundamental human rights "common to all man" are not common to 
all women, especial ly in  deve lop ing countries. The chasm between 
protection of human rights and the promotion and protection of 
women 's human rights appears to be growing. 
The focus of my essay was broad, from the establ i shment and 
maintenance of fundamenta l  r ights for women worldwide to 
prosecution of breaches, and evo lution of opportun ity and choice as a 
matter of course for every woman and man . Foremost, international 
law should inc ite change as to women 's status and legit imate 
expectations, and secondly, provide the final bastion in the struggle for 
enforcement of women's rights. 
Two case studies were presented : honour k i l l i ngs in Pakistan and rape 
as a weapon of war. Such cases are an affront to the Un iversal 
Dec laration of Human Rights and legal , ethical and moral standards 
worldwide. International enforcement of women's human rights can 
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occur in two ways .  F i rstly states, and the men and women with in them 
can be educated on the un iversa l i ty of hum r ights and the i r  
appl icab i l ity to al l women . Second ly, international law must have the 
power and abi l ity to prosecute human rights v io lators . 
Human rights - a woman 's right? 
Engaging the Law 
Johanna Gibson 
The princip le focus of my paper i s  to describe the l im its of Austral ian 
legal systems and to preserve the integrity of indigenous laws, rather 
than their conscription, beyond such systems. Specifical ly, the paper 
addresses the impact of mainstream legal princip les upon indigenous 
women and the particular i ssues of culture and gender experienced . 
The necessari ly procedural nature of engaging legal institutions and 
communities is critical ly d i scussed, indicating the need for special i st 
services for ind igenous women that are authorised and determ ined by 
the community itse lf. Th is  paper is aware of the danger of a white 
advocacy or paraphrasing of such needs, and instead emphasi ses sel f­
determ ination of ind ividual s '  needs through indigenous co l lect ives, 
rather than the pre-determ ination of those issues by mainstream 
services. 
The French 'Affair of the Veil' : in law, in politics and 
in society 
Nicky Jones 
This  paper is an analysis of l 'affaire du foulard or the 'affair of the 
vei l '  in France, the general name for a series of confrontations 
emerg ing in  1 989 and again in  1 993-95 between M us l im schoolgir ls, 
who were ins isting on their right to wear the I slamic  headscarf, a lso 
known as the hijab or foulard, whi l e  at school ,  and authorities from 
the secular education system and schools, who were proh ib it ing them 
from attending c lasses wh i lst wearing it. 
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Prolonged d iscussion in the media brought the af aire to national and 
international attention in  1 989. The unusual ly heated and d iv is ive 
nature of the ensuing publ ic debate was in  part due to the importance 
and the profoundly personal nature of many of the princ ip les and 
pol ic ies being argued : the roles of re l ig ion and secular education, 
Repub l ican ism and French identity, the status of women and the vei l  in 
I s lam ic doctrine and practice, immigration and mult icultura l i sm ,  and 
the rights of Mus l im citizens, particu larly M us l im g irls, in  l ight of 
France 's i nternational obl igations. I nterest ingly enough, the div is ions 
did not fol low conventional party or re l ig ious l ines, nor were they a 
straightforward oppos ition of Republ ican secularists against exponents 
of rel igion . Accord ing to French dai ly newspaper Le Monde,  the 
debate var ied depend ing on the person or the princ ip le be ing 
d iscussed, or  on whether one was considering the present or the future .  
This paper wi l l  d i scuss these i ssues in  the context of the affaire du 
foulard and wi l l  consider the ways in which the affaire i s  a particu lar 
problem for M us l im women, although it is also a broader prob lem for 
rel igious m inority groups and, for thi s  reason, an important i ssue of 
concern to the international community. Several questions wi l l  be 
addressed : What were the circumstances of the affaire? What other 
factors were invo lved? What were the re levant po l i c ies and 
legis lation? What r ights were involved and how should these rights be 
determ ined in  a l iberal democracy such as F rance? F inal ly, what are 
the pol icy impl ications of the affaire du foulard both for France and for 
the international community? 
Bioethics and International Law: Current 
Deficiencies and Future Hope 
Helen McEniery 
The legal framework to guard against poss ib le human rights abuses 
associated with advances in biomedical sc ience is  struggl ing to keep 
up. Most nations either do not have legis lation deal i ng with the soc ia l  
imp l i cati ons of developments i n  medica l  techno logy, or have 
legis lation that i s  not comprehensive.  Th i s  demands rapid nat ional and 
international d iscourse and action. National laws are requ ired to 
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prevent the abuse of human rights, and international regulation i s  
required to  ensure un i form ity. 
General axioms of international law are not sufficient to deal with 
spec i fic  prob lems created by advances i n  b io log ical sc ience.  
I nternational attempts to deal with the issue, namely the European 
B ioeth ics Convention and the UN ESCO Dec laration, are ridd led with 
sign ificant shortcom ings. Neverthe less, these instruments should be 
viewed as important first steps to promote international debate in  the 
quest for a binding international convention . They can serve as useful 
tools  to g ive world leaders gu idance on what national responses wou ld 
be appropriate, particularly in countries that are yet to legis late on the 
i ssue. UN ESCO, as the prem ier international organi sation in the field 
of science, culture, communication and education has the legal c lout to 
negotiate cod ifi cation of an international i nstrument advanc ing 
technology, publ i c  health and human rights . 
Aboriginal Labour Market Status: Why and Where 
Next? 
Suzanne Marlow 
It remains a q uietly and conveniently fo rgotten fact that government 
policy i n  the late l 980's and m uch of the 1 990's set out to ach ieve
i ndigenous em ployment levels eq ual to those for other Australians by 
the yea r 2000. 
Jenny Prior, ATS IC  Commissioner for North Queensland, June 2000 . 
White Austral ia's treatment of th is  land 's original inhab itants has left 
many of them dispossessed, dis i l l usioned and in  d i re economic 
c i rcumstances. As a result Aboriginal stat istics consistently record 
drastical ly  worse leve ls  on social indicators such as health, l ife 
expectancy, educational attainment,  incarcerat ion rates, and 
unemployment than the non-indigenous popu lat ion.  It is widely 
recogn ised that the many social and economic problems faced by 
indigenous Austral ians are interdependent and labour market status is 
at the core of these spira l l ing outcomes. 
This paper exam ines the extent of  Abori g inal labour market 
d isadvantage, the reasons behind low indigenous employment status, 
and analyses the efficacy of existing remedial pol ic ies and programs.  
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From this  analysis it i s  possib le  to suggest reform of labour market 
programs and po licies and also of the current data col lection methods, 
on which pol icy decisions rely.
The i ndigenous people of Australia appear in al l labour market data to 
be at a severe d isadvantage compared with the rest of the population.  
The h i storical ,  locat ional  and c ul tural reasons beh ind these 
compounded c ircumstances are al l inter-related and a hol i stic approach 
to remedying this  disadvantage must be taken. Poor labour market 
status is at the core of socio-economic d isadvantage. Thus refining 
existing i ndigenous labour market pol icies, and improving education 
and train i ng must continue to advance if Aborigines are ever to 
compete on an even footing  within  the broader Australian labour 
m arket. At pace however, it seems as if we are aiming for equal ity of 
opportun ity and outcome by the year 3000. 

